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Abstract
This study discusses the effectiveness of methods for measuring personal values in 
tourism research and presents an exploration of différent modellmg teclmiques as more 
effective approaches. Drawing on research examining the measurement of 
environmental values and the contextual, multiple and conflicting nature (rf values  ^ the 
use of a contextual and situational value measurement technique for assessing tourism 
values is suggested as an alternative to  the more common generalist “personal values in 
everyday life” approach. A two dimensional model of tourism values is proposed which 
serves to integrate the literature and help to better understand tourism values The two 
bi-polar dimensions are, firstly, emotion-dominant and cognition-dominant; and 
secondly, inner directed and outer directed.
In 1995 and 1996 surveys were conducted on visitors to two small urban locations in 
Scotland. The- objectives of the two studies were as follows; First, to  uncover the 
range of personal values that are invoked when tourists are choosing a destination to 
visit, and which therefore can be considered- current and relevant to the tourism life 
domain (context). The contextual approach was used to measure situational variables 
(activities, destination attributes, place attachment and environmental concem)^in both 
towns. Tourists to these two towns were then segmented on the basis of their 
expressed values and behaviours. Second, hierarchical logünear analysis- was used to 
examine the effect of multiple, conflicting values on holiday behaviour. The study 
concludes by emphasising the importance of measuring values taking into account the 
general or specific situation that tourists find themselves in, guided by values covering
all aspects of the tourist life domain. Finally, the utility and effectiveness of the two 
analytical approaches are assessed and the managerial implications that emerge from 
the study and analysis are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A Background Ta EnvironmentaUsm
Environmentalism was borne of the view from the mid 1960’s onwards that unchecked 
economic growth could be seem to have the potenti^ to damage the natural 
environment in an irreversible way. Before the 1970’s natural resources were often 
seen as plentiful and boundless, existing, to be exploited as- cheaply as possible to serve 
the needs of humankind (Mannion and Bowlby, 1994; Eckersley, 1994; McDowell, 
1996). Natural resources were often used in- abundant quantities commercially which 
took no account of their finite nature. For example, scant attention was given to the 
quantity of fish harvested, the amounts of minerals used or forests cleared- as 
development was considered to go hand in hand with economic growth (Eckersley, 
1 9 ^ ; SoussMi  ^ 1994; McDowell, 1996); For the early post war period until the early 
1960’s, the desire to push for change and economic development was unchallenged by 
many although there were-some people who raised the issues about the consequences 
of resource exploitation and sought to bring them to the forefront of the publics’ 
attention. In- particular, works such as Carson’s’ SUent Spring (1962) and 
Schumacher's Small is Beautiful (1973) had some impact on public awareness and the 
increased concern- for the environment led to  the growth of the green movement in 
many developed countries and pressure for more effective legislation in these countries, 
to  control environmental impacts (Eckersley, 1994; McDowell, 1996).
An analysis of space devoted to environmental issues in The Times (GB) illustrated the 
growth of interest in environmental issues (Bramwell and Lane, 1993); From f956- 
1963, steady coverage of such issues was demonstrated. But, from 1965-1973, space
devoted to environmental issues had increased by 300% over the previous period 
(Brookes, 1980). Similar patterns were noted internationally (Sandbach^ 1980). In 
parallel to this increasing public interest in environmental issues was the formation of 
enviromne^al pressure groups, essentially organisationally diverse ^ d , with the 
exception of Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth, largely a localist phenomena 
(Bramwell and Lane, 1993). The objectives of these g^oups may be seen as being 
influenced by their degree of belief and commitment to the ideology of 
environmentalism.
Environmentalism is an ideology built on ecocentric (i.e; ecology centred) ideals which 
advocate that humans must live in harmony with nature and that there are limits to the 
capacity of the natural environment to absorb the gow th of human activities. This 
perspective differs from traditional anthropocentric (i.e. human centred) thought about 
the environment which expresses the feeling that nature lacks inherent value and exists 
primarily to serve the needs of mankind (Dunlap and Van Liere, 1978; Geller and 
Lasley, 1985; Noe æid Snow, 199(1; Uysal et al, 1994, Eckersley, 1994) and can 
therefore be exploited to this end. Degrees of environmentalism can be seen as a 
continuum of paradigms of environmental viewpoints bounded by these pdar extremes 
and definitions of environmental viewpoints can be considered as lying in a position 
that falls witlm a range somewhere inside these two-polar extremes
Those groups who believe that mankind should contribute to the improvement and 
sustainability of the environment (i.e humans have a high level responsibility 
(Grams, 1995)) may be characterised as taking an “active” stance resulting in positive
action. Those who accept a lower level of responsibility take a more “passive” 
approach, simply seeking to- minimise their damage to the environment (Eckersley, 
1994). However, there is a gap between the beliefs and values of many humans as 
“environmentalists” and their behaviour and actions as consumers of the “g-een” 
concept and products.
The emergence of "geenr consumerism" can be considered as the most dramatic 
development of environmentalism (Rudig, 1993). For most consumers, 
environmentalism to  some degee is no longer a marginal activity confined to goup 
membership. There is no question that many consumers are becoming “geener” or 
more environmentally sensitive, both in terms of awareness %id in a desire to 
contribute through their efforts a more sensitive approach to numerous activities and 
purchasing behaviour (Wight, 1993). Plant and Plant (1991) in their examination- of 
marketing activities has conceptualised the notion of degees of environmentalism as 
“shades of geen”. Ranging fi^om‘l i ^  geen” superficial behefs to “dark green" active 
commitment.
Such changes have been supported by summary statistics; for ecample MORI (-1996) 
reported fi*om the results of a recent nation-wide survey that 61% of the population 
were “geen consumers”. In a similar consumer survey (NGC, 1996), 57% of adults in 
the UK claimed that they had bought environmentally fiiendly and organic products, 
and 56% claimed that they regularly recycled. Equally, the accwacy and the translation 
of such summary views into action need to be questioned. Firstly, there is a well- 
documented disparity between what people say they do in-terms of environmentalism
and what action they actually take. The National Consumer Council in their 1996 
report on environmental claims concluded that when people are a^ed  about concern 
for the environment and environmental actions, the vast majority would give the 
“right” answer mid say that they are concerned and act acccffdingly. This disparity 
presents a major problem segmenting consumers on the basis of reported 
environmental behaviours. Secondly, It has been argued that in our late modem or 
post-modern society (Van .Raaij, 1993), consumers consume products for their 
symbolic meaning rather than for their material utility (BaudriUard, 1981). The 
ideology of environmentalism is laden vrith symbolic meanings the functions of which 
have- operated outwards to construct a society in which concern mid human 
responsibility for the environment is the norm, a socially acceptable form of behaviour. 
These symbolic meanings have also functioned inwm'ds toward constructing self- 
identity of the consumer; the consumption of geen products or expressed support for 
environmentalism displays a social awareness, the consumer as a responsible and 
concerned individual.
Until the late 1960’s when the mwironmental movement began to make its’ presence 
felt in Europe and the USA, there had been very little fundamental questioning of the 
economic systena whicb was producing environmental impacts such as resource 
degadation and pollution. The complacency that existed with regard to the plentiful 
supply of natural resources was brought to-the forefront of public attention in a  major 
way by the first oil crisis in 1973. The coincidence of this crisis with a major 
environmental study; Limits to Growth (Meadows et al, 1972) which predicted a 
collapse of the world system within the next century if the unbridled pattern of
resource use was not arrested, created a general belief that a future of global resource 
scarcity resulting in higher prices was inevitable. This was the prevailing view for the 
1970’s and much of the 1980’s and led to the central belief that natural resources were 
important economic and political concerns
Over the last one and a half decades through geater knowledge of resource 
availaWhty, it hastran^nred that this view was erroneous, whilst natural resources may 
be indeed finite they are not likely to be imminently exhausted. Over this period new 
concerns emerged which focused less on the future supply of resources and 
emphasised more the impact on the environment of using these resources. The 
resource- concerns cd“ the 199fr’s  emphasise the quality of renewable resource- flows 
rather than the amount of non-renewable resource stocks. This shift in emphasis is 
reflected in the approach that is referred to- as sustainable development.
A Background to Sustainable Development
The concept of sustainable development emergd in the late I98(Fs- as 
environmentalism’s new paradigm, although origins of the concept can be traced back 
to Dasman et al, 1973 Ecological Principles for Economic Development. In essençe, 
sustainable development seeks to reconcile enviionment and development and quality 
of life issues by taking into account hummr needs and the capacity of the environment 
to cope with the impacts of economic gowth. The concept of sustainable development 
largely consists of broad goals which hum ^ institutions endeavour to- turn into 
positive, achievable action. It has been argued that the concept of sustainable
development should be approached with caution as it is rapidly becoming “a new 
orthodoxy" and a bandwagon (Soussa% 1994) and in many cases rather than acting as 
a catalyst for change, it is used and abused to legitimise activities and policies that are 
often neither sustainable nor developmental (McKercher, 1993b.)
The first use of the notion of sustainable development was in the World Conservation 
Strategy (International Union for the Conservation of Nature (lUCN) 198(1) wWch 
focused mainly on sustainability in ecological terms, largely ignoring economic issues. 
The lUCN rq>ort (1980) called for three main priorities to-be built into development 
policies: i) the maintenance of ecological processes; ü) the sustainable use of resources 
and iii) the maintenance of phy^al diversity; The ecological emphasis of the lUCN 
report was widely criticised for being anti-developmental, that is, as tending to view all 
development and human impact on the environment as negative. In view of this lack of 
emphasis on the relationship between the economy and the environment a further 
report that led to the re-formulation of the concept- of sustainable development was 
initiated in 1987 by the World Commission on Environment and Development, more 
commonly known as the BrundtWid Commission Owr Common Future (The 
Brundtland report (1987)) has not to date been superseded and has been seen as a 
benchmark for all future discussions of sustainable developm^t. Sustainable 
development is defined by the Bruntland Report as ‘Tlevelopment that meets the 
needs of the present without comgomising the ability of future generations to-meet 
their needs”(WCED, 1987).
Four basic principles crucial to the concept of sustainability have been outlined by the 
Bruntland Report, (1987: 1) The iden of holistic planning and strategy making; 2 ) The 
importance of preserving essential ecological processes; 3) The need to protect both 
human heritage and biodiversity; 4) To- develop in such a- way that productivity can be 
sustained over the long term for future generations (WCED, 1987).
Essentially, the Brundtland Report recognised the need for economic gow th and 
recommends the formulation of policies that seek to maximise gowth but in a manner 
that does not have a degading or negative ^ e c t  on quality of 1 ^  or the future 
viability of the resource base.
Sustainable Development and Tourism-A Background
It is against this wider backgound of sustainability that the concept of sustainable 
tourism development has evolved. Just as- gener^ environmental gow th has- been 
questioned, so too has unbridled tourism gowth. Modern tourism, which expanded in 
the I940's post war period, continues- to  gow. The importance of the sector to- the 
global economy is unquestionable, and it has been projected by the World Tourism 
Organisation that by the beginning of the millermiiirri tourism could be the world 
largest single industry (Coccossis, 1996; WTO, 1989).
Although the term “sustainability” ^ ined  more ccnnmon usage and- acceptance wifh 
the Bruntland report (Archer, 1996), convergence on a universal definition of the term 
remains problematic, and a wide range of issues abound, interpreted according to the
priorities of different interest goups. (Grifone et al, 1991; Bottrill and Pearce, 1995). 
The “vague” meaning of sustainability in tourian is termed by Harrison (1996) as a 
“muddy pool” from which no common definition of the term emerges. This problem 
appears to be a persistent one, twenty separate definitions of the term sustainable 
development were listed by Pearce in his 1989 study ( Pearce, 1989). Almost a decade 
later. Stabler and Goodall (1996) comment that the vagueness of the term is 
compounded by the range of definitions that abound, citing evidence of more than 300 
definitions.
Recogrtition of the bold principles outlined in the Bruntland Report has resulted in a 
steady flow of policy statements and initiatives towards sustainability in tourism 
development from national  ^ regonal and local governments, tourian orggnsations, 
businesses and local communities (for example; English Tourist Board, 1991; Scottish 
Tourist Board, 1994; Wales Tourist Board, 1994). Although sustainability m ^  be 
considered a fairly new concept in tourism and environmental polices, protecting the 
environment and monitoring tourist activity are issues of policy concern that have long 
been recognised (Coccossis, 1996). More recently, views on environmental policy have 
been expanded to take a broader perspective on tourism and the environment in the 
context of a search for strategies for sustainable tourism development. The early focus 
on environmental issues in sustainable tourism has broadened to  include, social, and 
cultural issues as well as questions of power in society (Crick, 1989; Hall, 1991), 
which, it has been argued are often treated in a “tokenistic way” in favour of and 
economic considerations (Craik, 1995).
Despite the widespread recognition of the need for sustainable tourism stratèges, it is 
evident within these policies that there is a wide variety of interpretation and 
perspective (Coccossis^ 1996). It has been argued that the different interpretations- of 
sustainability used by industry and conservationist movements represents a major 
threat to  tourism, as they are used to justify their existing activities and policies rather 
than precipitating change and in doing so, aggravate rather than resolve conservation 
versus development conflicts (McKercher, 1993b) In common with McKercher 
(1993b), Ashton (1991) notes that the extent to which sustainable tourism represents a 
change-to practices and initiatives or amply a relabelling of an old one is debatable.
Whilst the broad concepts of the Bruntland Report, discussed earlier, are probably 
acceptable to edl, m^or proWems arise in defining methods- of implementaticm and in 
reconciling all of the interests involved (Archer, 1996). The difficulty of arriving at a 
univers^y accepted definition of the term “sustmnable devëopment” in tourism means 
that it can be interpreted and moulded to fit the different viewpoints of different 
interest goups, according to  their stance taken on the wider debate between resowce 
conservation and economic development (Munt, 1992; Hunter, 1995a). The different 
viewpmnts that may exist between tourism developers and conservationists- for 
example can be demonstrated in the context of the polar viewpoints on the relationship 
between economic development and resource conservation (Turner, 1991; Eckersley, 
1994; Hunter , 1995a). For example. Miller and Kaae (1993) in their study of marine 
and coastal tourism presented the diverse number of definitions and cmmotations 
associated with the term “ecotourism” as a continuum, at one extreme, “all tourism as 
ecotourism” such a philosophy takes the view that all humans are living orgamsms with
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no responsibility to consider other living organisms and whose behaviour is natural. It 
follows therefore that people are Ikeraüy unable to behave unnaturally and 
“unecologically”, no distinction can be made between the natural environment and the 
manmade environment - ËI develognent is therefore sustainable (Miller and Kaae, 
1993). At the other extreme “ecotourism as impossible” a polar philosophy that 
argues that aU- development wiU have a^  neg^ive effect thus no development can- be 
seen as sustainable. Orams (1995) further developed the work of these authors by 
classifying definitions of ecotourism according to  their tendency to  be consistent with 
high or low levels of human responsibility. Arguably, it is between these polar extremes 
that the most fiuitfiil interpretation of sustainable tourian development lies, the view 
that change and technical progess can be used to forge a relationship between the 
desire- for economic gowth and the need to conserve the enviromnent ( Hunter; 
1995b; Orams, 1995).
In addition to  the different viewpoints that may exist between tourism develc^ers and 
conservationists, the meaning of sustainable tourism to tourists themselves as 
participants is also subject to  intergetation. This interpretation is-hkely to  change if, as 
hypothesised in the present study, the values ascribed to places do not necessarily 
remain constant, but may be adapted to  different environments according to the 
immediate goals and objectives of the individual.
Bottrill and Pearce (1995) discuss the difficulty in bperationahang the concept of 
sustainable tourism or "ecotourism" because of the diverging interests of the three 
main goups involved, p^cipan ts  (tourists), operators and resource managers- These
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authors suggest an approach to operationalising “ecotourism” by classifying a set of 
measurable key elements covering participant, operatmp and resource management 
perspectives. However, a major limitation of the study, as recognised by the authors 
was that from a participant perspective, no visitor study was undertaken. Instead, 
aspects of the visitors' perspectives were inferred from promotional literature, thereby 
ignoring the well-documented complexities of visitor or consumer behaviour. As will 
be argued in the present study, examination of visitors' values is particularly important 
in any study of the consumption of sustainable or ecotourism goducts. Firstly, 
environmental or "ecotourists" can not necessarily be assumed to be a distinct 
homogeneous subset of tourists- with rimilar stable values  ^ needs and behaviours. 
Secondly, the marked disparity between what people say they do in terms of 
environment^sm and what action they actually take presents a major goblem 
segmenting consumers on the basis of reported environmental behaviours.
This disparity has been wed documented in the context of sustainable tourism. It has 
been postulated (Wheeller, 1991) that the marriage of the symbols associated with 
environment^sm and travel, which has ^ ways been regarded as a symbof cff elitism 
and sophistication has spawned a new breed of tourist who displays an ostentatious 
concern for the environment - “egotourists" (Wheeller, 1991). The exportation of the 
term “eco” with,regard to tourism has been discussed by Wight (1993) who notes that 
there is no doubt that “geen sells”, though the notion of “limousme environmentalism, 
where lip service masks the lack of positive action” (Waldstein, 1991) is prevalent. 
Wheeller (1994) suggested that the gowing popularity and expressed sugort for 
environmentalism or geen awareness is based less on philanthropic concern for the
environment and more on immediate vested interest, “it is a little like giving to charity;
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it makes us feel better. We rarely sacrifice so much as to cause any adverse effects to 
ourselves- The utility derived (by us) far outweipis- the cost o£ the sacrifice”. Equally 
then, consumers as rational economic beings are unwilling to sacrifice their standard of 
living for ^vironmental improvements: a- finding wed documented particularly in. the 
academic literature pertaining to community attitudes to economic development (For 
examples see: Sheldon and Var, 1984: Witter, 198-5; Ap, 1992: Uysal et al, 1994: 
Bumingham and O’Brien, 1994), and the consumption of natural food products 
(Homer and K^de, 1988).
Most Western Europeans then wid, in principe, be tolerært of the notion of 
environmentalism; at least in so far as it does not detract fi’om their consumption of 
material goods. But, as Butler (1990) points out, whilst most people would probably 
accept the wisdom of the concept of sustainable forms of tourism in reality, the 
timescales of tourists are short: “It is not readstic to expect a tourist wishing to lie on a 
beach in the Caribbean to be too interested in the impact that they may have on the 
social fabric of the island...’’(Butler, 1990). It has been suggested in more recent 
tourism research that it is the symbolic or emotional attachment that tourists feel 
towards a pjKe or a class of places  ^ for example wddemess areas; that wdl influence 
their concern for the use of that environment and their impact upon it (Williams et al, 
1992; Prentice, 1992; Prentice et al, 1994). In Butler’ s (1990) exampe, tourism to a 
distant destination which would unlikely be visited on a regular basis, may result in a 
weak level of attachment and sO; a lack of concern for its use. As a class of paces, i.e. 
island beach resorts, they may be subject to a high degee of substitutability or 
interchangeability, dependent on what it is that tourists value them for. In contrast to
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transience, endearment to place through repeat visiting (Prentice et al, 1994) may lead 
to concern for that place (Prentice, 1997a).
Mckercher (1993a) has argued that a number o f ‘‘fundamental truths” about tourism 
exists which clearly illustrates the diverging interests of the different groups involved in 
tourism. These “truths” are outlined as: i) Às an industrial activity, tourism consumes 
resources, creates waste and has specific infi^astructure needS; ii) As a consumer of 
resources, it has the ability to over consume resources, iii) Tourism, as a resource 
dependent industry must compete for scarce resources to ensure its survival, iv) 
Tourism is a private sector dominated industry, with investment decisions being based 
predominantly on profit maximisation, v} Tourism is a multifaceted mdustry,  ^and as 
such, it is almost impossible to control, vi) Tourists are consumers, not 
anthropologists. vü> Tourism is entert^nment. viii> Unlike other industrial activities, 
tourism generates income by importing clients rather than exporting its product.
For progress to be made in sustainable tourism development it is clem: that a common 
interpretation of the term is necessary. The co-operation of all the interests involved is 
needed if a workable definition of sustainable development in tourian is to be reached. 
As pointed out by Hunter (1995b), sustainable development in tourism needs 1o 
become less paroeWal in its approach^ as demonstrated by McKerchers’ (1993a) 
“truths”, it is not just a matter for the public domain, other agents should be concerned 
with sharing the responsibility for sustainability. Although each of these may have 
their own goals and priorities regarding the extent and way in which the environment 
should be protected fi^ om the in tacts cf tourism, a flexible co-operative approach
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between public and private domains, non governmental organisations and local, 
national and regional authorities is seen as the key challenge in contemporary 
sustainable tourism development (Coccossis, 1996).
Impacts of Tourism and Sustainable Tourism Development
The impact of tourism on the social, cultural and physical environments in which it 
operates are well documented. Two views have emerged: firstly, that tourism is 
inherently irresponsible. Secondly, that tourism is sustainable if responsibly managed. 
Conc^ning the first view, Dowling (1992} noted that most forms of tourism had been 
seen as in conflict with the notion of responsible development. This is a view that has 
endured into-many more recent tourism studies and forms what might be termed as the 
“traditional” view of tourism impacts. On a localised level, academic studies examining 
the adverse environmental impacts of tourism in numerous international settings 
abound, for example, Wang and Miko’s (1997) study of environmental impacts of 
tourian on US national parks^ ^vironmental degradation in the Black Sea coast 
(Lukashina et al 1996) and the social and cultural impacts of tourism in Samos, Greece 
(Haralænbopoulos and Pizam 1996} The ukknate logjc of the “traditional” view is that 
negative outcomes can not be offset against positive gains fi'om tourism. -
The- second, alternative, view is-found in three bodies of research. Firstly, policy md 
planning related issues which focus on guidelines for handling potential and existing 
cpnfhcts and impacts on a general level (Tooman 1997; Forsyth 1995} These studies 
generally call for the need for industry and local authority control (for a review of
public policy measures see Hjalager, 1996), and more prescriptive operational 
measures which aj^ly pWicy to- a specific area or problem (such as-. Todd and 
William’s 1996 proposed environmental management system fi’amework for ski areas). 
The second body of research is made up of studies addressing the impact tourism- on 
host communities, for example Poirier’s (1995) study of tourism development in 
Tunisia or Prentice’s (1993a) in the North Pennines of England. Generally, conclusions 
are that whilst tourism may offer economic benefits to a community, its impacts on the 
social and physical fabric of the community are often perceived to  be adverse by 
residents. Such conclusions imply an opportunity for informed trade-offs in policy. 
Thirdly, there are increaring numbers of studies concerned with the opportunities for 
product innovation, exploiting synergies between tourism, the environment and the 
local economy, in the responrible management of the impacts of tourism. These studies 
in effect challenge the more traditional view of the inherent irresponsibility of tourism. 
Examples include C oc^r and Odzil’s (1992) study of the shift fi^om mass to 
“responsible” tourism in Turkey, Barke and Newton’s (1995) study of sustainable 
tourism in Malaga, Hobson- and Mak’s (1995) study of home based and community- 
based tourism in Hong Kong, rural products in Wales and Ireland (Meldon 1997; 
Hutson and Keddie 1997), and “ecological” products avoiding resource degadation 
(Commonwealth Dept, of Tourism, 1994; Prentice, 1997b). Indeed, the management 
of whole landscapes is now increasingly publicly funded in p g ts  of Europe as tourist 
aesthetics and relic heritages (e.g. Prentice, 1993b).
This less traditional view in particular argues ftx" the need for tourism management to 
balance conservation and preservation with use. As well as an insight into the
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uniqueness of the resource, the conflict between- preservation and utilisation requires a 
clear understanding of tourists' and others’ values and preferences and the 
incorporation of these into decision making (Jackson and Dhanani, 1984). As Jackson 
(1987) noted, “ one of the most urgent issues in resource management is the problem 
of fin<hng an acceptable cmnpromrse between the development of Igmd for recreation, 
and its preservation for ecological, scientific, cultural, historical and aesthetic reasons”. 
This has led to  a number of studies camming the relationship between environmental 
attitudes, preferences and behaviour of tourists in tourism destinations.
Tourists^ Vahiations O f The Environment
These studies have primarily utilised an environmental value scale, the New 
Environmental Paradigm (NEP) scale (Dunlap and Van Liere, 1978) to examine 
environmental attitudes. The NEP is a twelve item  ^ five point Likert formatted, 
attitudinal series of questions that tested whether an anthropocentric or ecocentric 
dominated orientation channelled the \4ews of the respondents. An ecoc^rtric 
orientation advocates that humans must live in harmony with nature and that there are 
limits to  the capacity of the natural environment to absorb- the gow th of human 
activities. This perspective contrasts with anthropocentric thought about the 
environment, which expresses the feeling that nature lacks inherent value and exists 
primarily to serve the needs of mankind.
Jurowski et al-(1995) used the NEP to examine the relationship between environmental 
attitudes and support for environmental policy and preferences for recreational
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facilities in a national park. Two distinct clusters representing an ecocentric goup and 
an anthropocentric goup  were identified with diverging preferences for recreational 
facilities and management actions consistent with the environmental attitude goupings; 
the ecocentric goup supporting gotection and regulation, and the anthropocentric 
goup supporting recreation development that would transform the environment. 
Similar findings were reported for an earlier study u«ng the NEP to identify 
environmental attitudes by trip and visitor characteristics in US Virgin Island National 
Park (Uysal et al, 1994). The NEP scale has also been used in a recent study 
investigating the psychogaphics of nature- based tourists (Silverberg et al, 1996) 
which attempted to differentiate segnents of the nature based travel market by lifestyle 
characteristics and then to develop typologies on the basis of differences in 
environmental attitudes, trip behaviour and demogaphics.
Other research has linked recreational behaviour to attitudes towards the environment. 
For exan^e, Jackson (1986,1987) found that people who- geferred “appreciative” 
outdoor recreation activities (cross country skiing hildng and canoeing) held 
significantly more pro-environmental attitudes than those whu gefer “ccmsuroptive” 
(fishing and hunting) and “mechanised” (snowmobiling and tr^biking) activities. A 
m^or limitation of the NEP is  its applicability to- Eurc^ean consumers (Williams-and 
McCrorie, 1990). Not all the items included in the survey are as appropriate in a. 
European- context as in an American one. Many of the items are bifurcated, and may 
invoke different attitudes among Europeans, for example the item “plants and animals 
exist primarily ta  be used by humans”. In Southern European countries the wearing of 
animal skins is far more readily accepted than it is in the USA. Further, vegetarian
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respondents may well agee that plants exist to be used primarily by humans but would 
certainly not agee with the same statement concerning mnmals. For a fuU- hst of NEP 
items see Dunlap and Van Liere, 1978 and Van Liere and Dunlap, 1980). Further, 
these studies showed only weak correlation between environmental attitudes and 
activity type, preferences or trip behaviour.
Using Values \n Tourism Research
In addition to the research using environmental attitudes to predict preferences and 
behaviour there are a number of tourism studies measuring personal values. The latter 
are considered to guide actions, attitudes and judgements and may be seen therefore as 
the determinants of attitudes as well as-behaviour. V^ues have been considered to- be 
more stable over time than attitudes as they have been considered to be more central to 
an individual’s-cognitive system than attitudes.
For the past three decades the role of values and value systems has received a geat 
deal of academic attention yet, so far, the search for a satisfactory methodology for 
measuring values has met with little success. Past research has foundered on the fact 
that values are not an observable dimension of social reality but a  researcher’s 
construct. Despite this problem, there has been a recent restoration in the interest in 
measuring values in consumer behaviour (for exan^les-see; Shrum, 1990; Sheth, 1995; 
Vallerandi 1997; Gnoth, 1997; Blamey and Braithwaite, 1997). This restoration is 
summmisedby Sheth; “All the hurdles-involved in capturing and dissecting values have 
not dampened public interest in them. Academic in^itutiohs are increasingly in search
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of effective methods of education in values. Universities are willing ihore than ever to 
mount teaching and research progammes in business ethics and values. New efforts 
are made to disseminate knowledge on values through books and journals. The issue of 
values does not warr^it indlCfcieiiGc” (p. 5, Sheth 199S}.
Past research has linked personal values to consumers’ motivations and behaviour in a 
number of different purchasing situations. These include gift gving (Beatty et al, 
1991), natural food shopping (Homer and Kahle, 1988), choice of leisure activities 
(Beatty et ai, 1985; Boote, 1981; Jackson, 1986} and vacation decisions (Muller, 1991; 
Dalen, 1989; Pitts and Woodside, 1986; Shih, 1986). Personal values have also been 
shown to- influence the formation- of attitudes towards brands  ^ con^anies and 
marketplace alternatives (Perkins and Reynolds, 1988; Reynolds and Gutman, 1988).
Literature pertaining to- the measurement of personal values has commonly 
conceptualised consistent factors, which can be used to define personal values. Values 
have been seen to- represent concepts or beliefs  ^ about desirable end states or 
behaviours that transcend specific situations, guide selection of evaluation of behaviour 
and events and are ordered by relative importance. Rokeach (19-73} argued- that 
attitudes focused on specific objects and situations, whereas values represented 
abstract ideals (positive or negative}, untied to any specific- object or situation. From 
this perspective an attitude is the result of the application of a value to a specific object 
or situatkm. Values have been seen to- be more stable over time than attitudes as they 
have been considered to be more central to an individual’s cognitive system than 
attitudes (Rokeach^ 1973; Rokeach and Ball-Rokeach, 1989). Because of this
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centrality and stability, values have been not only seen to be better predictors of an 
individual’s behaviour over time, but also to serve as the determinants of attitudes and 
behaviour. Given this importance accredited to personal values, past research has 
suggested that they may serve as an effective basis for market segmentation duo to 
their indirect impact on preferences for products and brands (Muller, 1991). In such a 
view, consumers seek out, identify with and consume products and services that can 
deliver attributes and outcomes related to specific personal values (Perkins and 
Reynolds, 1988; Reynolds and Gutmm^ 1988).
However, few studies have examined the role of personal values in tourist 
segnentation. Pitts and Woodside (1986) found that tourists could be segnented by 
travel / leisure choice criteria and that goup membership and visits to tourist 
attractions could be predicted by differences in personal values Muller (199.1) 
segmented North American tourists on the basis of their perceived importance ratings 
of destination attributes and found that each segment possessed a unique personal 
value profile. Both of these studies concluded that values could be used by tourism 
marketers to  guide product development and advertising strategies. Theso studies, 
however, used single personal values to predict behaviour, despite Rokeach's (1973) 
argument that multiple v^ues affected behaviour.
Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) argued that single personal values are gouped in a value 
system, where values are ordered according to  importance. An individual’s value 
system may be conceptualised as serving to maintain self-esteem and consistent 
behaviour in a situation where one or more values are activated and come into conflict.
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Conflict is resolved on the basis of how each value is prioritised relative to the other in 
the value system; trade-offs between values, therefore, commonly have to  be made. 
Single values are gouped in this system based on their similarities and differences into 
value domains; for example, the values of fun and excitement reflect a hedonic domain, 
accomplishment and self fulfilment reflect an achievement domain (Schwartz and 
Bilsky, 1987; Madrigal and Kahle, 1994) These value domains are then gouped using 
the same criteria to form value system segments. Value domains are also seen to reflect 
an internal or external locus of control. An internal locus of control is reflected by 
values such as self-respect, self-fulfilment and sense of accomphshment. An eternal 
locus of control includes such values as security, sense of belcmging and being well- 
respected (Homer and Kahle, 1988; Kahle, 1983; Gnoth, 1997).
Past research on multiple values and their effect on behaviour related to different 
products and media has noted that value systems as predictors of attitudes and 
behaviours provide a more effective and reliable measure than single values (Schwartz 
and Bilsky, 1987; Kamakura gid Novak, 1992). Following the recommendations of 
this past research, Madrigal and Kahle (1994) used value system segments to  predict 
vacation activity preferences among tourists to Scandinavia. Four mutually exclusive 
value system segments were identified. These segments reflected an enjoyment / 
excitement or hedonic domain, an achievement domain, an egocentric domain, and à 
segment which did not favour any of the value domains. These segments were fbwid to 
differ on activity preference.
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Although this past research has recognised that values are multiple, interactive and 
cànflicting, how they interact when conflicting values are activated, and how these 
conflicts may affect behaviour, has not been systematically explored in tourism 
applications:
IVleasunng Values And Value Systems
The most common approach to the measurement of values in the research discussed 
are the use of value surveys after Rokeach’s wm-k of two and a half decades ago 
(1973). The Rokeach Value Survey (RVS) consisted of eighteen instrumental values 
and eighteen terminal values  ^ which respondents were asked to rank in order of 
importance as guiding principles in their everyday lives. A more simple, shorter survey, 
the List of Values (LOV), was developed (Kahle, 1983) from this instrument to 
address some of the limitations associated with the difficulty of ranking such a large 
number of items. The LOV Scale consisted of nine items taken from Rokeach’s  (1-9-73) 
list of terminal values: a sense of belonging, excitement, fun and enjoyment in life, self 
fWfllment, being well respected, wæm relationships with others, security, 
accomplishment and self respect. Terminal values were chosen for this instrument as 
th ^  are considered to  operate at a geater level of abstraction than instrumental-values 
and seem to be more relevant to consumer behaviour (Madrigal and Kahle, 1994).
These approaches are problematic in the study of personal values in two ways Firstly, 
this approach constructs values as relatively enduring, guiding principles in everyday 
life. However^ some research has suggested that the underlying structure of past value
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survey instruments m ^  be contextual and may vary from one situaticm to the next 
(Kahle, Beatty and Homer, 1986) as trade-offs are made in specific contexts. The 
values presented in the RVS and LOV survey instnmients are abstract values; that is, 
they do not relate to the context or life domain of individuals. Research addressed to 
the use of value surveys in consumer behaviour and segmentation (Shrum et al, 1990) 
indicates that true values are not easy to capture, as the effectiveness of procedures 
such as the LOV and RVS may be highly dependent upon the extent to which an 
individual engages in self reflection. Individual differences in the ability to accurately 
assess person^ values therefore likely exists. Some individu^s may be better able to 
report their abstract values than others, depending on the extent to which they have 
considered their values in the past. Shrum et al (1990) suggest that when confronted 
with a value survey instrument some individuals who have difficulty accessing their 
inner feeling may default to the easier task of inferring beliefs about their values from 
recent behaviour. In consequence, it is not necessarily enduring, stable beliefs that are 
being measured, but more closely approximate attitude judgements which are affected 
by a number of situational demands. As such, stated “values” will be situationally 
specific and the importance- ascribed to  any particular value, contextual. The notion 
that the importance of context and situation in the successful and complete 
measurement- of values is  paramount will be further elaborated in the following 
discussion. However, the implication of this is that a typology based on values 
measured in a  particular context or situation should not be applied uncritically to 
categorise individuals in other temporal and spatial contexts.
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More recent research seeks to address some of the problems, discussed previously. 
Gnoth (1997) presented a model of tourist motivation and expectation in which he 
discussed the formation of values and their role in motivation. Gnoth’s model 
represents a summary of the motivation and expectation process in which initially 
needs arise, which establish themselves as urges. Urges are emotional in nature and 
work to organise an individual’s thoughts and actions stimulating a spec&> tendency 
to action. This tendency to action has now become à motive and causes the individual 
to search the localised environment for objects that satisfy this motive. It is at this 
point Gnoth (1997) suggests that the motivation process involves situational 
parameters and the ccmstruct of values comes into play - personal values are defined 
here using Kahle’s (1983) definition of adaptation strategies, to adapt situations to 
meet ernes own needs or to  adapt cmeself to- a  rituation. An individual’s values help- to 
assess the potential of objects, situations and events that vrill satisfy their values. It is 
when abstract motives are linked to actual situations that.involve cultural and social 
impacts that the interaction between an individual and the situation is expressed in 
values.
FoUovring Kahle (1983), Gnoth advances the distinction between internal and external 
locus of control. He considers values to be either cognition-dominant or emotion- 
dominant. Cognition-dominant values are defined as outer directed or object directed. 
The “pull” factors of cognition-dominant values are based on knowledge about a goal, 
experience, or object (rituation) They have an external locus of control. It is a specific 
object (situation) which is needed to satisfy these objects are usually of a tangible 
nature and are therefore difficult to replace or substitute, as the value is inherent in a
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specific object. Emotion-dominant values are inner directed. They have an internal 
locus of control. The push” of inner directed values is drive based -  drive being the 
“energiser for behaviour” to satisfy needs. In contrast to outer directed values; specific 
objects are not needed to- satisfy mner duected values but rather a class of objects 
(situations) or a process. Objects that are targeted for their promise to satisfy inner 
directed values such as destinations, services or experiences are more substitutable as it 
is not a specific object but an outcome that is sought.
Vaherand (1997) similarly en^hasises the importance of the internal / external 
dichotomy. Vallerand presents a hierarchical model of intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation. Intrinsic motivation is defined as engaging in an activity out of pleasure 
and satisfaction; and extrinsic defined as engaging in an activity in order to obtain 
something outside the activity, similar to  Gnoth’s  (1997) inner and outer directed 
values. Vallerand’s model suggests that motivation occurs on three levels; global, 
contextual and situational. Parallel to Gnoth, he suggests that it is at the contextual and 
situational level that measures are more sensitive to influences specific to that context 
or situation and that an individual’s  motivational orientation may change drastically 
fi'om one context to another. From this perspective, in order to understand the 
motivation of individuals within their social niche, it is in^ortant to  focus on the very 
social contexts that are important to them. Both studies conclude by emphasising the 
importance of measuring values, motives or motivations taking into account the 
general or specific situation that tourists find themselves in, guided by values covering 
all aspects of the tourist life domain (context).
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Environmental Values
Recent research into the role of specifically environmental values has also highlighted 
the importance of context when attempting to-measure values suggesting that different 
dimensions of the environment are prioritised and valued in different ways within 
different contexts of action (Bumingbam and O’Brien, 1994). From this perspective, 
environmental values cannot be considered enduring stable beliefs, as the 
“environment” is not a routine matter of concern for most people. For many people, 
unlike home, place of work and so on, the environment has no fixed dimensions that fit 
into the “normal” daily routine of life. Bumingham and O’Brien argue that the 
environment only becomes a matter of concern when it is needed. When this happens, 
characteristics of the ^vironment are invoked in order to achieve particular ends. They 
suggest that how people depict an environment, what they value within it and how they 
value it will vary according to  the immediate aims and objectives persisting within a 
particular context Bumingham and O’Brien further suggest that “global” beliefs or 
values are decontextualised, abstract statements which are localised in ^ c if ic  contexts 
of action, and should be regarded as a resource which individuals employ to justify 
their conduct rather thmi as some sort of enduring mor^ entity.
This conclusion supports earlier research on environmental values by Aitken and 
Bjorklund (1988) which- suggests that person / environment relations do not exhibit 
stability; instead, values ascribed to an environment are transactional and 
transformational. These authors also endorse the point made previously in this 
discussion: that the danger of consumer typologies and methodologies which seek to 
elicit stable cognitive representations for understanding the environment, noting that
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such methodologies tend to produce “comparative statics” which cannot be replicated 
in other contexts or situations due to-the instability of environmental values.
Following this line of reasoning, if the environment is not considered as being part of 
daily life, and so divorced at least in part from “global” values, then it could be argued 
that holiday decision making and tourism are subject to similar considerations as they 
are not part of everyday life either. The environment becomes an issue for p e c ^  when 
it is perceived to possess utility; that is, when it is perceived to possess a value for 
something. The value ascribed will depend upon the goals a id  purposes of an 
individual in a specific context or situation. Similarly in a tourism context the 
destination (environment) is not a part of daily life or a routme matter of e o n c ^ ; it 
becomes a matter of concern for its utility as a holiday destination. Levels of 
knowledge will alsn likely vary between what is familiar and what is unfamiliar, 
compounding contextuality and situationality with uncertainty. Different values will be 
ascribed to-the same destination (environment) according to the goals mid purposes of 
the individual. The ascription of these values will affect what is valued in a particular 
destmatkm, how it is valued and why it is valued If holiday decirion making and 
tourist behaviour can be considered as divorced from daily routine life and as such, not 
subject to  “global” values (as “guiding principles in everyday 1^”)  it could be 
hypothesised that a different set of values exist when an individual takes a holiday, 
especially if this is seen as an escape from routine and daily hfe. Toinism values will be 
multiple and conflicting; these values will be assigned depending upon their assessment 
of the immediate interactkmal context and their goals within it.
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If however, tourism is seen as a continuum of lifestyle, which spans holidaying, 
weekend recreation and everyday leisure activities, ^ b a l  values may have greater 
pertinence in the tourism context. In the present study, the continuity implicit in the 
latter argument has not been assumed. Situationality in the disparate context of 
urbanised daily life in cities compared to holidaying in smaller urban places and their 
rural environments further limits the potential utility of assuming continuity.
The previous discussion emphasises two important issues. Firstly, that contextual and 
situational parameters must be taken into account when exploring values. This is 
important as it is these influences that are operationalised as values expressing learned 
strategies to s a t i^  needs by either adapting the environment to suit ones needs, or in 
the adaptation of oneself to a particular situation. Specific situations will likely guide 
how an individual adapts. It is the eombinatkm of motives, values and situation that 
explains the diversity and differences in behaviour. Secondly, the categorisation of 
values on the basis of their inner or outer direction, emotion^ or cognitive content or 
locus of control permits the examination of what aspects in tourism are more 
substitutable. The targeted outcome, of inner directed emotional values is to  reduce 
drive. The reduction of drive leads to recall of the behaviour that led to satisfaction and 
the likelihood that s  habit will be formed and the behaviour repeated. The emotiopal 
content of tourists’ values are particularly important as holldaymaking is a pleasure 
seeking, hedonic activity and thus particularly prone to emotional influences. The 
satisfaction of outer directed cognition values confirms and strengthens the belief 
component of attitudes (Gnoth, 1997).
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
Aims of the study
The present study seeks to draw on the developments in consumer behaviour and 
marketing which argue for new approaches to the measurement of personal values. In 
particular, these developments argue that values should not be considered as relatively 
enduring, guiding principles in everyday life, rather as contextual constructs which may 
vary from cme situation trr the next (Shrum et al, 1990; Gnoth, 1997; Vallerand, 1997) 
and that the emotion and cognition content and direction of these values will affect 
behaviour.
In contrast, past value research has used abstract value measures neglecting the 
importance of context and situation as highlighted in Chapter 1. As suggested by 
Shrum et ë  (1990), by neglecting the contextu^ and situational nature of values it is 
not necessarily enduring stable beliefs that are being measured, but more closely 
approximate attitude judgements wWch are affected by a number of situational 
demands. As such, stated “values” wül be situationally-specific and the importance 
ascribed to  any particular value, contextual. Past value research has also largely 
ignored the emotion and cognition content of personal values and their effect on 
behaviour.
The present study is an expk^atory one, which seeks to  assess the utUity and 
effectiveness of different modelling techniques in the measurement of personal values. 
This study approaches the measurement of tourists’ values using s  contextual value 
measurement technique as an alternative to the more common generalist “personal
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values in everyday life” approach. These tourism values are summarised in a proposed 
two dimensional model which facilitates the anjdysis of tourism values according to 
their inner or outer direction and emotional or cognition content.
The study sought to  interview domestic tourists to- Scotland. These were defined as 
residents of the British Isles, other than residents of Scotland, spending at least one 
night away fi^ mn home and visiting specific Scottish towns used for the study. Scottish 
tourists were, excluded fi'om the study because the personal context of Scottish 
visitors would be potentWly local. It was the aim of the study to measwe tourism 
values away from the home environment as it was hypothesised that these would be a 
distinct set of values.
Overseas tourists were also excluded from the study because it could not be assmned 
that the range of international visitors to Scotland would have the same motivations to 
visit Scotland as domestic-tourists. In addition, gven the v^ation  in substantive issues 
involved in environmentalism i.e. that consumers cognition of the importance of any 
particular issue pertaining to  the environment such as poiluticm, resources, wddhfe, 
population and wilderness may be contextual, it was assumed that .it was more likely 
that domestic tourists would have potentially comparable knowledge of envkomnental 
issues.
Tourists from the British Isles outwith Scotland were therefore chosen following the 
assumption that these tourists would have potentially similar motivations to visit and 
cognition of enviromnental issues in the UK. Domestic day trippers were also excluded
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because it was anticipated that these visitors would have different motivations for their 
visit and potentially value the environment differently in comparison to tourists who 
were spending more than one night away from home.
Past tourism research (for example; Wight, 1996a,b ; Ryel and. Grasse, 1991; 
Kretchman and Eagles, 1990) has argued that ecotourists are distinct from “other” 
tourists in the personal values that they hold, their value for the environment, their 
motivations for visiting a  particular destination and their preferred holiday activities In 
particular, the present study examines the extent of the differences between the 
tourism values and behaviours of these two groups of tourists. The present study seeks 
to assess how tourists to Scotland depict their environment, what they value within it 
and how they value it. It also seeks to gamine the effect of personal values on the 
immediate .aims and objectives of tourists persisting within a particular context.
It has been further argued that the level of attachment that an individual feels for a 
particular setting will affect their concern for that environment and how they use it 
(Williams et al, 1992}. Elsewhere in the tourism, literatme it has been pointed out that, 
whilst most people are accepting and in agreement with the concept of sustainable 
tourian, in reality it cannot be expected that tourists viriting an area for ar short period 
of time mil be too interested in their impact on the place (Butler, 1990). The present 
study aims to evaluate the effect cd attachment to place or to  a class of places on the 
way in which tourists value their holiday environment and their holiday making 
behaviour.
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The impact of personal values on behaviour can be looked at individually, using a . 
bivariate analysis approach and examining the ^fect of one value at a time. This 
approach has been criticised in past studies as ignoring the multiple nature of personal 
v^ues (Kahle, 1983, HotneF and Kahle, 1988; Schwartz and Bilsky 1987) Personal 
values can also be examined simultaneously, the conventional technique for this is by 
clustering to  derive a multivariate market segmentation. This has been the traditional 
approach to the measurement of multiple personal values in past tourism research (see 
for example; Matbigal and Kahle, 1994; Muller, 1991). The defect of such approaches, 
is that although like individuals are grouped together in a segmentation, not all of the 
inÆviduals in a segment are the same in their profile oi values. If values- are 
simultaneously multiple, interactive (compounding or conflicting) and context specific, 
examination of the extent to  which they compound or conflict is needed if we a^e to 
fully understand their effect on behaviour.
In order to take a more systematic approach to  the examinatkm of the relation^lnp 
between variables an alternative multivariate technique is suggested to segmentation 
approaches. Loglinear mialysis is considered to  be the most appropriate non 
parametric approach to analysis in these circumstances as it allows elaboration of 
bivariate relationships and examines the relationship between variables at all levels to 
be examined. The present study compares and appraises these two approaches, 
bivariate and multivariate, to  the measurement of personal values in tomian research.
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Research Design
In order to identify and measure the substantive dimensions oi- environmentalism 
pertaining to tourists’ values and their holiday making behaviour, two stages of data 
collection were undertaken. Firstly, semi-structured ©iploratory. interviews were 
conducted to gain insight into, explore and capture, the key contextual issues and 
values held- by tourists visiting the study towns. To this end, 40 semi-structured 
interviews were undertaken with domestic tourists at St. Andrews and, 40 interviews 
were-conducted at Pitlochry. Forty interviews were also conducted with domestic 
tourists at Stirling: However, similar small urban places were explicitly sought, for the 
sample for the present study. On this basis, Stirling was eliminated from the study 
after this first stage of data collection as it was found that the media attention which 
had been focused- on this part of Scotland through the film Bravekeart was determining 
the motivations and experiences reported of tourists, many having seen the film and 
now seddng to  explwe its associations for themselves. It was felt that these responses 
would not be generalisable to tourists in other areas of Scotland and that it would not 
bo posrible to generate a sample which was situationally similar between the three 
towns.
The matter of situationality and contextu^ty is critical here and should be clar^ed. 
Situationality is conceptualised as the differences between specific places. For the 
purposes of the present study, to make modelling manageable, it refers to  the 
difference between types of places. Contextuality is conceptualised as a distinct sphere 
of human activity, different roles in different life domains. That may be the difference
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between tourism and employment for example, or it may be the difference between 
types of tourism. In the present study, only one type of tourism was investigated, 
namely landscape tourism in which aesthetics and settings for activities are known to 
be important (Prentice, 1997a). Additionally, the extent of situationality pertains, while 
there might not be a large extent of differences in tourists’ values and behaviours 
between St. Andrews and Pitlochry, differences may be expected between tourists 
visiting Pitlochry and those for example visiting the major Scottish cities of Glasgow 
and Edinburgh.
Once the key dimensions of environmental values, issues and behaviours had been 
identified and defined for the second stage of the research, these were used as bases for 
measures across a larger sample of tourists. In this second stage, quotas of 300 
domestic tourists were interviewed in St. Andrews and likewise 300 domestic tourists 
were interviewed in Pitlochry. In this way, the insights gained fi^ om qualitative methods 
are combined with the generality which quantitative methods provide. The 
complementary nature cff qualitative and quantitative research has been well 
documented elsewhere (see for example: Veal, 1992: Brannen, 1992; Cooper and 
Tower, 1992) and in tourian research (see for example; WaUe, 1997; Prentice, 1993c; 
Otto and Ritchie, 1996). With particular relevance to the present study, the importance 
of qualitative research to  distinguish betiveen the wide range of issues subsumed, in . 
much of the research in the field of environmentalism has been emphasised (Van Liere 
and Dunlapi 1980; Bumingham and 0 ’Brie% 1994). However, previous research 
examining personal values has not generally used this two stage methodology, 
favouring lists of abstract values which  ^ due to  the situationality and contextuality of
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tourists’ values as highlighted in Chapter. 1, has been a limitation in the progress of 
value measurement studies.
Ahrts Of The Qualitative Research
The overall aim of the initial exploratory work was- to record, using tourists’ own 
descriptions and in their own words, the dimensions of environmentalism and values 
which were pertinent to  tourists in the current c^text, that is, landscape tourism and 
the current situation i.e. Scotland, Pitlochry and St, Andrews.
The main aim of the œcploratory work was adneved .using a fifteen to  twenty minute 
semi-structured interview schedule utilising a “laddering” technique often used in 
marketing to uncover the meanings or values of a product to m  individual.
Qualitative methodologies such as the exploratory interviews carried out in the first 
stage of this study have a particular advantage over purely quantitative ^proaches in 
that they enable the “capture” of first- person descriptions of how and why the 
current environment is valued and used. In this way, individual values, perceptions and 
emotions can be defined by allowing the individual to fully express him or herself in 
their own words, in a way that using quantifiable predetermined re^ionses woukj not 
have permitted.
In addition^ previous research in the field of environment^ concern and use studies 
have noted the confusion which often arises in the use of specialist environmental
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terminology and jargon (Van Liere and Dunlap, 1980; Homer and Kahle, 1988; 
Madrigal and Kahle, 1994; Bumingham mid (XBrien, 1994) This-exfteatory research 
was a useful means of minimising these problems in the second stage of the present 
study as it generated terminologies actually used by tourists and eliminated the problem 
of applying formal, scientific techniques to a context or situation which had not been 
previously explored or an “intellectual vacuum” (WaUe, 1997)
The semi-structured schedule developed for the 1995 exploratory surveys was 
designed to  explore and gain msight into the following jfive main areas. Firstly, tourist 
motivations which were measured as expressed reasons for visiting Scotland, and the 
two towns; and also what was most attractive about Scotland or the particule area 
they were visiting. The exploratory interviews also sought to examine the attributes of 
Scotland, and the areas that they were visiting that were most important to  th%n when 
they were selecting their holiday destination. As the tourists were interviewed while 
already at the destination^ motivatkms for visiting and most of the important attributes 
of the area were recorded after the tourists had experienced them. Therefore, it must 
be acknowledged that their replies may have been influenced by actual experience. The 
interviews also examined the type of attachment that tourists felt towards Scotland and 
the area visited including the degree of substitutability of the place; the range of 
activities that tourists engaged upon when on holiday in Scotland and these two areas 
specifically were also included. Finally, the interview schedule aimed to  explore the 
level of concern expressed about the impact of tourism in the area as well as the type 
of tourism impacts- that tourists were sensitive to  (Appendix 1 ).
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Using principles derived from the “laddering” procedure (Reynolds and Gutman 1988), 
respondents- were questioned specifically as to- the importance of their motivations, 
most important attributes and attractiveness of the area, their attachment to the place 
and their concerns for the area This type of procedure has been used in past leisure 
research to assess the value or meaning of visiting leisure attractions or partaking in 
recreational pursuits (Jansen-Verbeke and Van Reom  ^ 1996: Klenosky et al, 19^ 93). 
Laddering has been proposed essentially as a technique for connecting consumers’ 
values to  their behaviour by uncovering higher order linkages between specific 
attributes (e.g. characteristics of a destination), the consequences or benefits derived 
from those attributes and personal values. It is roost commonly used as the method for 
eliciting the information for and understanding Means-End Chains (Gutman, 1982; 
Perkins and Reynolds, 198S}. The use of laddering interview techniques as a precursor 
to value system measurement in tourism research has been advocated, although not 
empirically tested (Madrigal æid Kahle, lr994).
Laddering involves an one to one interviewing technique which is used to develop an 
understanding of how consumers translate the attributes of products into meaningful 
associations with respect to self defining attitudes and values (Reynolds and Gutman, 
1988}. A series of probing questions are asked, typically that o£ “why is- that 
important to yon?", which are focused on aspects of the product that respondents 
{«■eferred. In this way, respondents are encouraged to  give an answer specific to  their 
own thoughts and feelings, and in their own words (Peelen, 1993). For example, once 
a respondent had been asked about their motivation for visiting Scotland or the 
attributes of the destination which were most important in choosing somewhere to visit
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on holiday, he or she were then asked “why is that important to you?”. His or her 
response was then used as focus of the next “why is that important to you?” question. 
The process continues, moving the ladder upwards until the respondent can no longer 
provide an answer, thereby potentially connecting relatively superficial product 
meanings to more abstract meanings of personal values.
The use of this technique permitted an understanding of tourists’ underlying personal 
motivations by causing the respondent to think critically about the connections 
between, for example, the attributes of the destination and his or her personal 
motivations. The laddering process is a very probing technique and given the 
sometimes sensitive nature the environment^ questions asked it was necessary to 
try and establish a rapport with the respondents and to put them at their ease. For this 
reason, the environmental concern questions were asked later on in the interview. 
Questions relating to motivation to visit and most attractive aspects of the area were 
asked first to encourage respondents to start to reflect and think critically about the 
environment they were in and how they felt about it.
The ‘laddering” gn^ocess generally worked weU with the majority of re^tmdents being 
able to articulate why a particular attribute or motivation was important to them. Some 
respcmdents however were initially unable to articulate a reason when asked wl^ a 
motivation or attribute was important to them. This situation was dealt with by the 
interviewer rephrasing the question mid asking what would happen if the attebute or 
motivation was not present. For example, a “don’t know” response to the question of 
why a  destination attribute, such as entertainment for children, was important to the
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respondent, would be rephrased to ask what would happen if the holiday destination 
did not have facilities to entertain children? This technique. is known as “negative” 
laddering (Reynolds and Gutman, 1988); The “non-conscious” reason is discovered by 
the respondent imagining the negative resulting from the absence of this attribute, and 
then relating that back to what is important if that negative is to be avoided. A danger 
of leading the respondent through suggestion via negative laddering has, however, to 
be acknowledged.
A pilot survey was carried out in June 1995. Only minor revisions were made to the 
interview schedule. Interviews were conducted by the author of the present study in 
both of the two towns. Generally, the interviewer followed a route mound eacfr town 
which bypassed aU the main tourist attractions and places where tourists tended to 
congregate. In this way, respondents’ were usuËly seated and tended to  be more 
receptive and attentive to the interview process. Responses were recorded by hand. In 
general, the majority of tourists’ welcomed the opportunity to  t ^ e  part in the 
interviews and responded positively to the interview situation, there were only 25 
rdus^s to  participate over the two survey towns.
The qualitative resemch can be thought of as enhancing the reliability and validity of 
tho research as responses were recorded in the re^ondents own words It has been 
suggested in past tourism resemch that examination of tourists experiences needs to be 
“grounded” in the realities that tourists themselves describe. In pmticulm, 
environmental value resemch has called for an inductive approach to how a specific 
environment is vËued in which the pertinence and importance of particulm aspects of
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the environment are not assumed as researchers’ or environmentalists’ constructs, but 
rather, are identified by the individuals using that environment (Bumingham and 
O’Brien, 1994), “as part of the life worlds of individuals” (Prentice et al, 1998; 
Graham, 1995; Jacques, 1995; Silvernm, 1993-; SimmonSj 1993>).
The findings of the 1995 surveys were significant in terms of providing dimensions of 
the environment and tourist motivations and values which could be a d ^ e d  as 
categories to be measured on a more representative sample in the next stage of data 
collection. Front the descriptions o i tourists’ motivations, values, environmental 
awareness and concern recorded, a content analysis in the form of a count was made of 
the frequency of key dimensions, words or phrases, thereby providing an indicator of 
their strength and presence. This approach has been used in recent research analysing 
the values ascribed to  dWerent envfronments (Bumingham and O’Brien  ^ 1994}, and in 
leisure research (Howe, 1991). The most frequent dimensions or phrases used to 
define dimensions of questions for the quantitative research^ and some examples of 
actual tourist responses in their own words, are shown in Tables 1 to 4 on the 
following pages in this chapter.
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Table 1 Dimensions O f Tourists Personal Values (As Expressed Reasons For Visit) Gained From The 1995
Surveys
Dimensions^ of T ourists P ersonafV ahies S t  Andrews- 
(N)
Pitlochry
(N)
Somewtiere. peacefuL and. q u ie t S 13
"Peace and Quiet* 
"Not crowded"
"Plenty of open spaces" 
“No hassle”
"A sense of freedom"
Hedonic R easons
“To have some fun"
“Exciting"
“To have everything done for me" 
“To te  waited orv for a  change'
29 24
R est and Relaxation 9 9
“Rest and Relaxation by the river / seaside”
"A ptece to sit-down and watch and unwind" 
"Get away from it all, take stock of my life"
"Get away from the hustle and bustle"
“Get myself together"
T he natu ral env ironm ent 30 32
"An area of beautiful, natural scenery" 
"Breathtaking scenery"
“Incredible views"
“Clean, unpolluted and bracing"
C om fort Famlllaritv and C onvenience . 7 8
"No trouble with language barriers and foreign money" 
“Home from home, you dont have to worry"
"You know what you are getting, much easiertharr-geing-abFoad-"
To learn  som ethlno 15 12
"Good place for the kids, lots to see and do*
. “Interesting, places to visit"
“Fascinating to learn about your own history, you never get bored" 
“Interesting for children, giving the family something to talk about”
Visit sonrœwhere fam ous and well know n 
“Able to tell all my friends that 1 was here" 
Scotland.Is very well advertised a tthe  moment!
8 6
"Scotland Is all over the telly lately, very high profile"^
“There are so many famous places, just like they are in the films"
Quality time with friends and family and-fawillv safety
“Easy to talk with your friends"
12 to
“ You can enjoy the-company of your family, go-slowly and talk"
“A safe place for the children"
“Good family fun, good place to visit with the kids"
“A great family holiday, gives us a chance-to get together" -
Note: N does not = 40 in all cases as respondents may have mentioned more than one reason for visit.
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Table 2 Dimensions Of The Destination Attributes Most Important To Tourists Gained Front The 1995 Survis
Dimensions^ o f im portant a ttribute» St. A ndrews 
(N)
Pftloehry-
(N)
Ease, of A ccess
“Did not want to travel a great distance" 
“Good for short breaks’
"Convenient for spontaneous holidays” 
“A good base for touring”
8 10
Good-for children
“Safer for children than going abroad"
"Home from home, good environment for the kids” 
"The children like it. If they are happy, we are happy?
6- 6
The natural environm ent 
“Beautiful geography and Scenery" 
“Beautiful setting, so unspoilt" 
“Scenic"
"Lots of Green”
“Beautiful Highlands scenery"
21 24
The natural attributes of the area 
“Lovely Seafront"
“R u g g ^  coastline'
“A cut above the average seaside town* 
“The beautiful riveibank"
“Lovely mountainous setting"
“The lochs and rivers"
19 24
Cleaniiness-
“Clean and unspoilt beach”
"A clean well kept place"
“Cleaner than abroad"
“Clean air, get away from the city"
4 5
Quietness- a n d  open- spaces- 
“Peace and quiet"
. “Peaceful and tranquir 
“Not crowded, plenty of open space" 
“Not too touristy"
"Somewhere with room to breathe"
4 8
Historical and architectural interest 
"Many differenLpointa of interest!
"A town with character"
“Appeals to sense of romantic history" 
"A unique part of British history"
“Small town with traditional architecture” 
“Good to visit a place with history"
“Full of history"
■ 12 7
Walkino
“Ideal for walks and sitting, picnicking" 
“Great place to just roam around”
"The best place for mountain walks”
14 17
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Table 3 Dimaisions O f Tourists Concern About Tourism Impacts In The Area Gained From The 1995 Surveys
Dimensions of concern St. Andrews 
(N)
Pltiociwy-
(N)
STATEa NEQAHME.aaPACCS.
Modernisation /  com m ercialisation
"Sites would be  created for tourists that were not authentic*
"The area would tiecome built up and modernised, it would-spoilths look of th e
18 23
town" . .
"Themeparic syndrome, no  more peace andquietr
“More souvenir shops which would not meet the needs of the locals” -
Overcrowdina
“The town would become over touristy” 
“More crowded, busier, which would spoil it” 
“Queues and crowds"
“Would become overrun and lose it's charm”
1.9 14
Traffic conaestion  and  oarkinq 
“Increased pressure on parking facilities"
“Traffle congestion, particularly with a lot more coaches". 
“Traffic iams would lead to higher levels of air pollution"
11 18
Increased prices 
“Pric^w ould.go up."
“Increased prices, bad for visitors and the people who live here"
5 2
C leanliness
“Litter, rubtîish and mess"
“Physical erosion of the coastline"
“Countryside would become dirtier and-need m ore  maintenance?
6 7
S ta t e d  p o s it iv e  im p a c t s •i
. Better facilities
“It wouldmearr better facilities for tourists*
“The place is big enough to absorb extra people with a lot of variety for tourists and 
free natural attractions*
“Better maintenance of existing amenities"
9 6
Tourlstn- fa b u s in ess
“Scotland needs to rely on it's tourism”
“Tourism is important /  big business”
“Bring in more money"
“Attract more business for local shops and hotels"
“It is good for local employment"
“Tourism employment helps to keep young people local" 
“createfrjote^ in a-smaH tovm”
24- 21
Note: N does not = 40 in all cases as respondents may have mentioned more than one tourism impact.
Table 4 DimenswHs Of Tourists Attetehment Gained-From The 1995 Surveys
Dimensions of tou rists  attachm ent S t  Andrews
m
Pitlochry
m
Place attachm ent - “S co ttish n ess” 
“Traditionally Scottish town"
“Unique history"
“atmospheric, attractive and authentic town" 
“Fulfils alt ideas of stypical Scottish town? 
“Charming and pretty with character"
14 19
Place, a ttachm ent - fondness and sutistitutabilitv 
“Somewhere totally different from home; its ourfavourite place'"
“Nowhere else like It"
“W e love coming here, we never get bored"
“We have been before and wanted to see if it was still unspoilt"
“W ecome.every year,.we've laeen.coming.far years!
“Scotland has so much to offer, there are stilTfhihgs fa see in this country"
9 11
Attachm ent to  the  “natural environm ent" 22 27
“You are surrounded by beautiful scene»]^
“You don't get to see scenery like this everyday"
‘Enjoy thecalm, peace and quiet, soalong up the scenery! 
“Able to unwind in a beautiful setting"
“Typical Scottish scenery”
“Typical, like a Scottish rivéf scene in painting^- 1
Note: N does not = 40 in all cases a s  respondents may have mentioned more than one feeling of attachment.
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A generic range of both terminal and instrumental values were identified fi-om the most 
fi-equent dimensions or phrases distilled fi-om the qualitative research. The list was 
restricted in length so to make the stage 2 interviews viable. The selected values were; 
a comfortable life, inner harmony, a world o f beauty, true piendsHp, mature love, 
pleasure, happiness, wisdom, a sense o f accomplishment, freedom, security, a sense o f 
belonging, and social recognition. The values derived were then defined in the 
vocabulary commonly used by tourists when identifying issues. The values measured 
in the second, quantitative stage, are summarised in a two dimensional model which 
facilitated the analysis of values according to their inner or outer (other) direction, 
and emotional or cognition content within the particular context and situation studied: 
(Figure 1). Allocations to the four boxes reflect the values derived from the qualitative 
interviews and the associations pnade by the re^ondents in ^(plaining them, 
interpreted via the Rokeach survey and later work discussed in Chapter 1 of the 
present study.
As stated at the outset of this chapter, one of the main objectives of the present study 
is to recognise the contextual and situational nature of values. That is, that values use 
learned strategies to satisfy needs by either adapting the environment to suit ones 
needs, or in the adaptation of oneself to a particular situation.
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Figure 1 Two dimensional model o f tourism values contextualised to surv^ locations
Inner
Directed
Outer
Directed
Emotion-domilnanr Ccgnitron-dbm ihant
To relax and unwind; get t)ack In touch with myself. To learn something interesting i
Fun
Excitement
To indulge myself
To be closer to nature A safe place fo holiday
To spend quality time with friends, and. family. Somewtiece.wellJcnowh so 1 cantelLmy friends..
No hassle T e learn-about my own country
Freedom ia wide opeo.spaces.
Figure 1 in effect, operationalises this objective in terms of measuring tourists’ values 
pertinent to- the context and situation of the interviews. The model also categorises 
values on the basis of their inner or outer direction, emotional or cognitive content or 
locus of control. As discussed in Chapter 1 of the present study, this categorisation 
permits the examination of what these tourists value about their environment and how 
they value it, in terms (ff how substitutable it is to them.
It must be recognised that the allocation of particular values to each of the four cells 
involved some degree of informed subjectivity, guided and informed by the content 
analysis of the associations given in the qualitative interviews. For example to learn 
something interesting was categorised as inner directed as it reflected the intrinsic 
value of a sense o f accomplishment; whereas to learn about my own country was 
categorised as outer directed as from the quahtative interviews it reflected a sense o f 
belonging (the direction of the values flowing from Homer and Kahle’s 1988 
classification}. No hassle was categorised as outer dfrected as it flowed from 
associations with traffic jams or queues at attractions.
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Aims Of The Quantitative Research
The main aim of the quantitative research was to measure the generality of the values, 
dimensions of the %ivironment m é  holidaymaking behaviour of the tourists visiting the 
two survey towns, St. Andrews and Pitlochry. To this end, the dimensions of 
environmentalism pertinent to tourists’, the personal values and- behaviours derived 
from the 1995 surveys, were incorporated into scaled items and opinion measures to 
facilitate responses in a structured questionnaire. This was used to interview a much, 
larger and more representative sample of domestic tourists to the two survey towns 
(Appendix 2).
On-site structured interviews were selected in preference- te  on-site self-completion 
questionnaires due to the bias involved in the latter method as a consequence of the 
possible p€H>F standard of cmnpletion of questionnaires^ and low and biased response 
levels. Past tourism research into personal values have used postal questionnaires off- 
site- (For example: Muller, 1991; Saremba and GUI, 1991; Jackson^ 1986; Pitts and 
Woodside, 1986): However, as the present study measures responses in the current 
touriao context and immediate situation, an off-site postal questionnée was 
inappropriate as other contextual values could come into play.
As the- interviewer was present to ask the cpiestions, to clarify the use of the Likert 
scales where these were used, and to ensure that each interview schedule was 
completed correctly, potential bias problems related to low response levels were 
minimised. A problem often associated with the use of structured interview schedules
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is that the subjective feelings of the informants are reduced to simple referential 
relationships due to quantification (Walle, 1997). The preliminary exploratory work 
which informed the structured interview schedule ensured that this reductionism was 
pertinent to tourist’s actual experiences. Past studies relating to the use of structured 
interview schedules or questionnaires have noted that if carefully designed and 
implemented, such instruments can yield rigorous and high quality data for a wide 
range of variables (Veal, 1992; Oppenheim, 1992), albeit in a reductivist form. The 
questionnaire designed for the 1996 surveys included questions designed to examine 
and measure the following:
♦ Reasons for selecting Scotland as a holiday destination
♦ The attributes of the particular town that were most important when deciding to 
visit.
♦ The type and extent of the activities that they had engaged in during their visit 
(including those that they intended to do).
♦ The feelings of tourists about tourism development and environmental issues in the 
area.
♦ The level of attachment felt by tourists to each town and to similar areas of “natural 
beauty” generally.
♦ The socio-demographic characteristics of each respondent;
Most past value research has measured values by using an instrument such as the 
Rokeach Value Survey (RVS) (Rokeach, 1973) or the List Of Values (LOV) (Kahle, 
1983). However, as discussed in Chapter 1, the abstract nature of the values used in
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these instruments are problematic. Most other North American tourism behavioural 
research has adopted Likert scales in their study of the motives and experiences gained 
from outdoor recreation and leisure (see for example, Williams et ai, 1992; Saremba 
and Gill, 1991; Manfredo- et al, 1996; Jmowski et al, 1999). Many of these studies, 
however, were not on-site visitor surveys but rather postal questionnaires which could 
be filled out in the respondent’s own time. For comparability with these North 
American studies, seven point scales were originally envisaged for the purposes of the 
present study, to measure the strength and importance of particular values held by 
tourists (as e^ressed reasons for visit), the extent to which they were attached to 
particular place or class of places, the extent to which their visit was influenced by the 
particular attributes of the two study towns and their extent of concern about tourism 
and development in their current (holiday) environment. The intention behind using 
seven point scales was to generate ordinal data that could be interpreted as interval 
data in the analysis, thereby creating the possibility of using parametric tests and data 
reduction if standardised for normality.
However, due to  the on-site / street survey method of data eoUection which was used 
for the present study, these seven point scales were found to be impractical. The 
pilot survey s  carried out in St. Andrews in May 1996, revealed that respondents found 
the scales too complicated to comprehend and use. Also, the length of the interview 
due to  the complex nature of the scales for these questions rendered the interview too 
long. Respondents were beginning to lose interest in the interview before it was 
finished. In particular, it was found that for the questions relating to both the values
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held by tourists and to the importance of particular attributes of the place that only the 
extreme- ends of the scales were-used^ and not the-fuU scales.
It was therefore decided that a more effective approach to measuring these constructs 
in the fidd would be to measure these levels of importærce on a three- point scale, 
which would elicit useful data by achieving a hierarchical rating of values and 
attributes, and would also mininnse the length of time required to  complete- the 
interview. However, for the questions relating to the strength of feelings held by 
respondents about their attachment to place- and their concern for their immediate 
environment, it was considered necessary to retain a range of strengths of feeling, as 
the- pilot interviews had indicated that such a range existed, and the respondents had 
less difficulty in using the loiiger scales in this context. Five point Likert scales were 
adopted to address these problems encountered with comprehension and complexity of 
the seven point scales. Respondents were presented with a card with the five point 
scale laid out on it, ranging from stron^y agree to strongly disagee and the 
corresponding statement/ question. The question / statement was then read out by the 
interviewer to reinforce comprehention and the respondent was asked to gve his or 
her corresponding strength of agreement.
A furth^ ten pilot su rv is  were carried out at the end of May 1996 in St. Andrews, 
and the revisions made to the original interview schedule appeared to resolve the 
problems encountered during the first pilot survey. The use of three and five point 
scales limited analysis of the data to non-parametric tests, mainly two sample chi- 
square-testing, cluster analysis and hierarchical loglinear analysis.
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Some open ended questions were also included in the 1996 quantitative interview 
schedules. Their function was mainly to personalise the-interview process, to make-the 
respondents feel relaxed, to get them talking and interest them in the interview in 
order to sustain their attention and elicit useful responses. However, in order both to 
keep the interview time to a reasonable length and to facilitate analysis their inclusion 
was kept to a minimum and they were supplementary to the main scaled questicms.
During the months of June to September 1996, 300 interviews were conducted by the 
author in both St. Andrews and Pitlochry. The sample sizes were slightly smaller than 
those justified by past research and sampling theory. This suggests that a sample of 
approximately 380 - 400 interviews is likely to provide an approximation (within 5%) 
of actual visitor characteristics (Ministry of Tourism and Recreation, 1982; S.E.R.E.N, 
1986; Light, 1991). Reduction of the sample size to  300 at each town was to make the 
fieldwork manageable for one person. However, the size of the sample had to be 
sufficiently large enough to permit the se^entation of tourists into- smaller, 
homogeneous groups. Smaller sample sizes are highly restrictive for segmentation 
purposes and past research (Pr^tice, 1992, Light, 1991) suggests that sam^es of 
approximately 400 tourists are important in this context. However, as the emphasis 
was on the situational commonality between the two towns, for segnentation and 
loglinear modelling the samples were combined. The number of interviews conducted 
had to be large enough to permit statistical testing.such that the results of the study are 
generalisable to the whole population of tourists with a certain degree of confidence 
for the two survey locations, thereby enabling the importance of place as contextual
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environment to be controlled for. The large overall sample size was therefore vital in 
order for the analysis to be robust.
The 1996 surveys were conducted during the peak riimmer and off peak months. Due 
to seasonal variations in tourist volumes in Scotland, principal fieldwork was carried 
out during the peak months of July and August. Given the general view that tourists 
with strong “environmental” values may avoid the peak periods that traditionally 
attract “mass” tourists, it was also necessary to interview outside of this period in 
order that the sample of tourists interviewed was representative and embraced a broad 
range of values and behaviours. To capture-these season^ variations, interviews were 
conducted at both locations throughout June to September 1996 on a one week 
rotation basis . The number of interviews conducted at each of the-two towns between 
June and September 1996 is shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Distribution Of Tourist Survis Undertaken. By Month Of The Year.
Month of Interview St. Andrews Pitloc firy
N %- N %
June 60 20.0% 50 17.0%
July 90- 36:0% too 33.0%
August 110 37.0% 100 33.0%
September 40- tS.0% 50 17.0%
M = 300 100.0% 300 100.0%
Tourists to the two towns were interviewed adhering to strict rules in order to 
approximate to randomness. The interviewer followed a particular route of interview 
sites around the two towns passing the main points at which tourists congregated. At 
each site, tourists were approached on a next person passed basis (Veal 1992); as 
interviews were only conducted with British tourists who were resident outwith
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Scotland, a preliminary filter question was asked. The interview schedule took 
approximately 15-20 minutes to complete.
As for the present study the interviews were conducted at different points- throughout 
the town, the interviewer (author) generally moved between sites and the respondents 
were generally stationary i.e. picnicking in goups, resting outside tourists attractions, 
sitting by the riverside / seafront etc. This was thought to be the best approach to 
interviewing given the length and complexity of the interview schedule, in this way, the 
respondents were more comfortable and could concentrate more on the interview 
process. The refusal rate to take part in the 1996 survey was higher than had been 
encountered for the exploratory survey in 1995. Approximately one third of the 
tourists approached, across both towns, refused to-take part in the survey. This refusal 
usually occurred just as the interviewer was seen to approach. The main problem 
seemed to be that a large catalogue company were also- interviewing / selling te  people 
in the high street of both towns during much of the survey period. However, 
generally, once re^ondents began the interview th ^  seemed interested in the subject 
and willing to take part, using the prompt cards prepared with statements and scales 
carefully and thoughtfully beforegving a response.
Quantitative Data Analysis
The present study adopted a combination of bivariate and multivariate testing, as 
appropriate to the nominal and ordinal data generated fi’om the survey. Analysis was 
undertaken using SPSS for Windows version 6.1 (1994). Two sample chi-square 
testing standardised by place was used to test hypothesised relationships. Strength of
■ ■  »
the chi-square associations between variables were examined using Cramer’s V to 
allow for the influence of the overall large sample size and table dimensions (SPSS,
1993). Two sample chi-square values, significance level and Cramer’s V strength of 
associaticm coefficient results are shown in tabulated form throughout the thesis where 
appropriate, or else have been included in the general text. These are generally only 
shown where chi square significance was <0.05. Where the relationships were not 
found to be significant at this level, or N/A (as appropriate) is shown in the 
tables.
As noted earlier in this chapter, two different multivariate analytical techniques were 
also used; cluster analysis and loglinear analysis. Firstly, cluster analysis was used to 
group like respondents empirically across their repressed personal values. In this way, 
a heterogeneous sample is reduced into homogeneous subsets based on similar 
p^sonai values, thereby identifying similar market segpients of tourists broadly sharing 
similar values (Madrigal and Kahle, 1994; Schwartz and Bilsky, 1987). Secondly, 
hierarchical lo^ünear analyas was used to exanine the multiple ^fects of values on the 
behaviour of tourists. The detailed examination of the interaction effects of values 
which loglinear analysis permits, enables a fuller understanding of which values are 
most important. Groups of potential tourists to Scotland or similar places may then 
potttitiaUy be targeted through marketing efforts or design gid development o i places 
and amenities may be matched to met the needs of specific groups.
Segmentation was achieved uring cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is a general set of 
methodological tools for estimating groups of similar objects. For the present study.
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agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis was used: a non-parametric (chi-square) 
clustering algorithm and furthest neighbour distance- (resemblance) measure was- used 
as appropriate to the data. The complète linkage, furthest neighbour method was 
selected because it has been- recommended as providing compact clusters which are 
composed of highly similar cases (Mo et al, 1994, Alt, 1990; Aldenderfer and 
Blashfield, 1984.)
Agglomerative hierarchjcal cluster analysis b e ^ s  with each tourist as-a distinct cluster 
and successively merges the tourists into groups who share a common pattern in their 
groups of values (Fodness, 1996; Alt, 1990). Ultimately, all tourists-will be grouped 
together, it is therefore necessary to decide at what point grouping should cease. The 
objective of cluster analysis, ta  maximise between g?oup variation æid ta  minimise 
within group variation has been borne in mind when trying to reach an optimum 
number of clusters. A larger number of clusters will reduce within group variation; 
however, a large number of clusters may not be manageable (Aldenderfer and 
Blashfield, 1984-; Alt, 1990). Where cluster analysis is used in this thetis, dendograms 
which display the clustering procedure are provided to highlight where the groups 
merge at each successive stage of the clustering analysis. Agglomerative hierarchical 
cluster analysis has similarly been used to segment tourists by their values in other 
tourian research (Madrigë and KaWe, 1994; Muller, 1991). The deficiency of such 
clustering approaches is that although like individuals are grouped together in a 
segmentation^ not all of the individuals in a segnent are the same. Additionally, most 
cluster analysis methods are heuristics, and are not based upon an extensive body of 
statistical reasoning (Aldenderfer and Blashfield, 1984).
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In the examination of the relationship between variables, hierarchical loglinear analysis 
is developed to enable the study of the relative importance of groups of values and the 
interaction effects of values directly. Loglinear models are a special class of statistical 
techniques that have been formulated for the analytis- of categorical and- some ordinal 
data (Haberman, 1978; Bishop, 1975; Norusis, 1994). These models are potentially 
useful for examining the oftm complex relationships in a multiway crosstabulation. 
They bear some similarity to multiple regression models; however, in loglinear models 
all variables that are used for classification, are independent variables, and the 
dependent variable is the number of cases in the cell of the crosstabulation (Norusis,
1994). In contrast, regression an^ysis explores the relationship betwear a dependent 
variable and a set of independent variables and is not suitable for use on non- 
parametric data. Loglinear analysis is used in the present study for several reasons. 
Firstly, it enables elaboration of the significant relationships that have emerged fi'om 
the bivariate- dialysis. Secondly, the relative importance of factors can be examined. 
Thirdly, it offers the opportunity to uncover the complex relationships between 
variables at all levels which is the main purpose of the analyé (Knoke and Burke, 
1980).
These two forms of moddhng used in the present thetis are presented- as alternatives to 
explore the pertinence of multiple values. Cluster analysis is a descriptive technique, 
which categorises individuals. Loghnear analyâs is a predictive technique. Because of 
the small subsamples that are generated by categorisation, the two techniques are not 
combined in the present study. However, witba larger sample, predictive modelling for
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individual segments could be attempted which would likely produce simpler models, 
but many more of them. These modds would be easier to interpret but their increased 
number would have implications for their manageability.
Presentation Of The fAa\n Ftndmqs
The results of the empirical study i.e. those of the 1996 surveys, are presented from 
Chapter 6 onwards, in relation to the personal tourism values held by the tourists in the 
sample. In this way, the way in which these values affect holidaymaking behaviour and 
feeling for the current environment can be assessed. Firstly, Chapter 4 describes the 
socio-demographic characteristics of the . tourists . interviewed and assesses the 
representativeness of the sample. Chapter 5 on the persond values of tourists aims to 
examine the values held by the tourists visiting these two survey towns and presents a 
segmentation of these tourists on the basis of their personal tourism values. This 
segmentation is further informed by Chapters 6 and 7 which examine the most 
important attributes of the areas visited for each of the segments and review the 
activities undertaken by these tourists when visiting the survey areas. Chapters 8 and 9 
explore the effect that these tourism values have on attachment to specific place; or a 
specific class of places, and the subsequent effect on holidaymaking behaviour and the 
effcüt that tourism valucs^and attachment to plaCe/plâCes hâve On tOuiist’s concern foi 
their immediate environment. Chapters 10 and 11 present the loglinear analysis, 
identifying the conflict and interaction of personal values at all levels, and the 
subsequent effect on behaviour, attachment to place and concern for the environment 
is discussed. Finally, Chapter 12 reviews the overall sigiificance of the findings of the
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present study and assesses the effectiveness of the segmentation approaches used to 
measure personal values in the present study.
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CHAPTER 3
TOURISM: VU SCOTLAND
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOURISM IN SCOTLAND
The development of Tourism in Scotland and the Highlands has received much 
academic attention, with studies addressed te  a range of issues. For example, r e v ie w s  
of tourism development ( Butler, 1985; Durie, 1994; Smout, 1983); Tourism and the 
environment (Toogood, 1995; H u^es, 1996); Land use and sustdnaWe tourist 
attractions (Dickinson, 1996; McBoyle, 1996) and more recently, Scotland as iconic 
place and landscape (Gold and Gold, 1995; MeCrone et d, 1995; Prentice and Guerin, 
1998). A theme common to these studies is the centrd role that the naturd 
environment plays in discussions of tourism in Scotland. As a background to the 
present study, the development of tourism and the evolution of the environment as 
Scotlands' mdn tourism asset (STB, 1998c) will be discussed using a staged approach 
outlining the mdn stages of tourism development from the eighteenth to the twentieth 
century.
Butler (1985) identified five- ov^l^ping stages of development from the early 
eighteenth century until the beginning of the twentieth century. These stages reflect the 
socid, economic and technolo^d changes taking place in Britain durmg those 
periods. A similar staged approach has been taken by Durie (1994) who identifies 
three stages of tho growth of to u r i^  in the Scottié Highlands, from "Discovery 1770 
- 1810", "Expansion 1840 - 1870" to "Consolidation and Chdlenge 1870 - 1914".
Butlers' (1985) five- stages of tourism development b e ^  in the first hdf of the 
eighteenth century "The Age of the Explorer" discussing the discovery of Scotland by
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early travellers and the arduous nature of travel to the Highlands due to both 
geography and culture. One of the few forms of recreational travel that existed in 
Scotland during this period was hunting and shooting, the popularity of which grew 
markedly throughout the following century and still remains a popular activity in 
Scotland to date (Butler, 1985;Gold and Gold, 1995; McCrone et al, 1995).
The second stage, 1746-1810 reviews the arrival of the first tourists and the initial 
improvements in accommodation and communications, which made travel more 
feasible during this period (Butler, 1985; Durie, 1994)
The growth of the Romantic Movement during the nineteenth century fostered the 
attractiveness of the natural environment as a place- for recreation. A n. aesthetic 
appreciation for nature with the countryside as a place of solace, an escape from the 
city was developed by poets such as Wordsworth, Keats and Blake (McDowell, 1996). 
Butler (1985) notes the emergence of two different but related types of tourist during 
this period, the- first, "the- romantic traveller" drawn to- Scotland by the artistic and 
literary attention paid to the scenery and people of the Highlands, most famously by Sir 
Walter Scott . It has been argued that "Scott's writings and his recasting of Scottish 
tradition are pivotal in any analysis of the representation of Scotland" (Gold and Gold, 
1995:74). The second type of tourist, "The Aristocratic Sportsman" was attracted to 
the Highlands by the rental of sporting rights on Scottish estates and a craze for 
deerstalking. The popularity of this activity and indeed of the Highlands was much 
influenced by the participation and support of the Royal Family, who purchased 
Balmoral during this period (Butler, 1985; Durie, 1994; McCrone et al; 1995).
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Major innovations in travel and communications made the area much more accessible 
to visitors with continuing improvements in roads, rail and steamer services creating a 
significant increase in the numbers of travellers to  the Highlands throu^out the 
century The introduction by Thomas Cook of Leicester of package tours and short 
excursions ifrom London te  Glasgow and Edinburgh opened up the Highlands to 
visitors and indeed, it is noted, resulted in the appearance of the "mass tourist" (Butler, 
1985; Durie, 1994)).
From the middle of the nineteenth century to the begnning of the twentieth century, a 
stage described by Butler (1985) as "Railways, Hotels and Sportsmen", the future of 
Scotland as a tourist destination was^  consolidated. The majority of the hotels- in the 
Highlands were constructed during this period. The development of the railway north, 
from Glasgow and Edinburgh and the completion of the railway system-by the turn of 
the century opened up many places previously inaccessible to the majority of travellers, 
establishing a pattern of tourist trade.
As mentioned earlier, the popularity of field sports in the KQghlands and Islands grew 
rapidly and by the late nineteenth century the tourism industry was very much focused 
on these activities. Tourist guidebooks of the nineteenth century refer to the 
opportunities for sporting activities such as shooting, fishing and deer stalking. 
Partially to meet the growth in demand for sport and partially due to a decline in sheep 
prices, a vast amount of land in the Highlands was in sporting estates and deer forests. 
By 1912, there were 203 deer forests occupying over three and à half million acres 
(Weir, 1989:355; Butler, 1985). The image of the Highlands as deer forest, popular
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amongst the romantics and “mass tourists” to Scotland throughout the nineteenth 
century persils today (McCrone et al, 1995; Prentice and Guerin, 199&), as noted by 
Butler, the total acreage given over to deer forests is still extensive to date. (Butler 
1985:385). There was also- a marked increase m the recreational use of the mountëns. 
In 1890, the first Scottish ski club was established along with the first Scottish 
Mountaineering Club Journal (Bennet, 1991) and the Cyclists Touring Club 
(1878)(Durie, 1994).
Consequent of the expanrion in building and construction that took place during this 
period of industrial and agricultural revolution, the first calls for the protection of the 
environment in Scotland began to emerge. The opening up of the Glasgow and 
Edinburgh railway lines discussed earlier saw accusations of vandahsm levelled against 
what was considered to be “disruptive railway construction” (McDowell, 1996). 
Butler, (1985) notes that early opposition to tourism and tourism developments could 
be detected, with landowners objecting to large numbers- of the public on the hhls- and 
strong opposition to attempts to provide access to the countryside to the general 
public.
This raised environmental and conservation- awareness was largely based ou gowing 
concerns about the disappearance of florae and faunae due to activities such as field 
sports. The extent of the loss-of wildlife was recorded by early game books and details 
of the loss of Scottish wildlife was documented in an influential study pubhshed in 
1920 entitled "The influence of man on the animal life m Scotland" (McDowell, 1996).
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The aesthetic appreciation of the environment and the notion that attitudes towards the 
environment, particularly rugged scenery, were associated with self devdopment that 
were fostered by the Romantic movement gathered force during the late Victorian 
period (Prentice and Guerin, 1998). The countryside was increasingly considered the 
key to recreation and it was during this period that a number of organisations to 
protect the areas of natural beauty, flora and fauna, places of historic interest and the 
preservation of open spaces were established. The Victorian interest in self­
development and improvement also stimulated a growing awareness and appreciation 
of the environment (McDowell, 1996; Eckersley, 1994).
TOURISM PRESSURE AND THEiSCaTTtSK BiVlRONMENT
The early decades of the- twentieth century, "The Era df the Automobile" (Butler, 
1985) saw a gradual spread of tourists to the Highlands, and excursion trains resulted 
in an influx of weekend day-trippers to-some parts of central ScotWd, although the 
restrictions of World War Two, poor roads and lack of reasonably priced 
accommodatiorr and facilities somewhat delayed- the . large scale development of the 
tourism industry in Scotland (Butler, 1985). Butler notes that census data for the 
Highlands taken in 1921 suggests the undeveloped nature of the tourian industry at 
that time, recording 7,143 visitors to the area (Butler, 1985). .
Over the latter part of the twentieth century, the improvement in infrastructure and 
transportation, ownership of private cars and an increased amount of leisure time have 
meant that Scotland is experiencing the effects of high volume visitor pressure.
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Tourism in Scotland over the last decade has grown steadily and increased growth is 
forecasted to continue (STB, 1998c). Figure 2 illustrates this steady growth, by 1996, 
12.60 milhon trips by both overseas and domestic tourists to Scotland were recorded, 
a growth of 28% over the volume recorded in 1991 (STB, 1998c).
Figure 2 Volume cmd Value of Tourism in Scotland 1991-1996
British Tourists in Scotland
Trips(mns) Expenditure(£mns)
All. Tourists. In-ScQtland
Trips(mns) Expenditure(£mns)
1991 8.2m £1-37^ 3m- ■ 4991 9.82m £4951m
1992 8.9m £1355m 1992 10.70m £2039m
1993 8.9m £1-546m- 4993 49.67m £2265m
1994 8.5m £1262m 1994 10.27m £2078m
1995 9.7m £I338m 4995- 4T66m- £2228m
1996 ' 10.5m £1493m 1996 12.60m £2428m
STB 1908c
Tourism in Scotland is a multi-faceted industry made up of over 20,000 businesses, 
most of these are small private enterprises although an increasing number of public 
sector organisations and major cmnpanies are also involved (STB, 1998c). The tourist 
industry in Scotland encompasses a wide spectrum of activities but it is the natural and 
built environment that is most vital to the health of the industry. The cpiality of the 
environment in Scotland has historically been valued by visitors and it is widely 
regarded in Scotland as an economic strragth: “Scotland offers a generally Wgh (piahty 
of life, and its natural environment and cities generate significant tourist and business 
visitor opportunities” (STB, 1998c: S)
As discussed earlier, the central role of the environment to recreation and tourism in 
Scotland, fostered by the Romantic Movement in-the nineteenth century persists today. 
Images of Scotland are emphasised by both the riigged and majestic nature Of remote
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landscape and the warmth and gentleness of small domestic places as an escape from 
everyday urban life (Toogood, 1995; Hehand, 199-7}. Scotland is renowned for its 
diversity of landscapes: rugged coastline, mountain scenery, agricultural land and over 
30,000 freshwater lochs. Over an dghth of its land area- is contained within designated 
scenic areas (STB, 1998c). Scotland is also home to much wildlife, birdlife and 
important flora and fauna habitats partly due to  its climate, terrain and location on the 
outer fringe of Europe. With many geological assets and built heritage assets the 
environment is reco^sed  as Scotland’s main tourism resource (STB-, 1998c). The 
Scottish Tourist Board have recently promoted generic images of the Scottish 
environment, such as lochs, glens and mountains, to  attract more visitors to the 
country (Gold and Gold, 1995; McCrone et al, 1995; Hughes, 1996; Pritchard and 
Morgan, 1996; Prentice and Guerin, 1998}, positioning Scotland as an 
"environmentally sound" destination through its marketing campaigns, print and press 
activities-(STB-, 1998c).
As a for^unner to the recent promotion of the environmental image of Scotland as a 
tourist attraction, the Scottish Tourism Co-ordinating group (STCG, 1996) identified 
market trends which suggested a growing demand for holidays and activities which 
rely upon environmental resources. Domestic tourists visit Scotland primarily for: the 
scenery (71%}, natural wildlife (3-5%}, the peace and qijiet (59%}, and historical and 
ecclesiastical monuments and sites of historic interest (40%). This is reflected in what 
they do when they come to  Scotland: their main activities are based upon the 
countryside and heritage of Scotland. Over six million overnight visitors to Scotland 
per year currently participate in at least one form of leisure or recre^onal activity as
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part of their stay. The most popular activities amongst domestic tourists are visiting 
historical monuments (18%), hiking, rambling or walking (18%) and visiting museums, 
art galleries and theatres (11%), participation in these activities is examined in the 
present study.
Given the number of people who take part in outdoor , and cultural tourism activities 
and the growing importance of environmental concerns as factors in the choice of 
holiday destination the future of Scottish tourism is highly dependent upon the nature 
and quality of the environment, in its natural, built and cultural forms. In some places, 
tourism pressure-is having a deleterious effect on the Scottish environment, pwicularly 
in some localised areas of rare and fragile ecosystems and antiquated built heritage 
sites. If the future of Scottish tourism is to be «isured, greater environmental 
awareness needs to be encouraged amongst tourists fostered through tourism 
promotion and development.
TOURISM MAMAGEMEHT PROGRAMMES IM SCOTLAND
'
In respond to  the Government’s 1990 White Paper on the environment Common 
Inheritance which set out its environmental policy objectives and intentions for action, 
the Scottish Tourism Co-ordinating Group (STCG) commissioned the Scottish Tourist 
Board to review how tourism in Scotland could be developed whilst conserving and 
protecting the- environment. Following the review, a report entitled Tourism and the 
Scottish Environment: A Sustainable Partnership was launched in early 1992 after 
endorsement by the then Scottish Office Minister for Tourism, Lord Strathclyde.
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The conclusion of the report was that the countryside, as Scotland's main tourism asset 
was under increasing pressure from tourists, and that this pressure was having a 
widespread effect on the environment. The conclusions also noted that serious effects 
were only apparent in a few localised areas. The report recommended that greater 
environmental awareness should be fostered amongst tourists and visitors through 
tourism promotion and development activities (STCG, 1996). To address these 
recommendations STCG Tourism and environmental task force was estabhshed in 
1992, bringing together the main bodies in Scotland with environmental 
responsibihties. The key aims of the task force are to; i) promote awareness and 
understanding off the interactions between tourism and the environment; ii) develop a 
planned approach to tourism development which addresses visitor management; iii) 
market Scotland as a tourism destination based on thé sustainable use of our 
environment; iv) promote adoption of environmentally sensitive practices.
Against this background the Tourism Management Initiative (TMI) was established. At 
a local level the TMI is actioned through Tourism Management Programmes (TMPs) 
which are the link between national and local priorities. The TMI identifies existing or 
potential problem areas and then the TMPs bring about a solution at a local level. 
There are currently ten TMP areas iu Scotland (Figure 3) which attract a total of over 
nine million visitors and have programmed £3.8 million of projects (STCG, 1996) . 
The Tourism Management Initiatives aim to develop Scotland-wide initiatives to tackle 
priority problem areas such as footpath use, beaches, interpretation and environmental 
management in the accommodation sector, promote and communicate examples of
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good practice and support and promote locally based initiatives which manage the 
issues relevant to individual sites and destinations.
Figure 3 Area-based Programmes in Operation
Location Area Covered
St. Andrews 
Pitlochry 
Calanais 
Great Glen 
Loch Doon 
Trossachs 
Kllmartirr Glen 
Skye and Lochalsh 
Naim 
Cairngorm
Encompassing the town-and-parts-of the East Neuk.
Encompassing the town of Pitlochry and district
Area Immediateiy-around-the standing Stones
From the access off A713 to south end of the loch
Area-adjacent to- the Caliender, Locrt Katrine and Donne trtangie
North of Lochgilphead
Upland Footpaths-
Seafront Including Culbln Forest
Summit above car park
The Study Towns and their Environment
As discussed in Chapter 1 of the present study, past research into environmental values 
of tourists has looked at values as enduring, guiding principles in everyday life, 
divorced from the tourists’ immediate context (holidaymaking) and situation. Other 
research has sought to determine profiles of “nature-based” or “Eco tourists” by 
measuring abstracted environmental attitudes and behaviour when in a “green” or 
“ecotourist” destination, typically national parks or wilderness areas (Blamey and 
Braithwaite, 1997; Saleh and Karwacki, 1996; Obua and Harding, 1996; Silverberg. et 
al, 1996). However, it is the tourism-values of all tourists to all destinations that need 
to be examined if responsible tourism strategies are- to be useful and effective. The 
“environment” is any particular holiday destination in which a tourist is situated. 
Especially in an accessible landscape such as Scotland, it cannot be restricted to 
designated rural or wilderness sites. Urban and rural destinations are merged in
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Scotland as the combination of settled landscape where historic towns feature as a 
main attraction for visitors to Scotland.
Figure-t \4ap  o f  Scotland Showing Locations o f  St. Andreevs and Pitlochry (STB, 1998b)
John o ’ Gro-ats
ornow-ag
G airloch
4
'Ardnarnurchan
S t Andrews
3  Æ errn I ^  ne 
DiNB
3 0  Ml les
4U Krns
I S tra n ra er
I ^^:^^ipgQ ias
(Source: STB, 1998b)
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The empirical study was carried out in two small towns in Scotland, namely, St. 
Andrews and Pitlochry. These are urban centres that provide both heritage resources in 
their own right and form the focus of tourist activity for their surrounding rural 
landscapes. Tourism pressure has been officially recognised as detrimental in both of 
the towns and task management programmes are in place. In St. Andrews, the 
objectives of the programme are broad and mainly relate to enhancing visitor 
experience and economic benefits. Improving and protecting the quality of life of 
residents is a stated objective, as is conserving the built environment o f St. Andrews. 
The natural environment is not seen as a key problem in St. Andrews. Similarly, in 
Pitlochry, key objectives relate to enhancing the visitor experience through 
development and improving resident's quality of life. Pitlochry has a high level of 
tourist traffic that is considered inappropriate for a small rural town and there are a 
number o f areas of poor visual appearance. Further, as tourism is of considerable 
significance to the area, some development is officially perceived as necessary As part 
o f the Task Management Programme initiatives for the area, tourism development in 
Pitlochry is to be carried out in keeping with the high quality of its surrounding 
countryside and in sympathy with the Victorian and Edwardian built heritage of the 
town. Both of these Scottish towns attract a steady flow of tourists throughout the 
peak months in different tourism environments enabling access to a large sample of 
diverse tourists. St. Andrews is an urban location in a coastal setting and Pitlochry, an 
urban location in a rural, riverside setting. A well established and diverse tourism base 
is common to both towns though specific tourist attractions vary. Both towns offer a 
wide variety of different historical and ecclesiastical sites of interest and amenities with 
small theatres and art galleries and are accessible by road and public transport. This
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variety in environments, tourist attractions and amenities allowed access to a diverse 
range of tourists. Common to the two towns is a “heritage product”; both towns have 
a traditional feel, retaining and recreating their different styles of local architecture and 
promoting their distinct histories. The two towns were selected as comparable small 
town environments, with a view to generating a sample, which was situationally similar 
between them, but different to the daily environments of most tourists visiting them.
St. Andrews
“A beautiful, unusual seaside town” (Lonely Planet Guides, 1996).
St. Andrews is a small coastal town situated in the Kingdom of Fife, it is easily 
accessible to tourists from the south as there are motorways and dual carriageways all 
the way to Fife from the South coast of England and all the channel ports (Figure 4). 
The Kingdom of Fife is well known as “The cradle of Scottish History”, location of 
Dunfermline, the ancient Capital of Scotland and Dunfermline Abbey, Falkland Palace, 
once home to Mary, Queen of Scots and Culross, a perfectly preserved 16th century 
Scottish burgh. St. Andrews is perhaps the most famous of the historic sites in Fife: 
“There is no single spot in Scotland equally fu ll  o f  historic inter est...na  place in this 
country over which the genius o f  antiquity lingers so impressively” (Lonely Planet 
Guides, 1996). For visitors to St. Andrews who are interested in ecclesiastical and 
historical sites o f interest, St. Andrews has some of the most exceptional examples in 
Scotland: St. Andrews castle ruins, with a unique subterranean passage and “bottle” 
dungeon. The house of Mary, Queen of Scots and St. Andrews Cathedral which was 
the largest medieval cathedral in the north of Britain and was for many years a centre
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for religious activity and pilgrimage. St. Andrews is also home to the oldest university 
in Scotland, alma mater to many of the most famous figures in British history. All of 
these sites are open to the public and include small visitor information centres. As part 
o f the TMP objectives to attract more tourists to the town and increase visitor stay and 
expenditure, a series o f “Living history” plays are performed outdoors throughout the 
peak tourist months. These short historical dramas attempt to “bring to life” the history 
behind these monuments in St. Andrews.
St. Andrews is perhaps most famous for being the “Home of G olf’. It is thought that 
golf started in St. Andrews around 1350. The Royal and Ancient Golf Club, the 
governing body of golf, was founded in 1834 and is based in St. Andrews. Visitors to 
the town can play on the Old Course or on a number of courses in the town and 
surrounding area. The Golf Museum, situated next to the Royal and Ancient Club, 
presents the history of golf using a combination of the most up to date interpretative 
media techniques and traditional displays. In addition to the golf museum, the St. 
Andrews museum presents a history of St. Andrews as recounted by people who lived 
and worked there. There is also a National Trust museum. A map of St. Andrews and 
the location of attractions there is provided in Figure 5.
In terms o f amenities for tourists, St. Andrews has a fairly high concentration of 
accommodation stock in and around the town with some 80 establishments registered 
as tourist accommodation with the Scottish Tourist Board (STB, 1998a). This 
accommodation is mainly provided in small, privately owned establishments, a pattern 
o f tourist accommodation stock common throughout much of Scotland and the
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Highlands. The town has a busy town centre providing a standard array of shops, 
restaurants and services. In addition, there is a local specialisation in the supply of 
golfing related souvenirs.
Figure 5 M ap o f  St. Andrews Showing Attractiofi Locations (STB. 1998a)
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The natural environment of St. Andrews provides the setting for a number of physical 
activities. Walking and cycling, around the town or on the Coastal path which stretches 
for 78 miles from the Forth Bridge to the Tay Bridge. For hikers and climbers there are 
the Lomond Hills, known as ‘Tife’s Highlands” . There are also a number of wildlife 
attractions in and around St. Andrews, The Sealife Centre on the West Sands in the 
town. The Ostrich Farm in nearby Cupar and The Scottish Deer Centre at Rankeilour 
Park, near St. Andrews.
Pitlochry
Pitlochry is located in Perthshire, in the very heart of Scotland, which is linked by rail 
and by coach to all the main towns in the south of England. Like St. Andrews, it is 
easily accessible to tourists from the south, as there are motorways and dual 
carriageways all the way to Perthshire from the South coast of England and all the 
channel ports (Figure 4). It is perhaps this ease o f accessibility that for many years 
made Pitlochry Scotland’s number one inland resort for visitors (STB, 1998b). Its 
location in the geographical heart of Scotland makes it the ideal place as a base for 
touring.
Pitlochry is a restored Victorian village. Its main tourist attraction is the Pitlochry Dam 
and Fish Ladder, where visitors can watch salmon leap upstream and learn the life 
cycle of the salmon. The Dam is the site of a hydroelectricity plant, which can be 
visited by tourists. There are magnificent views from the plant over Loch Tummel, 
including “Queens View” which is said to have been a regular resting place for Queen
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Victoria when she regularly visited the are in the 1840’s. The riverbank is also the site 
of the Pitlochry Festival Theatre, which regularly stages a range of plays by Scottish 
contemporary writers. An art exhibition, exhibiting works by local artists is also set up 
here during the summer months. The location of the attractions in Pitlochry is shown in 
Figure 6.
Figure 6 M ap o f  P illochty Showing Anraction Locations (STB, 1998b)
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Similar to St. Andrews, Pitlochry has some 85 establishments registered as tourist 
accommodation with the Scottish Tourist Board (STB, 1998b). This accommodation 
is mainly provided in small, privately owned establishments, as previously noted; this is 
a pattern of tourist accommodation stock common throughout much of Scotland and 
the Highlands. The town has a busy town centre providing a standard array of shops, 
restaurants and services, there is also a notable local specialisation in the supply of 
Scottish wools and knits.
The natural environment of Pitlochry and the surrounding areas are the main^  attraction. 
Perthshire is the home of such “natural wonders” as The River Tay, which is Britain’s 
longest River, fronr wh^^e Britain’s largest Salmon was caught and Scotland’s  oldest 
distillery, the Glenturret Distillery which has made malt whiskey since 1775. Edradour 
Distillery, located oo the outskirts of Pitlochry is Scotlmid’s smallest Distillery (STB, 
1998b), both are open to visitors. The natural environment of the area also permits a 
number of pltyrical activities to-be carried out. Walking, along the riverbank, in-the 
KillicranMe Pass or in the Grampian Mountains. The River. Tay and the numerous 
Lochs in the- area offer fishing, sailing, windsurfing, canoeing and many other 
watersports. There are also a number of wildlife attractions located around Pitlochry. 
These include The Auchingamch- Wildlife Centre, set in the hills which- houses rare 
birds and animals and a working hatchery; The Drummond Trout Fishery, where 
visitors can leam to trout fish and The Vane Farm nature, trail and bird observation 
hide, overlooking Loch Leven, near Kinross. Pitlochry is also famous for its Scottish 
MiltshogS) which sell Knitwear and other Scottish products at greatly reduced prices.
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CHAPTER 4
THE SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF TOURISTS 
TO ST. ANDREWS AMO PITLOCHRY
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The Use Of Socio-Demographic Data In Tourism Research
Demographics are-the most frequently gathered datar for identifying the characteristics 
of tourists. Having a detailed understanding of the needs and requirements of different 
consumers is fundamental to the principles of marketing. Although- the breadth of such 
needs may be recognised, it is unrealistic to customise products or services to suit each 
individual. Tourism marketing, in particular is moving away from mass marketing 
towards a market segmentation approach, where the focus is on a particular group (or 
groups)-of consumers as a  way of attempting to deal with, and satisfy, a  diverse range 
of consumer needs. With the rise in the interest of “green” tourism or “ecotourism” in 
particular, concerted ^forts are being made to- defme this new, emerging market 
segment.
A number of studies have been conducted which specifically investigated the 
relationship between demographic variables and participation in leisure activities (e.g. 
Michie, 1986: Thornton et al, 199-7; Alexandris and Garroh, 1997}.- Age, gender and 
level of education are the main demographic variables that have been investigated and 
found ta  be significantly related t a  participation in leisure activities. Literature sedang 
to profile the ecotourist has concentrated on the socio-demographic characteristics of 
these tourists (Hvenegaard et al 1989; Willancy and Eagles 1999; Kretchman and 
Eagles 1990; Fennell and Smale 1992; Boo 1990; Ballantine and Eagles 1994). 
Kretchman and Eagles (1990} study of Canadian ecotouristswas one of the first to go 
beyond characterisation by demographic data alone. They analysed the importance to 
ecbtourists of particular destination attractions by their travel motives and found travel
8(1
motives to be a better predictor of destination attraction importance than demographic 
data alone.
Other tourism research has- used cluster analyâs. as. a market segmentation technique 
with socio-demographic variables as a framework, supplemented by other descriptor 
variables. For example, Muller (1991}, used demographic or media-usage data to 
identify an appropriate communication medium for market segments by clustering on 
values aiié attractiveness attributes of city destinations Silverberg et al 1996 used 
cluster analysis to determine demographic and psychographic profiles of nature based 
travellers to  the south-eastern United States. Segmenting ecotourists by demographic 
and sociographic characteristics alone is not particularly helpful to tourism planners 
and managers for several reasons. Firstly, individu^s cff all incomes, ages, sexes are 
likely to be found in every market. Secondly, it is not useful for marketing purposes 
since- it is virtually in^>osrible to  t^get a market based on such- dimensions (Dube 
1993). This is because socio-demographic segmentation takes into account only the 
physical aspects of the consumer and not the behavioural a ^ c t s  or experiençes 
demanded. Socio-demographic data has, however, been found to enhance market 
segmentation based on personal values (Madrig^ and Kahle, 1994; Homer- and K,ahle, 
1988; Kamakura and Novak, 1992).
So€io-Demoqraphic Profile Of Tourists
The aim of this chapter is to set out the socio-demographic profile of the domestic 
tourists interviewed- at each eff the two Scottish towns used as survey sites.
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Comparison of tourists are made both between the two survey towns, and also with 
the UK census (CSO, 1991); Regional and Social Trends (CS0;1997a&b) 
population characteristics statistics; and Scottish Tourist Board (STB, 1996) figures 
for British visitors to Scotland. These comparisons, are made to determine whether or, 
not the socio-demographic profile of the sample interviewed for the present study can 
be considered representative.
The socio-demographic profile and analysis ed* the 600 tourists interviewed for the 
present study is set out in Tables 6 to 10b.
Gender Profile Of Tourists
There is no significant difference in the gender profiles of the samples between the two 
towns (Table 6). There was a slightly higher proportion of female respondents 
included in the sample at St. Andrews, 58.3%-compared with 51.2%-at Pitlochry, but 
this difference is small. The two genders are fmly equally represented across both 
towns.
Table 6 TÏTeGenderProfUe^Of Tourists To St. Andrews And Pitlochry
Gender St. Andrews Pitlochry Both 1rowns
N % M- %- N - %-
Male 125 41.7 146 48.8 271 45.2
Female 175 58.3 1-54 5 t.2 329- 54^8
N = 300 100.0 300 100.0 600 100.0
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Age Profile Of Tourists
Analysis of the tourists to- St. Andrews and Pitlochry in terms of their age profile 
showed no staiistic<dly significant differences between the two towns.
The majority of the adults interviewed were aged between 21 -40  years, irrespective 
of town that they were visiting. This age group represents 52.9% of the sample 
across both survey towns (Table 7). Comparison of age prtffiles with other- surveys 
pertaining to British tourists to Scotland is problematic due to the lack of 
standardisation between the age categories used for surveys by different organisations.
Table 7 The Age Profile Of Tourists At St. Aiidrews ^ And Pitlochry
Age in 
Years
St. Andrews Pittochry . Bpttr Towns: A geio.
Years
- U Kpop. 
1995 
(506m).
. Bntisn: 
tourists to . 
Scotland 
1996
N % M % P4 - % % % .
1 6 -2 0 34 11.3 34 11.3 68 11.3 0 -1 4 8.0 21.0
21 - 30 69 23.0 7 0 2 0 0 130 2 0 2 15 - 24 10.0- 1 2 0
31 - 40 85l 28.3 93 ai..Q 17.8 29 J 25 -3 4 20.0. 150
41 -50 44 14.7 43 T4.3 arr ■ T4.0 3 5 -54 350" 25.0
51 -6 0 32 10.7 28- 9.3 60. IQ jO -5 5 -6 4 o a la o
61 -70 22 7.3 21 7.0 43 7.2 ■ 654- 11.0 16.0
704- 14 4.7 11 0.7 25 4.2
N = 300 100.0 300 100.0 600 100.0 100.0 lOO.Ol
However, comparison with age profiles for the UK population suggests that the 
younger age range of 16-40-years is substantially over represented in the sample for the 
present study. Forty one per cent of the British population generally are aged between 
16 -44 years and 37.3% aged 45 years and over (GSO  ^ 1997a). In comparison, ^  
the tourists in the sample for the present study, 62.6% were aged between 16 and 40 
years.
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Social Class
Individual classification was considered to be most appropriate for social class, rather 
than head of household’s, given that the focus of the-present study is on persona) 
values. Some difference was found in terms of the social class profile for tourists to St. 
Andrews and tourists to Pitlochry, although this difference was slight as indicated by 
the weak Cramer’s V strength of association coefficient (Cramer’s V=. 16658) (Table 
8).
Table. 8 The Social Class Profile Of.Tourists Visiting. St-Andrews And Pitlochry (IndividuaL ClassficationX
Social C lass
(Individual
classification)
St. Andrews Pitlochry Both Towns UK adult
pop.199&
(47:0m)
Social C lass
(Individual
classification^
British 
to u ris ts  to  
' Scotland 
1996
N % N .%- N- - % % '
Class 1 29 9.7 31 10.3 60 10.0 6.0 AB (Prof/Man) 28.0
Class II 85 28.3 66 .. 22.0 , 1.51 . 25.2 29.2
Class III NM 73 24.3 69 23.0 142 23.7 21.8 Cl (Skill NM) 33.0
Class. WM. 23. 10.7 50 16.7 82 13:7 19.6 C2 (skill M^ 20.0
Class IV 34 11.3 36 12.0 70 11.7 15.1 DE
(part skill / 
unskilled)-
19.0
Class V 29 9.7 43 14.3 72 12.0 5.3
Student 18 6.0 5 1.7 23 3.8 — N/A —
N = 300 100.0 300 . 1QOQ 60 0 - IQOO . L lOQjQ
Pearson’s  %2 value = 16.64848, Pearson’s  %2 significance = .01067, Cramer’s  V = .16658
The social class profile of the tourists interviewed was found to be represented by a 
disproportionately higher number of “white coHar” workers in managerial and technical 
and skilled non manual employment, compared to workers in other occupations (Table 
8). This finding was consistent across bothtowns; although visitors to  Pitlochry were 
represented by a slightly higher proportion of skilled manual, part skilled and unskilled 
workers. Of all the tourists to  Pitlochry, 16.7%- were enq)loyed in skilled manual 
occupations, 12.0% in partly skilled occupations and 14.3% in unskilled occupations. 
In comparison, of aU-the-tourists to St; Andrews, 19.7%- were employed in skilled
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manual occupations, 11.3% in partly skilled occupations and 9.7% in unskilled 
occupations.
In ternis of the social class profile of the adult UK population generally,, the social 
class groupings for the sample can be considered as roughly comparable. Twenty nine 
per cent of the economically active population are employed in mmiagerial and 
technical work (social class 2) and 21.8% of the population in skilled non manual 
occupations (Social class 3N h^ (CSO, 1997a), cmnpared with 25.2% of the overall 
sample of tourists in managerial and technical work (social class 2) and 23.7% of the 
population in skilled non mfflEHi^  occupations (Social class 3NM).
The social class profile of the sample is also fairly similar to known patterns of UK 
holidaytaking. Of British people in professional / managerial occupations, 44%-are 
likely to take a domestic holiday, similarly, 37% of those in skilled non-manual 
occupatirms are likely to holiday in Great Britain (CSO,1997a). Scottish Tourist 
Board figures indicate that the majority of British Tourists to Scotland are fi"om social 
class groups AB-(professional / managerial), 28%, and G1 (^dUed nonnnanual), 3-3%, 
(STB, 1996). Findings for the present study reflect this trend. Of the overall sample of 
tourists to  both Scottish towns, the m^ority were employed in mmiagerial and 
technical work (social class 2), and skilled non- manual occupations (Social class 
3NM)i (25.2% and 23.7% respectively).
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Educational Attainment
The educational attainments of the two samples shows some differences between the 
two towns. Overall, respondents in Pitlochry were less formally educated than tourists 
in St. Andrews, although the extent of the difference is not strong as indicated by the 
Cramer’s V strength of association coefficient (Cramer’s V=; 19441) (Table 9): This 
slight difference might be expected given the social class profile of the tourists to the 
two towns discussed earlier (Table 8).
Table 9 The Educational Anainment Profile Of Tourists Visiting St. Andrews And Pitlochry
H ighest Educational 
Qualification
. StL Andrews. Pittochcy Bnttr Towns •.
N- N- % N- %
None 33 11.0 59 19.7 92 15.3
GCSE or équivalent 5 t t7.fr 57 19.0 ■ tOfr 18.6
. HE below Degree level 75 25.0 70 23.3 . 1.45 24.2
First Degree 5 2 T7:3- 44 14.7 16:0
Professional Qualification 54. t8.Q 6Q 20.0 114 19.0
Higher Degree 35 It.T to 3.3 45 775
N — 300- tOfrfr 3oa 100.0 600 100.0
The educational attaimnent characteristics of the sample surveyed showed that the 
majority of respondents across both towns were educated at least to a standard of 
higher education (Table 9). It is at the extremes of attainment that there were notable 
differences between visitors interviewed in the two towns; the number of respondents 
with no educational qualifications, was higher in Pitlochry (19.7%), than St. Amhews, 
(11.0%). Eleven per cent of those interviewed in St. Andrews had further degree 
qualifications, compared with only 3.3% at Pitlochry. The middle range of educational 
attainments were similar between the survey towns.
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The Presence And Age Of Child(ren) In The Personal Group
There were no statistically significant differences found- between the two- t^wns- in 
terms of the presence or absence of children in tourist’s personal group. The majority 
of respondents interviewed in both survey towns were visiting without child(ren) in 
their personal group (Table 10a). This was consistent across both towns. Of those 
respondents who did have child(ren) in their personal group, they were most likely to 
be of primary school age (Table 10b).
Table 10a. The.Presence Of. A Child. Or Children. In The Personal Groups Of .Tourists Visiting S t Andrews And 
Pitlochry
StL Andrews. EHttochcy; Bottt-I[o w n s ..
N % N % N %
Child(ren) in visiting 
j)arty.
121- 40:3- 122- 40.7 243- 40-.5
No chlld(ren) In visiting 
party.
179- 597 170 59.3 - 357 595
N = 30fr tOfrO- 30fr 100.0 600-  ^ tOOfO
Table I Ob The School Age Of ChHdfrenfPre^tln The Personal Groups Of Tourists Visitmg;St. Andrews And 
Pitlochry
S chool A ge StLAndrewsL Pittocbryi Bothrl[owns:
N . % N % N %
Pre - school 3 5 250- 37- 29.8 72 40.5
Primary 64 52.9 58 46.8 122 59.5
Secondary 22- 1 5 2 29- 23.4 51 59.5
N = 121 100.0 124 100.0 245 IQO.O
Summary
The findings presented in this chapter showed that the majority of visitors to the two
Scottish towns surveyed were in the young to-middle age range of 21 - 40 years, in
predominantly white collar managerial or skilled non-manual occupations with a
moderate degree  ^eff educational attainment, visiting without children. This prrffile is
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largely concurrent with Scottish Tourist Board figures for British visitors to Scotland 
in 1996, and with UK census- and Social Trends- figures: for the UK pr^lation 
generally. The sample for the present study can then be considered as roughly 
representative of the British population as a whole. The socio-dcmographic analysis 
of the visitor profile to the two towns has also shown that in terms of socio- 
demo^apMc characteristics-there is little signficant difference between the two survey 
towns. Therefore, where appropriate to the analysis in the present study, the sample 
can be treated as aspatial.
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CHAPTERS
ENVIRONMENTAL TOURISTS AND "OTHER" 
TOURÈSTS TO SCOTLAND
Environmental Values Of Nature- Based Or Ecotourists
Nature-based tourism or ecotourism represents a relatively new segment of the 
tourism market . Tourism research since the early p a t of this-decade-has led to a  wide 
variety of techniques being employed to help understand the projBle of this market in 
terms of commoa characteristics and key motivations. Although much tourian is 
characterised by multiple motivations, a particular combination of motivations have 
been found to characterise ecotourists as distinct from other tourists. For example, in a 
study comparing behavioural responses of Canadian ecotourists to other Canadian 
tourists, Kretehman and Eagles (1-99Q) found that ecotourists wanted to travel to 
experience natural phenomena, but also to be physically active, to learn about nature 
and to- meet people with rimilar interests. This study also found that ecotourists w^re 
not necessarily motivated by good weather, the desire to relax on holiday or to be in a 
safe ^vkonment, strong motivations for other tourists. Results of this study seemed to 
indicate that motives of ecotourists differed from those of other tourists.
Ryel and Grasse (1991} defined nature-based or “ecotourists” as individuals who-have 
a strong interest in exploring the natural wonders of the world, and who also possess 
m  appreciation for natural history as weU as a derire to  preserve wildlife a^d 
traditional culture. In some contrast, Wight (1996b) in her profile of North American 
ecotourists argues that the primary motivation fr>r ecotourists are to  enjoy scenery and 
nature, experience new places, and to study or learn about nature or other cultures. 
This is in contrast with other tourists who are mcwe likely to  want to  relax and be with
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friends and family. However, Wight’s description can be applied to many types of 
cultural and landscape tourists (Prentice-, 1997a).
Valentine (1993) has argued that several types of nature-based tourists exist who will 
likely vary in their holiday making behaviours. One study which takes the likely 
differences of this market into account is that of Silverberg et al (1996) who examined 
the- psychographics of nature based travellers to the South Eastern United States using 
the New Environmental Paradigm Scale (Dunlap and Van Liere 1978) to measure 
consumptive or appreciative attitude towards the ^vironment. This study found that 
their sample of nature based tourists could be distinguished on the basis of their 
in^>ortanGe loading of six benefit / motivation dimensions of nature based tourism: 
Education / History, Camping / Tenting, Socialising, Relaxation, Viewing Nature and 
Information. In addition they suggest that nature-based tourists are looking for a 
package of benefits in their participation in nature based activities. The authors 
conclude that demographic and trip characteristics of individuals may be better 
predictors of these benefits / motivations than attitude towards the environment.
Natttrfe-Based-Tourism hr Scotland
-
Nature-based tourism as both setting^  ^of and focus for activities is very important to 
visitors to Scotland. The Scottish Tourism Co-ordinating group (STCG, 1993) 
identified market trends wWch suggested a growing demand for holidays and activities 
which rely upon environmental resources. Domestic tourists visit Scotland primarily 
for: the natural landscape and scenery (82%), pe^e and quiet (59%), the natural
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wildlife of Scotland (35%) and historical and ecclesiastical monuments and sites of 
interest (40%) (STCG, 1996).
As motivations- for writing Scotland f ^  tourism purposes these reasons- reflect the 
values found to be prevalent among nature based or ecotourists in other research, 
namely, ta be closer to imture, freedem in wide open spaces and to learn something 
interesting. Equally, they may describe generalist visiting to view landscape, rather 
than specific nature activities- as a focus (Prentice, 1997a).
Identifying Dominant Values Amongst Environmental Tourists
The most common indicator of nature-based tourism identified in_ the literature 
previously discussed is the desire to be in settings of natural beauty, reflected by the 
value to be closer to nature. This can be ex^ored in the present context fi^ om the 
survey data. This distinguishes ecotourists fi"om “viewers”.
The relationship between the value to be closer to nature and ril the other values 
measured for the present study is shown in Table 11. It was found to have extensive 
but individurily weak relationships with the other tourist values measured as indicated 
by the Cramer’s V strength of association coefficients. Some stronger associations 
were found for its relationrinp to  the tourist values: to relœc and unwind (Cramer’s V 
= .23777), to learn something interesting (Cramer’s V = .24363), and particularly for 
freedom in wide open ^ >aces (Cramer’s V = .36044). Of all those people who rated to 
be closer to nature as very important, 60.0% also rated to learn something interesting
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as very important, compared to 41.1% of other respondents. Of all those people who 
rated to be closer to nature as very important, 85% also-rated to relax and tmwind as 
very important, compared to 66.4% of other respondents. Of all those people who 
rated to be closer to nature as very in^rtan t, 85.5% also- rated freedom in wide open 
spaces as very important, compared with 55.6% of other respondents.
Table 11 Crosstabulation Of Tourism Value To-B& Closer TatiaXxaeJfy All O^er Tourism Values-Measured
Tourism Value _X2 = Sig. at: Cramer's V
To relax and unwind, get back in touch with myself. 67.96448- .00000 .23777
No hassle 26.43882 .00003 .14831
T0  spend quality time with friends and family 16:466^7 .03324 .09332
Fun _
Excitement 29.88052“ .00001 .75767
To indulge myself 14.87991 .00496 .11126
To learn something interesting ■ 71.34656 .00000 .24363
Freedom-ia wide open, spaces. 156.1.5594 .00000 .36044
A safe place to holiday 19.66840 .00058 .12792
Somewhere weH known so  that 1 can tell my friends 22.69432 .00015. .13-741
To learn about my own country 36.91521 .00000 .17525!
These more strongly associated values o ï freedom in wide open, spaces, to be closer 
to nature and to learn something interesting concur with some of the motivations 
reported for ecotourists evidenced elsewhere. Motivation to be closer to nature, in 
open, wilderness, neural settings and learning something new and interesting ^ e  
widely reported to be strong amongst ecotourists. In contrast, the value of relaxation 
has been found to  be negatively associated with ecotourists (Kretehman and Ea^es
1990). However, although the association between the value to be closer to nature and 
to relax and unwind is disproportionately strong for the present sub-sample, this-value 
was found to be very important generally across the overall sample with 66.4% citing 
it.
9S
“Environmental” Tourist Index
Given the strength of association between the tourism values of to be closer to nature, 
freedom in wide open spaces and to-learn something interesting commented on e^lier 
and the recurrence of these values in other tourism studies for ecotourists’, a 
composite index of these three-values was created for the present study to- identify 
ecotourists or “environmental” tourists among the sample.
The “environmental” tourist value index was derived from the tourism values measured 
in the present study that were found to be most strongly associated with the value to 
be closer to nature, the most (xnnmon indicator of ecotourists in past research. The 
values included in the index were to be closer to nature, freedom in wide open spaces 
and to learn something interesting. These values were not mdy found to be strongly 
associated with the value to be closer to nature (Table 11) but were also found to be 
consistent with the findings of ecotourists motivations in other studies (Wight 1996b; 
Kretehman and Eagles, 1990; Silverberg et al, 1996; STCG, 1993; Ryel and Grasse,
1991).
The- tourist ^vironmental value index was computed by taking all those tourists from 
the overall sample who rated the environmental indicator values of to be closer to 
nature, freedonr in wide open spaces and to  learn something interesting as very 
important reasons for choosing Scotland as a holiday destination on the three point 
scale: This is a very stringent identification- of environmental tourists. Of the total 
sample of six hundred respondents, 120 tourists (20%) of the overall sample were 
found to fall into the “environmental” tourist segment and 480 tourists (80%) may be
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described as “other” tourists. Throughout the rest of the present study, these two 
groups of tourists will be referred to  2ls environmental totnists and “other *’ tourists.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, past research has found that several types of 
nature-based or ecotourists exist (Valentine, 199% m d that these tourists can- be 
distinguished on the basis of the importance that they place on different motivation 
dimensions of tourism (Silverberg et al, 1996). The environmental tourist group 
identified fi’om the sample was found to have extensive. but individually weak 
relationships with the other tourist values measured as indicated by the Cramer’s V 
strength of association coefficients (Table 12).
Table 12 The Importance. Of '.'Other'' Tourism. Values. To The Environmental Tourist Segment.
Tourism Value X2 = Sig. at: Cramer’s V
To relax and unwind, get back in touch-wlth myself. 32.9900-3- .00000 23429
No hassie 14.07283 .00088 .15302
To spend quality time with friends-and family 7.76t77 . 02063- . 71364
Fun 20.87840 .00003 .18639
Excitement 58:28428 .00000- .13T41
To indulge myself 8.44616 .01465 .11855
A safe place to holiday 21.29585 .00002 .18825
Somewhere well known, so  trial le a n  tell my friends . 32^6316 .00000. .23205
To learn about my own country 59.81316 .00000 .315471
Note; The Tourism values by which the segment of environmental tourists were defined are omitted from this analysis.
However, some strong associations were found for the tourist values to relax and 
unwind (Cramer’s V=.23429), somewhere well known so-that I  can tell friends 
(Cramer’s V= .23205) arid to learn about my own country (Cramer’s V=.31547); Of 
all those people who were segmented as environmental tourists^ 88; 3%-thought it was 
very important to relax and. tmwind, compared to 60 9% of other tourists. Of all those 
people se^nented as environmental tourists, 31.7% thou^t it was v^y important to
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visit somewhere well known so that they could tell their friends, compared with 
11.0% of other tourists. Of ah those people segnented as environmental tourists, 
60.8% thought it was very important to learn about their own country, compared to 
24.7% of other tourists.
From the preceding analysis, it would appear that environment^ tourists- to  Scotland 
primarily want to relax and unwind, to learn about their own country and to visit 
somewhere wellknownrso that they can tell their friends (Table 12). Some of these 
findings are consistent with those evidenced elsewhere in the literature examining the 
motivations and values cff nature based or ecotourists. Wanting to  leam is a 
characteristic much associated with ecotourists, expressed explicitly as wanting to 
leam about nature and wanting to leam about indigenous culture (Kretehman- and 
Eagles 1990; Crossley and Lee 1994; Wight 1996b) and also expressed implicitly by 
the motivation to  try new fbodS) experience new lifestyles-(Fennell and Smale 1992; 
Eagles 1992) explore new experiences and to see cultural activities and local crafts 
(Canadian Heritage 1995; Eagles 1992). This- is supported by the importance 
ecotourists place on information availability. Research identifying components critical 
to  the ecotourist having a positive touristic experience found that lack of information 
and knowledgeable personnel at attractions and sites were the greatest source of 
dissatisfaction- cited (Salah md Karwacki 1996). The motivation for relocation and 
escape and entertainment has also been noted by Crossley and Lee (1994) as very 
important to  ecotourists who select a destination with learning as-their primary reason.
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Environmental Or Nature-Based Tourists And Socio-Demographic 
ChafacteôstlG&
As commented on in Chapter 4, previous studies seeking to- profile nature-based or 
ecotourists have focused on the demographic indicators of this group of tourists. 
Indeed, Kretehman and Eagles {1990} study of Canadian ecotourists was one of the 
first to go beyond characterisation by demographic data alone (Salah and Karwacki 
1996}. Table IT sets out a comparative analysis of demographic indicators for nature 
based or ecotourists found in previous studies and those found for the present study.
There appears to be some variation in past ecotourism studies about the age of 
ecotourists ranging fi-om the ages 30 to 54 , although the consensus amongst 
researchers is that the ecotourist f ^ s  in the older age range and does not include many 
tourists under the age of 30. Environmental tourists in the present study are most likely 
to  fall within this common age r^ge, with 51.7%- aged between 3-1 -  50 ye^s of age.
The gender split between the environmental tourists for this study showed that 
environmental tourists were more likely to be female (60.0%-}, compared with 40.0% 
male. The gender profile of ecotourists in the literature has varied; some have reported 
a similar majority of females (Wülancy and Eagfes 1990; Kretehman and Eagles 1990; 
Ballantine and Eagles 1994), a majority of males (Saleh and Karwacki 1996; Silverberg 
et al 1996; Fennell and Smale 1992) or an even split of males and females (Wight 
1996a; Boo 1990). However, the literature has consistently suggested that ecotourists 
tend to  be much better educated than general tourists (Wight 1996a; Saleh and 
Karwacki 1996; Silverberg et al 1996; Hvenegaard et al 1989; Willancy and Eagles
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1990; Kretehman and Eagles 1990; Fennell and Smale 1992). In contrast, the 
educational attainments for environmental tourists for the present study were not found 
to concur with these findings; 42.8% of the sample of environmental tourists 
reported having a univerrity education, a significantly lower percentage than reported 
in previous studies. This may in part reflect differences in the educational profiles of 
North American and British respondents of comparable employment status.
Table 13 Comparative Analysis Of Demographic Indicators For Nature Based Or Ecototirists
Study
A verage
Age
Mate/Female
Ratio
; Average- 
Income 
(US 51
Urriverslty
Education
Soclaf C lass GhHdreq 
yes/no 
(%L .
P resen t study  (1997^ 3 1 -6 0 ' m r s e mK 40.8 Social C lass fS T  
(Professional / 
Managerial).
4(r/6(r
Wight (1996a) 3 5 -5 4 5 0 /5 0 N/A 82.0 N/A 2 4 /7 6
Saleh and Kanwactd 
(1996)
40.5 6 0 /4 0 N/A 65.3 Middle Class 1 4 /8 6
Sitvertjerg eta! 1996 4 0 -5 0 80-/-20- 30,000--
49.999
70.2 Professlonah/-
Technlcal
- N/A .
Hvenegaard et al (1989) 49 N/A . 56JÛ0CL 62.4 N/A. N/A.
Willancy and Eagles 
(1990)
5 3 36-/64- 52,361. 60.0. N/A N/A
Kretehman and Eagles 
(1990)
49 4 7 /5 3 69,556 66.0 N/A N/A
Fennell and Smale 
(1992)
54 5 5 /4 5 70,000 66.0 N/A N/A
Boo (1990) 44 . 51 /4 9 N/A N/A N/A N/A 1
Ballantine an d  Eagles 
(1994)
49 45-755- - 72:523- 47:0 N/A N/A- -
Tourism Research 
Group (1968)
30 - 50- N/A- High- N/A N/A N/A
Environmental And "Other" Tourists - A Comparison Of Socio- 
Demograpbic-Cluuracteftstics
W i^ t (1996a) in her study of the market profile of North American ecotourists made a 
comparison between general tourists and ecutourists. Wight found that some slight 
demographic differences did exist between the two groups. Ecotourists were found to
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be older, with an average age between 35 and 54 compared with general tourists who 
had an average- age between 25 and 44. Ecotourists were also found to  be better 
educated, 82.0% had a college degree compared with 45.0% of general tourists. 
Ecotourists were also less likely to  have children  ^ 3-5.0% of general tourists had 
children in the family compared with 24.0% of ecotourists.
There-was little difference-bet ween the two groups in terms of socio-demog-aphics of 
environmental tourists and the group of “other” tourists. Age was an exception, 
although the ^ fect was weak as indicated by the Cramer’s V strength of association 
statistic (Table 14). A comparative analysis of the socio-demographic profile of 
environmental tourists and “other” tourists fw the present study is {resented in Table 
15.
In common with the findings of Wight (19^96a), environmental tourists were found to 
be slightly older than “other” tourists. Of the environmental tourist group, 51.7% were 
aged between 3-1 - 50-compared with only 42.4% of “other” tourists. In contrast with 
the findings of Wight (1996a), environmental tourists were not found to be better 
educated than “other” tourists^ nor were they more likely to have children. Social class 
derived jfrom occupation for the two groups showed a slight though not statistically 
significant difference between environmental and “other” tourists. Of the tourists inthe 
environmental group 10.8% were in social class group 1 (Professional), 27.5% in 
social class group 2 (Managerial / Technical) and 18.3% in social class g^oup  ^ 3 
(Skilled non-manual). In comparison, of the tourists in the “other” tourists group.
9»
9.8% were in social class group 1, 24.5% in social class group 2 and 24.9% in social 
class group 3.
Table 14 Crosstabulaiion. Of The Environmeatal. Tourism. îndex.Variable BySocio-Demographic 
Characteristics
Socio-demographic
characteristics
Significant differences between.the groups
X2 = Signifieantat: Cramer's^ V -
Gender —- ——
Age 13.86273- .03121 .15188
Presence of Children in 
Personal Group
— — —
Educational attainments - - —
Social Class — - —
Significance levels of %2 coefficients are shown only where these are < 0.05
Table 13 Comparative Analysis Of Socio-Demographic Indicators Of Environmental Tourists And "Other” 
Tourists
Male/Femate
Ratio
(%)
Average.
Age
. University 
Education 
1%)-
Social C lass Ctxitdren
yes/nd
m
Environmental
tourists
40 / 60 31 - 50 40.8 Social Class 1& 2 
(Professional / - 
Managerial)
40 / 60
Other lûurfsts 47 / 53 - 21-40- 42:8- - Social Class 2 & 3NM- 
(Managerial / Skilled 
-Non-Manual)
40-/60-.
Environmental Tourist Antb^ Otfagr*^  ToitristValue Clusters
As previously discussed, past research exaniining the motivational and behavioural 
profiles of nature based or ecotourists generally imply that ecotourists are a 
homogeneous subset of tourists^ although other research (Valentine 1993} has argued 
that several types of nature based tourists exist who will likely vary in their holiday 
making behaviours. One study which takes the likely differences of this market into 
account is that of Silverberg et al (1996) discussed earlier in this chapter, who found
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that their sample of nature based tourists could be distinguished on the basis of their 
importance- loading of six baiefit / motivation- dimensions- of nature based tourism: 
Education / History, Camping / Tenting, Socialising, Relaxation, Viewing Nature and 
Information. They also-suggested that nature based tourists-are looldng for a package 
of benefits in their participation in nature based activities. These authors concluded that 
demografkdc and trip characteristics of individuals may be better predictors of these 
benefits / motivations than attitude towards the environment.
As shown by the analyris of tourian vËues among ^vironmental tourists aiià other 
tourists, values are indeed, multiple. Additionally, it has been argued in Chapter 1 of 
the present study that it is a combination of values, rather than a single dominant value 
that will affect behaviour (Rokeach 1973) and that values are grouped in a value 
system where values are ordered according to importance (Schwartz and Bilsky 1987). 
Single values are grouped in this system based on their similarities and differences into 
value dommns: for ^ a n ^ e ,  the values of fun and excitement reflect a hedonic domain, 
accomplishment and self-fulfilment reflect an achievement domain (Schwartz and 
Bilsigr 1987; Madrigal and Kahle 1994).
M  values are multiple for many individuals, the configuration of values held by 
difffâÎHg market segments must form an impwtant part of the analysis in order to 
identify the combination of values or “value systems” held by distinct groups of 
tourists. This may be achieved by identifying common patterns in the values held by 
tourists and highlighting the distmguishing characteristics between prominent groups 
of tourists. Segmentation of tourists by common value domains has been carried out in
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past tourism research. Madrigal and Kahle (1994) used value system segments to 
predict vacation activity preferences among tourists to Scandinavia. Four mutually 
exclusive value system segments were identified. These segments reflected an 
enjoyment/ excitement or hedonic domain, an achievement domain an egocentric 
domain and a segment which did not favour any of the value domains. These segments 
were found to differ on activity preferæce. These authors also found that socio­
demographic characteristics of the segments enriched the resulting tourist value 
profiles.
For the present study, in addition to  the identification of common patterns in the 
values held by tourists, the cognition / emotion content and direction of these values 
were examined. It has been ar^ied in Chapter 1 of the present study that the 
categorisation of values on the basis of their emotional or cognitive content and their 
inner or outer direction or locus of control permits the examination of what aspects in 
tourism are more substitutable. A two dimensional model was proposed as the basis 
for theexamination of the emotion / cognition content of situated values and the inner 
or other direction of these values. This has important implications for tourism 
managers and marketers. Fkstly, the targeted outcome of inner directed, ^notional 
values is to reduce drive (the energiser for behaviour to satisfy needs). The reduction 
of drive leads to  recall of the behaviour that led to- satisfaction and the likelihood that a 
habit will be formed and the behaviour repeated. Therefore, if the emotion- dominant 
values of tourists ^ e  satined through the services and amenities available in a 
particular destination, the satisfaction of these values will increase the likelihood of 
repeat visits. Secondly, if the activities or objects in- a particular destination which
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invoke cognition-dominant values are identified and promoted, the satisfaction of 
these cognition dominant values will strengthen the attitudes of tourists that a 
particular destination is less substitutaible. (Gnoth, 1997).
In the present an^ysis, the two groups of tourists, environmental and “other” tourists 
to both Scottish towns were each separately clustered using agglomerative 
hierarchical cluster analyris, using a non-parametrie (%2) linkage method and furthest 
neighbour distance measure as appropriate to the data, to identify subgroups of tourists 
who were simiW in the tourism vdues that they held.
The two groups of tourists to both Scottish towns were found to nest into distinct 
clusters on their tourism values. The group of environmental tourists was found to 
nest into two distinct clusters on their tourism values, thereby identifying two 
s u b ^ o t^  of environmental tourists sharing similar tourism values (Fig 2) The s=oup 
of “other” tourists was found to nest into four distinct clusters on their tourism values, 
thereby identifying four subgroups of “other” tourists ^læing similar tourism values 
(Fig 3). Both clusterings nested but those of the “other” tourists nested more tightly, 
and, as can bo seen from the rescaled distmcoon the dendogams (Figures 7 and 8), 
are more likely to be internally similar than those of the environmental tourists. The 
alternative of sdeeting a greater number of clusters for awkonmental touri^s (for 
example, 6 clusters) would have led to many (4 out of 6) small clusters.
Each market segment derived for both environment^ and “other” tourists was found to 
be distinct in terms of the tourism values held (Table 16). As environmental tourists
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here have been shown to be distinct from “other” tourists, and each have been shown 
as internally distinct as two and four segments respectively, a six se ^ e n t 
differentiation of the tourism market in St. Andrews and Pitlochry is appropriate.
Table 16 Tourism Values By Winch The "Etrvironmental Tourist" And 
Found To Be Distinct.
‘Other Tourist” Value Clusters Were
Tourism values %2= Significant
at:
Cramer’s- 
V=
I 2 - Significant
at:
C ram er's
V=
To relax ancLunwinct. g e t back. in. 
touch with myself
2503660. .00034 .32298- 74.02863 00000 .27740
No hassle 26.76651 .00034 .32298 74.02863 .00000 .32341
To spend quality time with 
friends and family
12.99935 .04305 .2327 234.38463 .00000 .49360
Fun 35.62323 .00000 .38527 212.62094 .00000 .47013'
Excitement 37.73887 .00000 .39654 59.76373 .00000 .24925
To Indulge myself 341.6264 00001 J37729 . 18.54568 .00500. .1388^
A safe-place-to holiday 6489859- OGGOO^ .S20Q \ 108.37882 .00000 .33665
Somewhere well known so that 1 
can tellmy friends
72.36020 .00000 .54909 32.05199 .00002 .18253
To leam about my own country — — - 124.39493 .00000 .35960
To leam something Interesting N/A N/A N/A 54.26020 .00000 .23749
To be closer to nature N7A N/A N7A 5047110 00000 .22905
. Freedom-ln wlde open spaces N/A N/A N/A 66.00033 .00000 .26193
For the- environmmtal tourist group, a two cluster solution was chosen as, due to  the 
small number of cases used in the analysis (N=120) three, and four cluster solutions 
were found to contain very small sc le n ts , accounting for only 2.5% of the sample. 
The sizes of the two environmental tourist value clusters are shown in Table 17 and are 
described in Table-18. Only the values by which the clusters were distinctive are listed 
and values were only included in profiling if the %2 statistic was significant at < 0.05 
across the clusters.
1 0 4
Table 17 Size O f The Tourism Value Clusters
Cluster Dominant Values Orientation Environmental Tourist Segments.
N %
Cluster 1 ENVIRONMENTAL HEDON\C / 
COGNITIVE
68 56.7
Cluster 2 ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL / EMOTIVE 52 43.3-
N = 120 100.0
‘‘Ottier” Tourist segm ents
Cluster 3 HEDONIC / COGNITIVE INNER 15& 324
Cluster 4 PERSONAL / EMOTIVE 201 42.0
Cluster 5 HEDONIC / COGNITIVE OUTER 68 14.1
Cluster 6 DE-EMPHASISERS 55 11.5
N - 480 100.0
~ Surammily, in terms of their distinguishing m k of values, the two- environmental 
clusters can be categorised as Environmental Hedonic /Cognitive and Environmental 
Social/Emotive. The- hedonic segment includes the- values: fm , excitement and to 
indulge myself vAxh the cognition dominant values of : somewhere well known so that I  
can tell my friends and trscfe place to holiday. The Social / Emotive segment includes 
the socially oriented, emotion dominant value of to spend quality time with friends 
and family. As such, the- environmental tourist segnents were found to be 
distinguishable in terms of the cognition / emotion content of their values as suggested 
by Gnoth (1997} discussed earlier in this study and the segments were alsa found to 
have distinct value domains; social and hedonic, as suggested by Madrigal and Kahle 
(1994).
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Figure 7 Dendogram of "Other” Tourists Clustered by Their Values
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Figure 8 Dendogram ofEnviroirmenTal Tourists Clustered by Their Values
Rescaled Distance Cluster Combine
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Table 18 Tourism Value Clusters For Environmental Tourists Summarily Described In Terms Of The Tourism
Values From Which They Were Derived And Distinguishing Socio-Demographic Characteristics
C luster Distinguishing tourism  values Overall % for all 
environm ental
Distinguishing
socio-
Overall % for all 
environm ental
tourists ' dem ographic 
characteristics
tourists
C luster 1 Hedonic / Coonitive
56.7% 
N = 68
(89.7%) rated Fun as very 
important
78.3 - -
(73.5%) rated Excitement as very 
important
55.0 - -
(57.4%) rated To Indulge m yself 
as very important
40.0 - -
(51.5%) rated Som ew here weD 
known so  that 1 can tell my 
friends-as-very important
31:7
(76.5%) rated A safe  place to  
holiday a s  very important
67.5 - -
C luste r^ SOCIAL / Emotive
43.3% 
N = 52
(76.9%) rated To spend quality 
tim e with friends and km lly  as. 
very important
68.3 (51.9%) had 
. chiid(ren) in.their 
personal group
40.8
In particular, environmental tourist value Cluster 1 (Environmental Hedonic/Cognitive) 
was characterised by a disproportionate number of tourists- who placed most 
importance on the hedonic values offun  (89.7%), excitement (73.5%) and to indulge 
myself (57.4%) In comparison 78.3% of the whole sample of environmental tourists 
rated fun  as very important, 55.0% rated excitement as very important and 40.0% 
rated t€>- indulge myself as- very important. The cognition dominant values- of 
somewhere well known so that I  can tell my friends and a safe place to holiday were 
also- very important to this- segment (51.5% and 76.5% respectively) In comp^son, 
only 31.7% of the whole sample of environmental tourists rated somewhere well known 
so that I  can tell my friends as-very in^ortant and 67.5% rated a safe place to-hotiday 
as very important. In contrast, environmental tourist value cluster 2 was characterised 
by a high importance placed on the sockd, emotion donnnant value to- spend eptality 
time with friends and family, 76.9% rated this value as veiy important compared to 
68.3% of the whole smnple of «iviromnental tourists.
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For. the “other” tourists group, a four cluster solution was chosen as it was found to 
have the most evenly distributed number o f cases across the clusters and was deemed 
to be a manageable number of clusters for further analysis. Although Cluster 4 was 
found to contain- a large number of cases (N=201) which accounted fw 4-2%- of the 
whole sample, it was not broken down at 5,6 and 7 cluster solutions. In addition it was 
found to- be distinctive in terms of the values forming that cluster. The sizes of the four 
“other” tourist value clusters are shown in Table 17 and they are described in Table 19. 
Only the values by which the clusters were distinctive are listed and values were only 
included in profiling if the %2 statistic was significant at < 0.05 across the clusters.
Summ^ily, in terms of their distinguishing mix of values, the four “other” tourist vAie 
clusters can be categorised as Hedonic/Cognitive Inner, Hedonic Cognitive Outer, 
PersonM / Emotive and De-emphasisers. That two- of the four clusters included a 
dominance of hedonic values such as Jun, excitement and to indulge myself highlights 
the view that the Mnotion^ or cogntion content of tourist values, as discussed in 
Chapter 1 of the present study are particularly important as holidaymaking is a pleasure 
seeking hedonic activity and thus particuWfy prone to- emotion^ influences (Gnoth 
1997). It is the mix of other values that distinguishes these two clusters.
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Tablé 19 Tourism Value Clusters For “Other" Toimsts Summarily Described In Terms O f The Tourism Values
From WItich Th^ Were Derived And Distinguishing Socio-Demographic Characteristics
C luster D istinguishing tou ftsn r value» Overall % for aff 
"other” tourists
DistingulsMng Soelo-
dem ographic
characteristics
Overall % 
for all 
"other" 
tourists
C luster 3 
.32.4% 
N=156
Hedonic I Cognitive Inner
(67.9%) rated Fun ais very- 
important
5 5 7 (50.7%) aged between 16 -3 0 . 
(5.4%)^ student»
36.3
3.5(2&.2%> rated Excitemem& a »  very 
important
20.4
(33.3%) rated To leam  
som ething Interesting a s  very 
important
26.4
C luster 4
42.0%
N=201
Personal / Emotive
(85.6%) rated No hassle  as  very 
important
63.6 (50.5%) had child(ren) in their 
personal group
40.5
(77.2%) rated To relax and 
unwind as very important
60.9
(69.8%) rated To spend quality 
time with friends and family as
very important
54:3
(60.9%) rated Freedom  In wide 
open sp aces  a s  very important
. 44.5
'  (31.2%) rated To be c loser to  
nature a s  very important
20.6
(68.3%) rated A safe p lace t a  
holiday as very important
44.3
C lu s te r s
14.1%
N=68
Hedonic / Cognitive-Outbv
(67.6%) rated Fun as very 
important
55.7 (79.4%) had NO child(ren) in 
their personal group
(17.6%) were employed in 
. professional occupatioos .
59.5%
9.8%
^29.4%) rated E xcItenK fitasveiy
important
20.4
(38.2%) rated To indulge m yself 
as very important
256 .
(44.1%) rated To leam  about m y 
own country as very important
24.7
(22.1 %) rated Som ew here well 
known so  that 1 can  teH-my- 
friends a s  very important
11.0
C luster 6
11.4%
N=S5
DE-EMPHASISERS
(0%) rated Fun a s  very important 55.7 (67.3%) male
(34.6%)'were aged 60 or over
- 81.8%-had NO child(ren) in 
their personal group
46.6
12.3
59.q
Only (7.3%) rated Excttem entas. 
very important
20.4-
Only (3.6%) rated To leam  
som ething in teresting  a s  very- 
important
26.4
In particular. Cluster 3 (Hedonic/Cognitive Inner) was characterised by a 
disproportionate number of tourists whe rated the hedonic values offim  (67.9%) and 
excitement (28.2%) as very important. In comparison, 55.7% of the whole sample of 
“other” tourists rated fun as v ^  in^ortant and 26.4% rated excitement as very, 
important. The high importance placed on the cognition dominant value of to leam  
something interesting (33.3%) is the value that distinguishes this segment. This-is an
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inner directed value reflecting a need for a sense of accomplishment and as such de 
emphasises the role of other people of external influences in value fulfilment for this 
segment.
Similarly, Cluster 5 (Hedonic/Cognitive Outer)was also chaF^terised by a 
disproportionate number of tourists who rated the hedonic values offun  (67.6%) and 
excitement (29.4%) and to indulge myself 1%) as very important. This segment is 
distinctive, however, in terms of the outer direction of the other important values 
included; to learn about my own- country 1%) and somewhere well known so  that I  
can tell my friends (22.1%) were very important to this segment. In comparison, only 
11.0% of the whole sample of “other” tourists rated somewhere well known as very 
important and 24.7% rated to leam about my own country as very important. The 
outer direction of these cognition dominant values reflects a need for social 
recognition and a sense of belonging, thus emphasising the importance of external 
influences and people in the value fulfilment- of this segment.
Cluster 4 (Personal / Emotive) was found to be characterised by the high level of 
importance-placed on emotion dominant values, witfi a strong empharis on the role of 
other people and external influences in the value fulfilment of this segment. This was 
the only segment of the four to place high importance, on spending (padity time with 
friends and family (69.8% compared with 54.3% of the whole sample of “other” 
tourists). This segment also placed high importance on two of the three 
“environmental” values: to be closer to nature (31.2%) and freedom in wide open 
spaces (66.9%). In compariscm, 26.8% of the whole sample of “other” tourists rated
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to be closer to nature as very important, and 44.5% rated freedom in wide open spaces 
as very important. In contrast to Cluster T and Cluster 5, educatitnr and learning 
values were not rated as important to this segment.
In contrast to  the other three clusters. Cluster 6 (De-emphasisers) did not place any 
great importance on any of the tourist values. Rather, they were distinguishable by the 
de-emphasis that they put on values, in particuW the hedonic values o f fun  and 
excitement and the knowledge value of to leam something interesting. Of the tourists 
in this cluster none rated the value of fun  as very important and only 7.3%- rated 
excitement as very important, compared with 55.7% and 20.4% of all “other” tourists 
respectively. Simüarly of the tourists in this cluster, only T.6% rated to leam  
something interesting as very important compared with 26.4% of all “other” tourists. 
Madrigal and Kahle (1994) in their study of tomist values also found one of their four 
segments to be similarly distinguishable only by its de-emphasis on importance of 
values.
The- four “other” tourist value clusters were found to be partly distinginshable by 
socio-demographic characteristics although these differences were slight as indicated 
by the-weak Cramer’s V strength of association coefficients (Table 26).
In particular, the presence of child(ren) in the personal group (Cramer’s V = .23718) 
may explain the importance of the value To ^ n d  quality time withfriends and family 
to Cluster 4, the only cluster to emphasise this value. Of this segment, 50.5% had 
child(ren) with them.
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Table 20 Crosstabulatimi Of The Socio-Demographic Characteristics Of Environmental Atid "Other" Tourists 
Bv Tourism Value Clusters
SocicMiemograptrie
C haracteristics
Signfficant DIfféfences-Bctwocn T he G roup»
Environm ental TourisLSpgmpnts Other Tourist Spom pnts
X2= Sig. at: C ram er's V= Z 2= Slg. at: C ram er's V=
Gender - - — 12.52382 .00579 .16136
Age - . . ■ 81.17754 .00000 .23718
Presence of children in 
personal group
4.7118 .03067 .19730 31.82162 .00000 .25721
Educational attainments - - — -
Social Class. - - - 29.37806- .04395 .14269
Additionally tho De-emphasisers segment (Cluster 6) was chm^acterised by a 
disproportionate number of older, male (67.3%) tourists, 34.6% of this cluster was 
aged: 66 years or above compared with 12.>% of the whole sample.
Summary
This chapter has presented a categorisation of tourists to Scotland based on the 
strength of their environmental values in a- tourism context. As envuunfHcntal tourists 
here have been shown to be distinct from “other” tourists, and each have been shown 
as internally distmct as two- and four segnents respectively, a six segment 
differentiation of the tourism market in St. Andrews and Pitlochry is appropriate.
The-two dimensional model prcposed in Chapter 2, has been used as the baris for the 
examination of the emotion / cognition content of the situated values held by each of 
the six segments identified, and the inner or other direction of these values. The 
examination of the emotion/ cognition content of the six segments indicated that, with 
the exception of Cluster 6 (De-emphasisers), emotional values were common to- all of
l i s
the segments. In addition, all of the segments, (with the exception of Cluster 6 (De- 
emphasisers) were found to have- either social or hedonic oriented value domains- as 
suggested by Madrigal and Kahle, (1994). This is not unexpected given that 
holidaymaking is a pleasure- seeking activity and thus particularly prone to- emotional 
influences (Gnoth, 1997). However, the internal distinctions between the two 
environmental and four “other” tourist value clusters are most readily identifiable 
according to the importance placed on their distinguishing mix and direction of other 
values. The identification of the emotion / cognition content of the values of tourist 
segments has important implications for tourism managers. If the satisfaction of 
emotion dominant inner directed vMues is achieved by fulfiiling an outcome such as 
the need to relax and unwind or to feel free in wide open spaces then classes of objects 
such as destinations, services or experiences which may satisfy these values can be 
chosen and are readily substitutable. Where these tourism value systems have a 
co^tiour dominant dr outer directed component, satisfaction and fulfilment is throu^ 
more specific objects or processes which are not so readily substitutable. The 
re^Kmsibihty of tourism- managers and marketers therefore is to  Mtsure that the 
emotion dominant values of tourists are satisfied through the services and amenities 
available in a pmticular destination, the sati^action ^  these values will increase the 
likelihood of repeat visiting behaviour. The identification and promotion of the 
activities or objects in a  particular environment which invoke cognitkm dominant 
values can help to confirm this satisfaction and strengthen the attitudes of an individual 
that a particular destination is less substitutable.
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CHAPTER 6
ENVIRONMENTAL AND "OTHER " TOURISTS: 
DESTINATION ATTRreUTE PREFERENCES IN ST. 
ANDREWS ANO PtTLQCHRY
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Ecotourists And Destination Attributes
Evidence collected in past studies seeking to identify the attributes that attract 
ecotourists or nature based tourists to particular destinations suggests that there-.are 
significant diSerences in the attributes that attract these tourists compared with other 
tourists to  the-same destinatitm. For example, Kretchman and Eagle’s (1990} study of 
Canadian nature based tourists analysed the importance to ecotourists of particular 
destination attractions. T h ^  found that there were-si^nficant differences-between the 
general Canadian traveller and ecotourists. Destination attractions such as warm 
weath^, predictable climate, a good, place for ^husement / theniep^ks, shopping and 
big city attractions were ranked high on the general travellers priority list, but were less 
important to ecotourists. For ecotourists, as would be expected, nature oriented 
attractions such as wilderness and areas of undisturbed nature, flora and fauna, lakes, 
streams and ocemisides and rural areas were identified as being of major importance. 
Also, unlike general tourists, ecotourists were not particularly attracted by a familiar 
environment or somewhere which they had viated before; rather, they were more 
concerned ^ th  remoteness of the destination and a pristine environment as important 
attributes (Johnstrm 1990).
Wight (1996% 1996b} in her profile of North American ecotourists found that, when 
compared to general tourists, ratings for most important attributes for a destination 
were very similar. As might be expected for ecotourists, a wüdeméss setting was most 
important followed by a good place to view wildlife, a good place for walking / hiking 
and viritihg a national park or other protected area. For general tourists a good place
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for casual walking was most important, followed by a good place to view wildlife, a 
place to learn about other cultures, visiting a national park or protected area and a 
wilderness setting.
Natore  ^Based Tourists And Attributes Of ScoltanckAs^ A Holiday 
Destination
As previously commented on in Chapter 2, Scotland is renowned for its diversity of 
landscapes, rugged coastline, mountain scenery, agricultural land and over 30^000 
freshwater lochs. Over an eighth of its land area is contained within designated scenic 
areas (STB-, 1998c). Scotlmd is also home to- much wildlife, bhdhfe and important 
flora and fauna habitats partly due to its climate, terrain and location on the outer 
fringe- of Europe. With many. geographical assets and buüt heritage assets the 
environment is recognised as Scotland’s main tourism resource.
Given the attributes previously discussed earlier that » e  niost important to  ecotourists 
or nature based tourists, Scotland as a holiday destination has many attributes 
potentially attractive to  this market segment and others The Scottish Tourism Co­
ordinating Group (STCG, 1993) found that domestic tourists generally visited 
Scotland primarily for the scenery (71%)-; the natural wddhfc (T5-%}, the peace- and 
quiet(59%) and as a good place to visit sites of historic and ecclesiastical interest 
(40%}. However, the impmtance of these attributes to ^cificaUy ecotourists of 
environmental tourists has not yet been reported.
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For the present study, the importance of particular destination attributes to 
environmental tourists and “other” tourists to Scotland will firstly be examined at 
aggregate level, exploring the destination attributes which were important to-these two 
groups overall, and will then be examined by segments, to identify internal distinctions 
between the environmental tourist and “other” tourist se^ents.
Analysis of the attributes which attracted both “other” tourists and “environmental” 
tourists to choose-the-two Scottish towns as a holiday destination shows extensive but 
generally weak differences between the attributes rated as most important to both 
groups of tourists as indicated by the Cramer’s  V strength of association coefiBcients 
(Table 21).
Table 21 Importance 0 / Destination Attributes Fop Environmental And "Other” TouristsTo-Scotland
Destination
Attribute.
"Other" Tourists "Environmentai"
Tourists.
%2 S tatistics
Otherwise
Important
Very
im portant
Otherwise
Important
Very
Important
%2 = SIg. at: Cramer’s  V =
1 wanted to be by the 
waterside (Coast / 
River)
60.5 39.5 49:2- 50.8 9.06611 .01075 .12282
The waterside (beach / 
rivert)ankyis.cleaa
53.2 46.8 47.5 52.5 - - -
The ease of access 
from home
66.9 33: T 3 S .T 43.3 - - —
The quietness 69.D 31.0 4 3 3 53.7 28.39126 .00000 .21735
The unique natural 
attributes of the area 
(sandy beach / 
Mountains)
6t.1 3&.9- 4 t.7 58.3 14.86518 .00669- .15727
Different style of local 
buildings
85.9 14.1 71.7 28.3 17.63779 .00015 .17131
The area is good for 
childrerv
62.7 37.3 52.5 47.5 6.03623 .04889 .10030
1 liked it when 1 have 
been before
60.7 39.3 46.7 53.3 13.14350 .00140 .14788
The attractive, natural 
setting
54.1 45;9- 16:7 83.3 54.98244 .00000 .30246
The open spaces 54.7 45.3 16.7 83.3 55.97278 .00000 .30618
The area is good.for 
walks
60.9 39.1 22.5 77.5. 57.89288 OQCca .31037
Place with unique 
Scottish Monuments
71.5 28.5 52.5 47.5 17.45541 .00016 .17042
A good base for touring 
the area
51.8 48.2 35.0 65.0 11.04070 .00400 .13554
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The strongest effects were found for the attributes the open spaces (Cramer’s 
V=.30518} the area is good fo r walks (Cramer’s V?=;3-10T7), \he attractive, natural 
setting (Cramer’s V=.30246) and Xhe quietness (Cramer’s V=.21735). All four of these 
attributes were found to  be more important to the group of environmental tourists 
than to the group of “other” tourists. Of all those people in the environmental tourist 
group, 8T.3-% rated the open spaces as very important compared with ordy 45.3%-of 
“other” tourists. Of all those people in the “environmental” tourist group, 77.5% rated 
the attribute the area is good fo r walks as very important, compared with 39.1%- of 
“other” tourists. Similarly, 83.3% of the environmental tourist group rated the 
attractive, natural setting as very hr^rtant, compared with 45 .9% of “other” tourists. 
The destination attribute of quietness was also very important to 56.7% of the 
environmental tourist group, compared with T1.0% of “other” tourists. The differences 
found between environmental tourists and “other” tourists here are much greater than 
those noted by Wight (1996b}. This is because in the United States, outdoor recreation 
is essentially of a wilderness focus, generally; in contrast, in the United Kingdom car 
access to-“remote” landscape or “whdemess^’ locations is much easier.
These more strongly associated attributes with environmental tourists support findings 
evidenced elsewhere in the literature. In common with Kretchman and Eagles (1990), 
Johnston (1990), Silverberg et al (1996) and Wight (1996a, 1996b), the attractive 
natural setting is clearly of great inertance  to  this segment. However, it has alsn been 
noted that the setting is also critical to many other types of travellers, for example, 
travellers to  urban or resort destinations (Wiglit 1996a,b}. Thereftne, it is the other
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three attributes associated with the environmental tourists for the present study that 
distinguish them from “other” tourists more strongly and arc consistent with findings 
of past research. The importance of the quietness and open spaces of a destination is 
found dsewhere in the literature as remoteness or an uncrowded place-(Johnston 1990; 
Crossley and Lee 1994).
Wight (1996b) found that a good place- for walks was of prime importance- to 
ecotourists in common with the importance placed on this destination attribute by the 
environmental tourists in the present study. However, Wight (1996h) did make a 
distinction between casual walking and hiking or trekking which was not made distinct 
for the-present study.
The strong, positive association found earlier between the environmental tourist 
group and the attributes: The area is good fo r walks, the attractive, natiiral setting, 
the quietness mid the open spaces concurs with the findings of past research that 
tourists who hold environmentally oriented values are likely to bring these values into 
play when selecting a hcdiday destination. The environmental values freedom in-wide 
open spaces, to be closer to nature and to learn something interesting, which 
differentiate- environmental- tourists from “other” tourists, are- consistent with the 
attributes which are cited as most important by environmental tourists. For example, 
the- expressed importance of an attractive natural setting can be considered as the 
destination attribute sought to fulfil the underlying value to be closer to nature. 
Similarly, the destination attribute the open spaces, can be considered as the 
destination attribute sought to fulfil the value freedom in wide open spaces.
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Tourism Value Clusters And Destination Attributes
The analysis in this chapter has shown that some differences do exist between the 
destination attributes souglit by the gtoup of cnviromnental tourists and the destination 
attributes sought by “other” . tourists. As previously discussed, differences in 
destination attributes for ecotourists and gener^ tourists are also evidenced ^sewhere 
in the literature. However, it is not clear from this analysis whether the personal 
tourism values held by these tourists affect their choice of holiday destination.
Past tourism research examining the effect of personal values and destination choice 
suggests that v ^ e s  do indeed have an effsct on selection of a holiday destination. 
Muller (1991) in his study of tourists to metropolitan Toronto found that four market 
segments existed which were distinct in terms of personal values and that these values 
were reflected in the attributes by which consumers evaluate an alternative destination. 
For example, the m^ket segment which placed most inertance on the values- of 
security and a sense of belonging was likely to attach high importance to the 
destination attributes related to  safety and security. The segment which placed most 
importance on the values of fun ^ d  excitement was more likely to place most 
importance- on destination attributes such as a wide variety of bars and night-clubs, 
fiinfairs and themeparks. Similarly, Pitts and Woodside (1986) in their i^d y  of 
persongd values and travel decisions found that values were found to be significantly 
related to differences in destination choice criteria. The personal value approach to 
market segmentation then would suggest that v^ues do have some affect on holiday 
decision making. However, the association between the cognition and emotion
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content of personal values and destination attributes has not yet been addressed in 
tourisnL research.
As discussed in Chapter 1, tho satisfaction of emotion doimnant values-is- achieved by 
fulfilling an outcome, such as the need to relax and unwind. Classes of objects such as 
destinations, attributes or services that can satisfy these values can be chosen and are 
readily substitutable. In contrast, cognition dominant values are fulfilled through more 
specific objects or processes which are not so easily substitutable. The unique selling 
point of destinations are likely to be more associated with the cognition dominant 
values of aetu^ and potential tourists. As such  ^ the configuration of personal values 
held by differing market segments and the attributes of Scotland as a holiday 
destination to which they attach the most importance-is of interest to the present study, 
and needs to form part of the analysis for the present study. In this way, the particular 
destination attributes which invoke cognition dom ing or emotion dominant values 
may be identified and promoted by tourism managers and marketers.
In the previous chapter a segmentation of the categorisation of tourists by their 
tourism values was presented. The two groups of “environmental” tourists and “other” 
tourists were disaggregated into- distinct clusters on the baris of their tourism- values, 2 
different market segments of “environmental” tourists and 4 different market segments 
of “other” tourists sharing similar values were identified, creating a six segnent 
differentiation of the tourism market in St. Andrews and Pitlochry. This was used to 
examine the association between the cognition or emotion dominance of the personal
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values held by each segment and the destination attributes that were considered most 
important.
For the two “environmental” tourist value clusters derived (Environmental Hedonic / 
Cognitive and Environmental Social / Emotive), the clusters were not found to be 
distinguishable in terms of destination attributes (Table 22).
The four “other” tourist value clusters derived were found to be partly distinguishable 
by destination attributes although most of the differences found were- not strong as 
indicated by the weak Cramer’s V strength of association coefficients (Table 22).
Table 22 Destination Attributes blest Important To The Environmental /bid "Other" Tourism Value Clusters
A ttributes "Environm ental” Tourist Segm ents "Other” Tourist Segm ents
Z 2 - SIg. a tr Cram er’s  V l2=- SlgnW cantak Cram er’s-V
1 wanted to be by the 
waterside (C oast/ River)
— - -
The ease of access from 
. home
— , — — • 28.82196 .00007 .T7309
The quietness — — — - 58.09342 .00000- .24574
T he natural-attributes-of 
the area (sandy beach / 
Mountains)
25:24878 .00031- .16201
The waterside (beach h 
riverbank) is clean
— — - ■ - - - •
The area is good for 
children
— — - . 66.48966 .00000 .26317
1 liked It when 1 have been 
before
— — — 43.46310 00000 .21256
The attractive, natural 
settlng-
— ■ — - 39.53996 .00000 .20274
The open spaces —■ — - 40.44106 00000 .20603
The area is good for walks — — • - 20.43882 .00231 .14576!
A good~base fbrtouring the 
area
— — - - -
Note: Des«natjoi^attrH»rte&and^significance’levete of z'2 eoeffielenteafe-shewrvonly=where-these-afe-< aG5
However, some stronger effects were found which render the four “other” tourist 
value segments more explainable in terms of predicting the impurtance placed on 
particular destination attributes (Table 23).
1 2 3
As might be expected, tourists in Cluster 4 (Personal / Emotive) were found to be 
distinguishable in terms of their most important attributes being related to personal 
and family values and socio-demographic characteristics. The most important and 
distinctive values to this cluster are reflected in the importance placed on its distinctive 
destination attributes. The value of no hassle may be seen to reflect the attribute ease 
o f access from  home and /  liked it when I  have been before. Of the tourists in this 
cluster, 41.1% rated no hassle as very important and 52.5% rated I  liked it when I  
have been before as very important, compared with 31.4% and ,38.2% of the overall 
sample of “other” tourists respectively. Similarly, other important values to this cluster 
such as to relax and unwind, freedom in wide open spaces and to be closer to  nature 
are consistent with the important attributes o f : open spaces (61.9% compared with 
45.3% of the overall sample of “other” tourists); attractive, natural setting (60.4% 
compared with 45.9% of the overall sample of “other” t o u r i s t s ) attributes o f 
the area (safufy beach or mountains} (49.5% compared with 38.9% of the overall 
sample of “other” tourists), quietness (44.1% compared with 31.0% of the overall 
sample “other” tourists) and that the area is good fo r walks (48.0% compared with 
39.1% of the overall sample of “other” tourists). For this segment, the motivation to 
visit for relaxation may be fulfilled by the quiet, open, attractive natural setting which is 
also perceived as a safe place to holiday with the family by these tourists. 
Disproportionately more of the tourists in this segnent had children with them on their 
holiday, 50.5% compared with 40.5% of the overall sample of “other” tourists.
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Table 23 Tourism Value Clusters Summarily Described In Terms O f Their Dominaiit Tourism Values,
Destination Attributes And Distinguishing Socio-Demographic Characteristics
Environmental
tourist
c lusters
Distinguishing 
tourism  values
Distinguishing Destination 
A ttributes
Overall % 
for
envlronmen 
tal tou rists
Distinguishing
S oclo^em ograph lc
characteristfcs
C luster 1
56,7%
N=68
HEDONIC/COGNITIVE
'
C luster 2
43.3%
N=52
SOCIAL /  EMOTIVE Parents with children 
in their personal group
"Other"
tourist
C lusters
Distinguishing 
tourism  values
Distinguishing Destination 
Attributes
Overall % 
for "other" 
tourists
Distinguishing
Socio-dem ographic.
characteristics
C luster 3 
32.4%
N= 156
H e d o n ic /COGNITIVE  
In n e r
(38.1%) rated T h eease -o f 
access  from hom es as very 
important
31.4 Younger, students
C luster 4
42.0%
N=201
P e r s o n a l  /  E m o t iv e (51.5%) rated T he a rea  Is-goocT 
for children as very important
37.3 Parents wittr chtldrerr 
in their personal group
as very important
45.3
(60.4%) rated T h e  attractive, 
natural setting as very important
45.9
(48.0%) rated The area is good 
for walks as-very important
39.1
(41.1 %) rated The ease  of 
a cce ss  from hom e as very 
important
31.4
(44.1 %> rated T he q u ie tn ess  as. 
very important
31.0
((49.5%) rated The natural 
attdbutes-of-tbe area- 
- (B each/m ountalnsl as very 
important
38.9
(52.5%) rated 1 liked It when 1 
have been before as very 
• important
38.2
C luster 5
14.1%
N=68
HEDONIC /  COGNITIVE
O u t e r
(39.7%) rated A place with 
. unique historical m onum ents
as very important
28.5 Professional, no 
children in their 
personal group
(42.6%) ratedThe.acea.lsgood. 
for walks as very ihiporfanT
39.1
(51.5%) rated The attractive, 
natural setting^ as-very important
45.9
C luster 6
11.4%
N=55
DE-EMPHASISERS (50.5%) rated 1 liked It when 1 
have-beeft befoffr as-very 
important
38.2 Older, male
Cluster 3, for whom the hedonic values offitn  and excitement wCTevery in^rtan t, 
placed the most importance on the unrelated attribute of easè o f access from home. Of 
the tourists in this cluster, 38.1% rated ease of access as very important compared to 
31.4% of the overall sample of “other” tourists. This may be due to the young age and 
student status of the tourists in this goup, domestic holidays perhaps being, more 
jfinancially viable.
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In contrast. Cluster 5, which also emphasised hedonic values, placed most importance 
on attributes that reflected their motivating.values: To learn about my own country and 
to visit Somewhere well known so I  can tell my friends. Of the tourists in this segment, 
39.7% rated a place yyith unique historical motmments as very important, compm-ed 
with 28.5% of the overall sample of “other” tourists. For this segment, fun, excitement 
and indulgence may be- fulfilled by the attractive, natural settings, 51/5% rated this 
attribute as very important compared with 45.9% of the overall sample of “other” 
tourists.
The De-emphasisers, (Cluster, 6) was not distingtiishable in terms of tourian values 
but was found to be distinctive in terms of one destination attribute, namely, /  liked it 
when I  have been before. Of all the-tourists in this cluster 50-. 5% rated this attribute as 
very important compared with 38.2% of the overall sample of “other” tourists.
Tourisfrv Value Clusters Anti Destinatiw Attributes- Ir  St. Andrews
The- analysis in this chapter has indicated that- the destinaticm attributes that are- most 
important to the different segments are in accordance with their tourism values. The 
tourism- value segments presented previously, however, do not take into account the 
attributes of each town that are most important to the distinct segments when 
evaluating alternative holiday destinations. The analysis needs, therefore, to be 
undertaken by place of interview to see how far, if at iall, the attributes mentioned were 
place contingent.
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Analysis of the destination attributes that were most important to environmental 
tourists visiting St. Andrews indicates that the two “environmental” tourist clusters 
derived (Environmental Hedonic / Cognitive) and (Environmental Social / Emotive) 
were not found to be distinguishable in terms of destination attributes in St. Andrews 
(Table 24).
The four “other” tourist value clusters derived were found to- be partly distinguishable 
by destination attributes. The effects found were extensive and individually strong as 
indicated by the Cramer’s V strength- of association coefficients (Table 24). The 
tourism value clusters for tourists to St. Andrews are summarily described in terms of 
their distinguishing destination attributes in Table 25.
Table 24 Effects Of Place On The Importance Placed On Destination Attributes In St. Andrews By The 
Environmental And “Other” Tourism Value Clusters.
A ttributes "Environmental" Tourist Segm ents "Other" Tourist Segm ents
I2=- SIg. at: CrameF*s-V 1 2 - Significant at: CrameF’sV
1 wanted to be by the Coast — — 13.56726 .03486 .162471
The ease of access from 
home
— — - ■ - - -
The quietness — — — .. 39.35969. 00000 .2767^
T he natural attributes-of 
the area (sandy beach )
— — — 29.70156 .00004 .24009
The beach is clean — — — 25.76357 .00025 .22388
The area is good for 
children
— — - 54.12034 .00000 .32449
1 liked it when 1 have been 
before
— — — - - -
The attractive, natural 
setting
— — - ■ 21.70368 .00137'  ^ .20549
The open spaces — —  ^ — [ 17:M&19- .00687 .18248
The area is good for walks — — — - - -
A good, base for touring, the 
area
— — — — - -
Note-: Destination attributes and significance levels of coefficientsaresh(w n only wtiece these are < 0.05
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Table 25 Tourism Value Clusters Summarily Described In Ternis OfTheir Distinguishing Destination
Attributes, Dominant Tourism Values Aiid Socio-Demographic Characteristics JVhen Visiting St. Andrews
Environmental
tourists
Clusters
Dominant tourism values Distinguishing Destination 
Attributes
Overall % for 
environmental 
tourists to St.
■ Andrews
Distinguishing Soeio-
demographic
characteristics
Ouster 1
51.9%
N=40
HEDONIC /  COGNrm'E
Cluster 2
48.1%
N=37
So c ia l /E motive Parents w ith children in 
their persooaTgroup
“Other”
tourist
Ousters-
Dominant tourism values Distinguishing Destination • 
Attributes
- Overall % for 
“other” 
tourists to St.
' Andrews
Distinguishing Socio—
demographic
characteristics
Ouster3
35.4% 
N=“ 91
Hed onic  /  Coc» jiii\-'e  
In n er
31.4 Young, Students
Cluster 4 
37.7%
PERSONAL / Emotive (58.8%) rated The area-is good 
for children as very important
40.1 Parents with chHdren- 
in their personal group .
N-97 (50.5%) rated The open spaces 
as* ver}i-nnpoitaiit"
35.0
(49 5%) rated The attractive, 
natucaLsettiiig.as. very 
important
35.4
(37.1%) rated The quietness as 
very important
23.3
(68.0%) rated The beach is 
clean-as-very important
54.9
(55.7?<*) rated I wanted to be by 
the coast as very important
46.7
(60.8%) rated The sandy beach 
as very important
■ 45.5
Ouster 5
16.0%
N“ 41
He d o n ic /CoGNim-'E 
O u ter
(41.5%) rated The attractive, 
natural setting_as very 
important
35.4 Professional, No 
children in their 
personal group
Ouster 6.
10.9%
N=28
DE-EMPHASISERS Older,. Male.
As might be expected, tourists in Cluster 4 (Personal / Emotive) were found to be 
distinginshable in terms of their most important attributes being rdated ta  personal and 
family values in St. Andrews. The most important values to this cluster are reflected in 
the inqwrtance placed on destination attributes in St. Andrews.
Important values to this cluster such as to relax and unwind, freedom in wide open 
spaces, and to be closer ta nature are consistent with the important attributes of the 
open spaces, the attractive natural setting and the quietness. Of the tourists in this 
clust^, 50.5% rated the open spaces as very important, ccmq>ared with-35.0% of all 
“other” tourists to St: Andrews. Of the tourists in this cluster, 49.5% rated the
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attractive, natural setting. ?is very important, compared with 35.4% of all “other” 
tourists to St. Andrews. Of the tourists-in this cluster, 3-7.1% rated the quietness as 
very important, compared with 23.3% of ail “other” tourists to St. Andrews.
Also important to this group and rdleeted in their important values, are the site 
specific attributes; the sandy beach, I  wcmted to be by the coast, and the beach is 
clean. Of the tourists in this cluster, 68-. 0% rated the beach is clean as very in^ortmit, 
compared with 54.9% of all “other” tourists to St. Andrews. Of all the tourists in this 
cluster, 60.8% rated the scmdy ZwacA as very important, compared with 45.5% of all 
“other” tourists to St. Andrews, and 55.7% xdAtd I  wanted to be by the coast as very 
important, compared with 46.7% of all “other” tourists to  St. Andrews. For this 
segment, the motivation to visit St. Andrews for relaxation may be fulfilled by the qiiiet 
attractive natural setting of the sandy beach and coast which is also perceived as a 
clean, safe place to holiday with the family by these tourists. Disproportionately more 
of the tourists in this segment had children with them- on their holiday, 50.5% 
compared with 40.5% of all “other” tourists.
Cluster S which emphasised hedonic values was distinguishable by the in^prtance 
placed on the attribute, the attractive, natural setting, 41.5% rated this attribute as 
very important compared with 3-5.4% of other re^xmdents.
Cluster 3 (Hedonic / Cognition Inner) and Cluster 6 (De-emphasisers) were not 
distinguishable in terms of destination attributes.
1 2 9
Tourism Value Clusters And Destination Attributes In Pitlochry
As was the case for the environmental value clusters for St. Andrews and for the towns 
combined, for the two “environmental” clusters derived for tourists to  Pitlochry 
(Environmental Hedonic / Cognitive) and (Environmental Social / Emotive), there 
were no dtgerwiees found to  exist between the- two clusters in terms of the 
destination attributes of Pitlochry (Table 26).
For the four “other” tourist value clusters extensive differences were found to exist 
between the clusters, these effects were found to be quite strong as indicated by the 
Cramer’s V strength of association coefficients (Table 26).
Table 26 Effects Of Place On The Importance Placed On Destination Attributes In Pitlochry By The 
Environmental And "Other" Tourism Value Clusters
A ttributes "E nv lronm entar Tourist Segm ents "Other" Tourist Segm ents
Z2=^ Slg-.at:- CrameF’s-V— SIg. ak CrameF’s-V=
1 wanted to be by the riverside — - - -
The ease  of access from 
home
— — - " - ■
The quietness — — — 2L 3t667 .00161 .21813.
The- natural attributes^)! the  
area (mountains)
— — - - - -
The riveibank is clean — — — - - -
The area Is good for children — — - 19.06581 .00407 .20670
1 liked it when 1 have been 
before
— — - 12.82381 .04592 .16919
The attractive, natural setting — — ■ - 2T.27734 .OOfSST .21793
The open spaces . — —- 22:10654 .001-16- : . ^ 1 4
The area is good for walks- — — - 20.18904 .00256- .21228
A good, laase for. touring the 
area
— — - - - -
The Different type of local 
buildings
— — - -
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The tourism value clusters for tourists to Pitlochry are summarily described in terms 
of their distinguishing destination attributes in Table 27.
As with Cluster 4 of “other” tourists to St. Andrews, Cluster 4 of tourists to Pitlochry 
was found to have the- m€>st extensive range of chstinguishing destination attributes. 
However, in contrast with Cluster 4 tourists to St. Andrews, site specific attributes 
such as the mountains, I  wanted ta be by the riverside and the riverside is clean were 
not named by this cluster as being of great importance. Most important attributes to 
this cluster were- related to the attractive, natural setting of Pitlochry (Cramer’s 
V=.21793), the open spaces (Cramer’s V=.22214), and the quietness (Cramer’s 
V=.21813). Of the tourists in Cluster 2, 70.5% rated attractive, natural setting 
as very important, compared with 58.0% of all “other” tourists to Pitlochry. Similarly, 
72.4% rated the open ^a ces  as very important, compared with 57.1% of all “other” 
tourists to Pitlochry. Of the tourists in Cluster 2, 50,5% rated the quietness as very 
important, compared with- 30.7% of all “other” tourists to  Pitlochry. For Cluster 4 
(Personal/Emotive), of “other” tourists to Pitlochry, the importance of the attributes 
related to, the- natural environment of Pitlochry were- associated with the presence of 
children in the group, as was the case for Cluster 4 (Personal/Emotive) of “other” 
tourists to  St. Andrews. For Cluster 4, the natural environment of Pitlochry is a 
considered a familiar place that is a good place to bring children; 51.4% of the tourists 
in this cluster rated /  liked it when I  have been before as very important, compared 
with 40.6% of all “other” tourists to Pitlochry. Of the tourists in this cluster 44.8% 
rated the area is good fo r ch ilien  as very important, compared with 34:1% (ff all 
“other” tourists to Pitlochry. This might be expected as Cluster 4 is characterised by a
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disproportionately high number of tourists who had children with them on their holiday 
(50.5% compared with 40.5% of all “other” tourists ).
Table 27 Tourism Value Clusters Summarily Described In Terms Of Their Distinguishing Destination 
Attributes, Dominant Tourism Values And-Socio-Demographic Characteristics When Visiting Pitlochry
Environm ental
C lusters-
Dominant tourism  
values
Distinguishing Destination 
A ttributes
Overall % for . 
envlronm enta 
r tou rists  to 
Pitlochry
Distinguishing
S o c lO - r ip m n j r a p h I r
characteristfcs
C luster .1
65.1%
N=28
HEDONIC/COGNITIVE
C luster 2
34.9%.
N=15
S O C IA L /E m o tiv e Parents with children \ 
in their personal 
group
“O ther”
C lusters
Dominant toufism  
values
Distinguishing Destination 
A ttributes
Overall % for 
“other" 
tou rists  to 
Pitlochry
Distinguishing
Soclo-dem ographlc
characteristics
C luster 3
29.0%
N=65
H e d o n ic  /  COGNITIVE 
In n e r
31.4 Young, Students 1
C luster 4
46.9%
N=105
•Pe r s o n a l  /  E m o tiv e (44.6%) fated The a re a ls  
. j n n r i  f o r  r h l l r i r e n  a s  very  
Important
34.1 Parents with children 
in their personal 
.group
(72.4%)-rated T he o p e a  
spaces as very Important
57.1
(/U.5%) ratedThe attractive, 
. natural settlng-as-vef=y- 
important
58.0
(50.5 %][ rated T h e  
qu ietness as very important
39.7
(51.4%) ratecLLIiked.lt when, 
r  nave Deerr t e f o r e a s  very  ^
important
4CL6
C luster 5 
12.1% 
N=27
H e d o n ic /COGNITIVE 
O ltter natural se tting  as very 
important
3 5 A -Professional, No. 
children in their 
personal group.
' (70.4%) rated The area Is 
good for walks as very 
impoffant-
54.5
C luster 6
12.1%
N=27
D e -e m p h a s is e r s (48.4%) rated 1 liked It when 
1 hav e  b e e e  befo re  as very 
important
40.6 Older, Male
Similarly, Cluster 5 (Hedonic / Cognitive Outer) was characterised by an emphasis on 
the natural environment of Pitlochry. Of the towists in this cluster, 66.7% rated the 
attractive natural environment as very important, compared with 58.0% of all “other” 
tourists te  Pitlochry. The area is good for walks was the most important distinguishing 
attribute for this cluster. Of the respondents in this cluster, 70.4% rated the area is
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good for walks, compared with 54.5% of all “other” tourists to Pitlochry. For this 
cluster the natural environment is seen to facilitate the activity of walking, fulfilling this 
group’s tourism values of learning, having fun and indulging themselves.
ClustCT 6-(De-empharisers) of “other” tourists to Pitlochry was found to-be distmctive 
by the importance placed on the destination attribute I  liked it when I  have been 
before. Of the- tourists in this cluster, 4&4% rated this attribute as very important 
compared with 40.6% of all “other” tourists to Pitlochry. This is likely a function of 
the older age of the tourists in this cluster, the majority aged over 60- ye^s, who may 
be set in their ways and unwilling to try new destinations.
In examining the effect of place cm the importance of destination attributes, some key 
differences between the otherwise similar tourism value segments were highlighted. 
For the Personal/Emotive Cluster 4^  the attractive natural setting; quietness and c^en 
spaces were important to tourists to both towns. However, for these tourists to St. 
Andrews, the coastal location andr related coastal attributes: the beach is clean; the 
sancfy beach, I  wanted to be by the coast were particularly important This was not 
found to be the case for the river location and related attributes in Pitlochry. For 
tourists in Cluster 4 visiting Pitlochry, familiarity and liking for the place based on 
previoirs virit(s) was found to  be a distinguishing attribute. This attribute was tdso 
found to distinguish Cluster 6 tourists (De-emphasisers)to Pitlochry. Having liked the 
town when visiting previously was not mentioned as important by , tourists to St. 
Andrews.
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The preceding analysis suggests that the destination attributes that were most 
important to the distinct segments were; to some extent, generic across both towns. 
Some key differences were found for the tourists in segment 4 (Personal/Emotive) who 
placed greater importance cm the “natural attributes” of St. Andrews than-they did in 
Pitlochry. To this segment of tourists to St. Andrews, I  wanted to be by the coast, the 
sandy beach and the beach is clean were found to be very important. This may be 
attributable to the fact that the Fife Coastline and St. Andrews beach in particular, are 
well known for their beauty “From Aberdour ta  beautiful St. Andrews, Fife's 
celebrated coastline casts its own magic spell” ( STB, 1998a).
However, thedifferences between the two towns, in terms of the important destination 
attributes, were found to be absent or insubstantial, with the Cramer’s V strength of 
association coÆcients for only two of the dffferences mentioned being greater than 
0.2, namely, the sandy beach (Cramer’s V= .24039) and the beach is clean (Cramer’s 
V= .22388). Place or situationahty then„ does not a^ea r to have a substantial ^Ifeet on 
the important destination attributes and may be more pertinent to the comparison of 
two urban environments with less simiW attributes as a holiday destination.
Summary
This chapter has examined the- ^fect that tourism values have on holiday destination 
selection, in particular, the most attractive attributes of a holiday destination. The 
tourism vMue segmentation developed ewlier in the present study was further used to 
explain the tourist value segments in terms of most important destination attributes.
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The importance of the natural environment or “setting” in the selection of a holiday 
destination was emphasised by both the environmental and “other” tourists. This 
finding stands in some contrast with past eeotourism research, which suggests that 
general or non-ecotoiirists do not place similarly high importance on the natural 
environment as a holiday setting as ecotourists (Kretchman and Eagles, 1990; 
Johnston, 1990; Wight, 1996a,b). The analysis in this chapter has demonstrated that 
different attributes of the natural environment as a  “setting” are selected to help fulfil 
the dominant tourism values of distinct value segments. The “setting” is the situation 
within- which tourist activity takes place and it can not only facilitate or limit the 
tourism activities that occur but also the quality of the tourism experience. As toiirism 
values do, to some extent, influence destination choice, fulfilment of these values will 
be dependent upon the setting and the Opportunities it presents.
The affects of tourism values on the importance placed on particular destination 
attributes was found to be extensive although in some cases individually weak. 
However, giverr that the segmentation approach- involved the generalisation of values 
and important destination attributes across respondents it can not be reasonably 
expected that strong associaticms will be- produced. As such  ^ the tourism value 
segments were found to be robust in the sense that dominant tourism values of the 
segments were- found to  bo reflected by the levd- of importance- placed on pmticular 
destination attributes.
It is clear from the- analyas in this chapter that the “setting” is very important to  many 
different t>^es of tourists. It is also apparent that different attributes of the setting are
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selected to help fullBl the dominant tourism values of distinct value segments. 
However, the importance placed on particular destination attributes were not found to 
be substantially different between the “settings” or places. Although the attributes 
mentioned as most important differed in some cases, in only two cases were these 
differences judged to be substantial with their Cramer’s V’s exceeding 0.2 (Table 24). 
Because of the general similarity between- the important destination attributes, 
situationality between St. Andrews and Pitlochry can be considered as unimportant and 
perhaps more pertinent to the comparison of more urban environments with more 
dissimilar attributes.
What has not yet been examined in this work is how the setting is used by these 
tourists arid whether, as hypothesised in this study tourism values will influence holiday 
making behaviour.
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CHAPTER 7
ENVIRONMENTAL AND “OTHER” TOURISTS: 
HOLIDAY ACTIVITY PREFERENCES IN ST. ANDREWS
ANDi PITLOCHRY
Tourism Activities In Scotland
As commented on in Chapter 2, domestic tourists primarily visit Scotland for the 
scenery, natural wildlife, the peace and quiet and sites of historic and ecclesiastic 
interest. This is reflected in what they do when they come to Scotland: their main 
activities are based upon the country-side and heritage of Scotland. Over six million 
overnight visitors to Scotland per year currently participate in at least one form of 
recreaticmaf or leisure activity as part of their stay. The most popular activities amongst 
domestic tourists to Scotland are: hiking rambling and walking (18%), visiting 
historical monuments (18%) and viriting museums, art g^eries mid theatres (11%) 
(STB, 1996).
Comparative^ Anatvsis  ^Of Activity Prefe^Bces^ trv St. Andrews-And
Pitlochry
The most common. activities among, resppnderrts across both sites were waking 
(92.3%), touring around si^tseeing (87.9%), and leisure shopping (83.7%). Visiting a 
historical monument and nature-watching were also commonly reported activities 
(66.7% and 59.7% respectively) (Table 29). The frequency of activities carried out in 
each town indicates that the activities tourists engage in are situationdly contingent, 
dependent upon what is offered in the town and locality. One cannot assume, 
therrfore, that the profile of tourist activities to Scotland (or elsewhere) would be the 
same if other attraction types were to be made available.
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Visitors to St. Andrews are more likely to visit a museum, art gallery or the theatre. 
Of tourists to St. Andrews, 50.9% had visited a museum compm-ed to 31.0% of 
visitors to Pitlochry, and 25.7% had visited an art gallery compared to 16.4% of 
tourists to Pitlochry.
Table 28 Frequency Of Activities Carried OiU In Both Scottish Towns
Tourist Activity St. Andrews Pitlochry A ggregate
Sam ple
sig. at: Cram er’s  V
Done Not
Done
Done Not
Done
Done Not
Done
Golf 16.7 83.3 tt.o- 89C tas- - 8ft t - - - •
Fishing 8.0 92.0 19.0 8 in . 13.5 86J5l . 14.61500 .00013 46095
Walking. 90.7 9.3 940 6.0 92.3 7.7 - — —
Climbing 17.7 82.3 21.3 78.7 19.5 80.5 - - -
Camping 16.7 83.3 43.0 57.0 29.8 70.2 48.44013 .00000 .28778
Mountain biking 9.3 90.7 20.7 79.3 15.0 85.0 14.23529 .00016 .15870
Leisure Shopping 84.7 15.3" 8 Z T T73- 83:r - T63- - - ■
Toured Around 
Sightseeing
85.7 14.3- 9on_ t a a - 8Z8- 122 - - —
Visited-a 
Museum
50.7 49.3 31.0 69n 40.S 59.2 23:20667 .00000 .20006
Visited an Art 
GaHery-
25.7 743 16 4 83.6 21.0 79.0 7.21324 .00724 .11383
Been to the 
Theatre
18.7 81.3 12.0 88.0 15.4 84.6 4.56131 .03270 .09189
Nature Watching 51.3 48.7 68.0 32.0 59.7 40.3 16.62819 .00005 .16987
Visited a 
Historical 
Monument-
70.3 29.7 63.3 36 .r 66.8 ■ 33.2
Visited A Wildlife 
Attractiorr
45.0 55.0 53.3 46.7 49.2 50.8 - - -
Been to a Fun^ir 
/Themepark.
23.0 77.0 22.3 77.7 22.7 77.3 — - - !
Similarly, of all the tourists to St. Andrews, 1 S.7% had visited a theatre-compared with 
12.0% of all the tourists to Pitlochry. These differences are likely attributable to the 
case of access to this type of activity in St. Andrews. The golf museum is located next
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to the old golf course, a major tourist attraction in the town. There are also two other 
museums in the town, the National Trust Museum and the St. Andrews Museum. 
There are two theatres and numerous art galleries in St. Andrews. Pitlochry also has 
the Festival Theatre located by the liverbaidc. However, a visit to this theatre may be 
irrelevant to passing visitors as the type of productions put on in this theatre usually 
require advance booking. During the period of survey the theatres in St. Andrews 
were mainly showing short adaptations of Scottish historical events, such as the 
execution of M ay, Q ue^  of Scots. In addition, smaU repertory companies performed 
'^Living Scottish History” plays throughout the season in the open air. These 
performances were free. It is likely that some dfthe respondents conâdered-seeing one 
of these performance as visiting a theatre. The small art galleries usually located in 
shops often exhibit works depicting Scottish- scenes by local artists.
Similarly, in Pitlochry, the most frequently reported activities were those that are more 
accessible in a more “rural” location. Forty three-per cent of visitors to Pitlochry went 
camping, compared with only 16.7% of visitors to St. Andrews. There are two 
campsites in Pklocluy. within easy reach of the town cœtre. Fishing  ^ and 
mountainbiking were also reported as common activities; the open spaces surrounding 
Pitlochiy and Loch Faskahy and the River Tummel facilitating this type of activity. Of 
the tourists to Pitlochry, 19.0% had gone fishing, compared with only 8.0% of tourists 
to St. Andrews. Of the tourists to Pitlochry, 29.7%- reported mountainbiking as an 
activity, compared with only 9.3% of all tourists to St. Andrews. A greater number of 
visitors to  Pitlochry reported having nature-watched, 68-. 1 %^  compared-with 50.5 % in 
St. Andrews. Nature-watching is perhaps partly a coincidental activity in Pitlochry
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given the more obviously “rural” location. Clearly, some of these activities may have 
different meanings to différait people. Nature-watching could be simply sitting, 
watching the riverside or beach, while to more dedicated nature-watchers it could be 
birdwatehing. It could also involve visiting an inter^etation centre and fo llo v ^  a 
guided walk, rather than being a self organised activity. Walking may well be upland 
hill walking or strolling by the riverbank or around the town. The wording of the 
question in these cases does not allow for this type of distinction.
It is apparent that the major differences between activities carried out among tourists 
at each site are attributable to what is offered in each locality and the opportunities 
present in each town. However, it should be noted that although the activities pmsued 
differed in some cases in terms of their frequency of participation, these differences are 
quite-slight, with the Cr^ner's V’s ^ ceeding 0:2.
Ecotourists. And Activities
Past research into the activity preferences of ecotourists suggests that these tourists are 
interested in a wide range of holiday activities-aid include land and water based, active 
and passive and generalised and specialised activities. There is strong evidence in the 
literature that the most popular activities  ^for ecotourists-, or nature based touristS; are 
walking / hiking and trekking, activities that are generally taken as one activity in past 
research (Nababan and Ahadi 1993; Backman and Potts 1993; Yuan and Christensen 
1994). In an attempt to distinguish between these similar activities, Wight (1996b) in 
her, profile of North American ecotourists found that both general tourists- and
ecotourists stated that walking / hiking and trekking were their most popular holiday 
activities. However, when walking and hiking were^  ^ rated as separate- activities, 
ecotourists were more likely to hike than to go casual walking, and general tourists 
were far more- likely ta  engage-in casual- walking as an activity rather than hiking.
Common throughout the literature is the propensity of ecotourists or nature based 
tourists ta  engage in physically active activities, (Kretchman and Eagles 1990; F^mell 
and Smale 1992; Eagles 1992; Crossley and Lee 1994; Canadian Heritage 1995). 
These activities will depend upon the environment they are-in; canoeing or kayaking in 
river or lakeside locations (Wight 1996a,b), climbing in mountainous regions (Johnston 
1990), hiking in any rural or wddemess location.
For the present study, the activities carried out by environmental tourists and “other” 
tourists to Scotland will firstly be examined at aggregate level, exploring the activities 
that were most common amongst these two groups overall, and will then be examined 
by segments, to identify intern^ distinctions between the environmental tourist- and 
“other” tourist segments when visiting St. Andrews and Pitlochry.
Reference to  Table 29- shows that there are few signficant differences between 
enwonmental tourists and “other” tourists in terms of the activities undertaken. 
However, some- differences w ^e found for the activities climbing, nature-watching, 
visiting a wildlife attraction and visiting a historical monument although these effects 
were not strong as indicated by the Crmner's V strength of associatkm coefficients 
(Table 29). All four of these activities were more likely to be carried out by the
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environmental group of tourists. Environmental tourists were more likely to go 
climbing, 30% of this group had engaged in this activity compared with 16.8% of 
“other” tourists. Environmental tourists were also more likely to go nature-watching, 
77.5% compared with 55.3% of “other” tourists; to visit a historical monument, 75.0 
% compared with 64.7% of “o th ^ ’ tourists; or to visit a wildlife attraction 69.2% 
compared with 44.3% of “other” tourists.
Table 29 Frequency Of Activities Carried Out ^  “Environmental" Tourists And "Other" Tourists In Both 
Scottish Towns
T ourist Activtty' "Other" Tourists- "Environmental"
Tourists
sta tistics
Done N ot Done D one N otD one l2^ sig. at: CrameL's-V=
Golf 14.8 85.2 10.8 89.2 — —
Fishing 12.5 87.5 1-7.5- 82.5 — — —
Walking 91.5 8.5 95.8 4.2 — -• —
Climbing. 16.8 83J2. 30.0 70.0. . 9.78649 .00176 .13286
Camping 28.5 71.5 35.0 65.0 — —
Mountain biking 14.1 85.9 18.3 81.7 — — —
Leisure Shopping 84.0 16.0 82.5 17.5 — —
Toured Around 
Sightseeing
87.1 t2.& 90:8 9:2 — — —
Visited a Museum 39.3 . 697- 46% 538. — — —
Visited an Art Gallery 21.2 78.8 20.2 79:8 — — —
Been to the Theatre . 15.4 84.6 15.0 85.0 — — —
Nature Watching 55.3 44.7 77.5 22.5 18.76405 .00001 .18094
Visited a Historical 
Monument
64.7 35.3 75.0 25.0 4.17314 .04107 .08775
Visited A Wildlife 
Attraction
44.3 55:7' 692- 30:8- ■ 22.80771 .00000 .198971
Been to a Funfair/ 
Themepark
22.0 78.0 25:0- 75 :0 — — T
Note: Significance level of x2 coefficients are oniyistiown where-these ere  < .0.05 * with continuity correction
Some of the findings for the activities carried out by environmental tourists for the 
present study echo findings elsewhere in the ecotourism literature. In particular, 
viewing nature and wildlife have been found to  be popular activities amongst
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ecotourists (Wight 1996b; Crossley and Lee 1994), as are “active” activities such as 
climbing (Johnston 1990); But, in contrast to-the findings of past studies, walking was 
not found to be significantly more prevalent amongst ecotourists than “other” tourists, 
although in common with Wight (1996b} it was found to  be the most popular activity 
for the overall sample; 95.8 % of environmental tourists reported walking and 
sunilarly 91.5 % of “other” tourists. This may be due to the wending of the question 
for the present study which unlike Wight (1996b) did not specify the type of walking, 
i.e. casual walking or trekking. Walking and visiting historical monuments, however, 
are two of the most popular activities carried out by tourists in Scotland generally. It 
may be-that the relative-propensity to  engage in these activities will be dependent upon 
the situation or particular environment which tourists to Scotland are in. As discussed 
previously, environmental values are considered to  be- tranrformational and 
transactional (Aitken and Bjorklund 1988) and that personal values will be adapted 
according to  the immediate situation (KaWe 19&3}. It may be that tourist activities are 
situationally contingent and distinct situations which offer differing opportunities 
should be analysed separately.
Activities^ Amongst Tourists-To-St. Andrews^And Piffochrv Based On 
Their Environmental And "Other” Values. H
Analysis of the activities carried out by the environmental tourists and “other” tourists 
at each Scottish town indicates some differences between the activities carried out by 
each group in each town, although these effects are not strong as indicated by the 
weak Cramer’s V strength of association coefficients (Tables 30-and 31).
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In St. Andrews, some differences between the two groups were found for walking; 
however, the- weak Cramer’s V statistic (.13124) indicates that this difference-is 
somewhat slight. Of the environmental tourists to St. Andrews, all had been walking, 
compared with 89.1% of “other” tourists to St. Andrews. Walking is clearly a populai* 
activity in St. Andrews for both environmental and “other” tourists. Similarly, visiting a 
museum was slightly more likely amongst environmental tourists than “other” tourists 
to St. Andrews(Cramer’s V=. 13725). Of the environmental tourists to St. Andrews, 
67.4% had visited a museum, compared with 47.9%- of “other” tourists. A stronger 
effect was found for nature-watching (Cramer’s V=.20796), of the environmental 
tourists to St. Andrews, 76.9% had hew nature-watching, ccnnpared with 47.1% of 
“other” tourists to the town. Although more prevalent amongst the environmental 
tourist groupi nature-watching is clearly, a popular activity for a large number of both 
environmental and “other” tourists to St. Andrews.
Table 30 Activities Carried Out By Environmental Tourists And “Other" Tourists In St. Andrews
Tourist Activity “Other” Tourists “Environm ental”
Tourists.
*l2 statistics
Done Not
Done
Done Not
Done
I2= SIg. at: Cramer’s  V '
Golf 17.9 82.1 9 3 - 90.7 — —
Fishing 8.6 91.4 4.7 95.3 —
Walking.. 89.1 199. 1099 090 - 3.95381 .0460a. .13124
Climbing 16.3 83.7 25.6 74.4 — —
Camping t6r7 83.3 1 6 3 03 .7 — _ _
Mountain biking 10.1 89.9 4.7 95.3 — —
Leisure Shopping. 84.4 15.6 86JD 14.9 —
Toured Around Sightseeing 64:8 15% 9 9 r 9 .3 — __
Visited a Museum 47.9 52.1 67.4 32.6 4.89478 .02694 .13725
Visited an Art Gallery 24rl /5.9- 340- 65r1- — —
Been to the Theatre 18.7 81.3 18.6 81.4 — _ _
Nature Watching 47.1 52.9 76.7 23.3 . 12.9737 .00032 .20796
Visited a Historical Monument 68.9 31.1 79.1 20.9 — —
Visited a-funfair or themepark 23.3 767 20.9 79.1 — _
Visited a wildlife attraction 42.8 57.2 58.1 41.9 - - -
sample % coefficiente are shown where these a r e 0 0 5 / *  with continuity correction
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Table 31 Activities Carried OutBv Ejrvironmental Tourists Atid “Other" Touristsin Pitlochry’
T ouris t Activity “Other”  Tourists “Envlronmefltaf”
Tourists
s ta tis tic s
Done. N ot
Done
Done. Not
Done
%2- Signal! C£amer*s-V
Golf 11.2 88.8 11.7 88.3 - - -
Fishing 17.0 8 3 0 24:7 75:3 — — -
Walking 94.2 5.9 93.5 6.5 - - -
Climbing 17.4 82.6 32.5 67.5 . 6.88636 .00869 .16066
Camping 42.0 58.0 45.5 54.5 - - -
Mountainbiking. 18.8 31.3 26.0 7 4 0 - - -
Leisure Shopping 83.5 16.5 80.5 19.5 - - -
Toured Around Sightseeing 89.7 10.3 90.9 9.1 - - -
Visited ?  Museum - 29.5 7 0 5 35. t 64.9- - - -
Visited an Art Gallery 17.9 82.1 11.8 88.2 - - -
Been to the Theatre U .7 883 . t o o 8 7 0 - - -
Nature Watching 64.7 35.3 77.9 22.1 4.00236 .04544 .12348
Visited a- Historical- Monument 59.8 40.2 72.7 27.3 - - -
Visited a funfair or themepark 20.5 79.5 27.3 72.7 - - -4
Visited a.wildlife. attraction 46 .0 54.0 75 3 24.7 136691 .OOQQl .25668
Note; Significance levels of two sample % coefficients are stiown where these are < 0.05 / * with continuity correction
NatuFe-watching in Pitlochry was- also- found ta  be a popular activity amongst both 
environmental and “other” tourists. Although the analysis indicates a difference 
between the- twa groups for this activity, the- extent of the effect is slight (Cramer’s 
V=. 12348). Of the environmental tourists to Pitlochry, 77.9% had been nature- 
watching, compared with 64-. 7%- of “other” tourists.
Climbing was also found to be more likely amongst environmental tourists to Pitlochry 
than “other” tourists (Cr^ner’s V=. 16056). Of tho environment^ tourists to  Pitlochry, 
32.5% had been climbing, compared with 17.4% of “other” tourists to Pitlochry. A 
slightly stronger effect was found for visiting a- wildlife attraction (Cramer’s 
V-.25668). Of the environmental tourists to Pitlochry, 75.3% had visited a wildlife 
attraction compared with 46.0% of “other” tourists.
Earher analysis in this chapter, has indicated that environmental tourism values do 
influence hohday behaviour in terms of activities, although the associations have been
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shown to be weak. These influences have also been shown to be present when 
environmental and “other” tourists are- analysed separately by town The ^tivities 
prevalent amongst environmental tourists in each town, walking, visiting a museum 
and nature-watching in St. Andrews and chmbing,  ^ nature-watching md- visiting a 
wildlife attraction in Pitlochry, are activities which are consistent with the dominant 
tourism values of this ^oup, namely to- be closer to nature, freedom in open spaces 
and to learn something interesting.
It is also ai^iarent from this analysis that holiday behaviour is in part situationally 
contingent and is influenced by the opportunities present in any particular situation. 
Climbing, nature-watching and visiting a wldhfe attraction are more p revent amongst 
environmental tourists in Pitlochry where the opportunities to engage in them are more 
readily available-. Its mountainous, rural locatitm with the wikflife attraction^ the salmon 
ladder as a focal attraction in Pitlochry facilitates these activities. Similarly, 
environmental tourists W l adapt their contextu^ tourism values in the more urban 
location of St. Andrews by walking, nature-watching and visiting a museum. Again, 
opportunities present in that particular situation which will frflfil their dominæit tourism 
values.
Given the-consistency in reported values across both rites, the differences in activities 
supports an interpretation that individuals adapt their values to a particular 
environment. Tourism values are contextual; activities in that context are situational. 
What we seek to measure are values, and how people adapt these to their holiday 
environment will rarely be static. It will depend partly upon the (goals) values of the
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individual in a holiday context, and behaviour in that particular situation will be guided 
by those contextual values, adapting them to the environment that they are in. Equally, 
the opportunities available will also shape their behaviour. As such, are both a 
“demand side” (value) phenomenon, and a “supply side” (opportunities) phenomenon. 
The latter has not been explicit in ecotourism research; but is to be found more in 
earher Recreational Opportunity Spectrum leisure-studies which focused on activities 
rather than on experiences (for examples see Driver et al, 1987; Driver et al, 1991; 
Manning, 1986).
Tourism VakigCkistefsAnclHoUdav Actlvities^
The preceding analysis in this chapter has shown that some differences do exist 
between the- hohday activities carried out by “environmental” tourists and the hohday 
activities carried out by “other” tourists, although these differences have been shown 
to be shght. These findings reflect those of Wight (1996b) who found that few 
differences between ecotourists and general tourists existed in terms of activities. 
However, Wight (1996%b) treats her sample of general tourists as one homogeneous 
group. Cluster analysis carried out in Chapter 5 has shown that the two groups of 
tourists in the present study, “environmental” and “other” tourists, can be 
disaggregated into different market segments that ai e distinguishable in terms o f their 
dominant important tourism v^ues. It has also been shown that these different 
segments are partly distinguishable by other factors such as socio-demographic 
variables and to a lesser extent important destination attributes.
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Past tourism research examining the effect, of personal values on activities has 
segmented tourists on the basis of their personal values and the type of activities that 
they engage in when on hohday. Jackson (1986) in his study of outdoor recreation 
participation and attitudes to the environment found that tourists could be segmented 
on the basis of their environmental attitudes and outdoor recreation activities. 
Participants in “appreciative^’ recreation activities (e.g. cross country skiing hiking) 
held stronger pro-environmental attitudes (which reflected, environmental conservation 
values) than participants in “consurhptive” activities (e.g. snowmobihng, 
mountainbiking). Similarly, Madrigal and Kahle (1994) in their study of personal 
values and vacation activity preference found that differences in activity importance 
ratings existed across segments comprised of tourists homogeneously grouped on the 
basis of personal values. Thus, the person^ value a^oach- to market segnentation 
would suggest that values do have some effect on the activities engaged in when on 
hohday. The configuration of personal values held by differing market segments, 
distinguishing socio-demogaphic characteristics and the activities which they engage 
in whhst on hohday in Scotland needs to form an integal p a t of the analysis. The 
segmentation by tourism values reported in Chapter 5 may be described in terms of the 
activities undertaken.
For the-two “environment^” touri^ value-clusters derived (Environmental Hedonic / 
Cognitive and Environmental Social / Emotive), the clusters were found to be 
iridistinguiriiable in terms of activities carried out whilst on hohday (Table 32). As they 
had been for destination attributes.
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The four “other” tourist value clusters derived were found tO be partly distinguishable 
by holiday activities, although the- differences found were not strong as indicated by the 
weak Cramer’s V strength of association coefficients (Table 32).
The total configurations of hohday activities, dominant values and distinguishing 
socio-demogaphic characteristics for the four “other” tourist value clusters, are 
described in Table 33.
The values of fun  and ter leam something interesting which dominated among the 
“other” tourists in Cluster 3 (Hedonic / Cognitive Inner) are reflected in the activities 
that they engaged in on hohday. In particular, a shghtly geater proportion of tourists 
in this segment had visited a museum (46.8%), compared with 39.3% of the overah 
sample- of “other” tourists; and virited a wildlife attraction (50.0%), compared with
Table 32 Crosstabulation Of Activities Carried Out By Environmental And ‘'Other" Tourists By Tourism Value 
Clusters
Tourist Activity Environmental Tourist Seg tnen ts "Other" Tourist S egm en ts
l2  = Slg^atL Cramer*s.V= i2 = . Signal! Cramer’s. V.=
Golf — —
Fishing - — — _
Walking - — — _ N/A N/A
Climbing - - — — N/A N/A
Camping - - — .. 11.31436 .01014. -1533Z
Mountain biking - — — N/A N/A N/A
Leisure Shopping - - — — N/A N/A
Toured Around Sightseeing - — — N/A N/A!
Visited a  Museum. - — —  ' 13.60044 .00350 .16815
Vslted an Art Gallery - - — ■ . 15:36322 .00153" .17872
Been to the Theatre - • — — . _ ■ N/A N/A
Nature Watching — — — — N/A N/A
Visited a Historical Monument - - — — N/A N/A
Visited A Wildlife Attraction - - - 342730 .03796 .13236
Been to a Funfair /  Themepark - - - 1385850 .00029 .19801
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44.3% of the overall sample of “other” tourists. The propensity to engage in these 
activities may be influenced by the- dominant value to- leant something interesting. 
Similarly, the value of fun  may be seen to have had an influence on the high 
propensity te  visit a funfair or themepark, A geater proportion of “other” tourists in 
Cluster 1 (31.4%) had engaged in this activity, compared with 22.0% of the overall 
sample of “other” tourists. Other activity preferences, however, may also be 
attributable to the young age and student status of these respondents and their 
concomitant lack of buying power. This may be why camping is slightly more popular 
amongst this cluster (34.0% compared with 23.5% of the overall sample of “other” 
tourists).
Table 33 Tourism Value Clusters Suomtarily Described In Terms Of DominanL Tourism. Values. Holiday 
Activities Ajid Distinguishing Socio-Demographic Characteristics
Blstlngutohlng-tourism- 
values
OveraH % fdf 
“environmental 
” tourists
1" tourist 
c lu s te rs
Activities
ufstinguisning
soclo-
dem ographlc
characteristics
C luster 1
b 6 . / %
N=68
HEDONIC /  COGNITIVE
C luster 2
43.3%
N=52
SOCIAL /  EMOTIVE- Parents-with children 
in their personal 
group.
“O ther” tourist 
C lusters
Distlngulshlng tourism  
values Activities
■ Overall % for 
“other” 
tourists
Distinguishing
Soclo-
dem ographlc
characteristics
C luste r 3^
32.4%
N= 156
He d o n ic / C o g n it iv e  
In n e r
(46n<xa- had visited.a. 
museum
39.3 Younger, students..
(34.%) had camped 23.5
(314%> had visited a-funfeif 22.0
(50.0%) had visited a wildlife 
attraction
44.3
C luster 4 
42.0%
N=201
PE R SO N A L /E m o tiv e (70.3%) had NOT visited a 
museum
60.7 Parents with children 
In their personal 
group
(85.3%)had NOT camped 71.5
(70.3%) had NOT visited» 
museum
55.7
C lu s te rs
14.1%
M=sa
He d o n ic  /C o g n it iv e
OUTER
(47.3%)had visited »  
museum
39.3 Professional-, no 
Children in their 
personal group(3G.a%) had visited.an art 
gallery
21.2
C luster 6
11.4%
N=55
De -e m p h a s is e r s Older, male
1 5 1
Cluster 5 (Hedonic/ Cognitive outer), a segment with values similar to those of Cluster 
3, were more likely to engage in activities which fulfilled their cognition dominant 
values to learn something abmttmy own country and somewhere well known so  I  can 
tell my friends Of the tourists in this segment, a geater proportion had visited an art 
gallery, 36.8% compared to 21.2% of the overall sample of “other” tourists. Similarly, 
a high percentage of this segment (47.3%) had visited a museum compared with 39.3% 
of the ov^all sample of “other” tourists.
In contrast Cluster 3, (Personal / Emotive) and Cluster 6 (De-emphasisers) were 
indistinguishable in terms of holiday activities.
Tourism Value Clusters And Holiday Activities In St. Andrews
Earlier analysis in this chapter has indicated that the activities earned out in St. 
Andrews and Pitlochry are at least in part situationally contingent, dependent upon the ; 
oj^ortunities- available in these two- places. It may be useful to- examine the activities 
carried out by each market segment at each separate location in order to clarify how 
the tourist values held by each-distinct segment are adapted in different situations-.
Aiialysis of the activities earned out by environmental tounsts to St. Andrews indicates 
that the two environmental tourist value clusters derived were not found to be 
distinguishable in any way in terms of the activities that they engaged in whilst on 
hohday in St. Andrews (Table 34).
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Somewhat similarly, for the four “other” tourist value clusters for St. Andrews, 
tourists were found to differ only in terms of two- activities; namely, having visited an 
art gallery (Cramer’s V=.20231) and having visited a funfair or themepark (Cramer’s 
V=.28190} (Table 34). The touri^n value clusters for tourists to St. Andrews- are 
summarily described in terms of these two distinguishing holiday activities in Table 35.
Table 34 Crosstabulation Of Activities Carried Out By Environmental And "Other” Tourists-In St. AndtvwsBy 
Tourism Value Clusters
Tourist Activity "E nvironm ental' T ourist Segments- “Otheri' T ou ris t Segm ents
%2 = Sig. at: C ram er's V= l2  = Sig. at: C ram er's V=
Golf - — - ■ -
Fishing — - - - - -
Walking — - - - - -
Climbing — — - — - - -  -
Camping — — - - - -
Mountain biking — — - - - -
Leisure Shopping — - - - - -
Toured Around-Sightseeing- — - - - - -
Visited a Museum — — - - - J
Visited, an. Arl Gallery - - - 1QJ51897 .01463 .20231
Been to the Theatre — — - - - -
Nature Watching — — - - - -
Visited a Historical Monument — — — — -
Visited A Wildlife Attraction — - - - - —
Been to a Funfair / Themepark - - - 20.42381 .00014 .28190
Note: Significance levels of %2 coefficients are shown only where these are < 0.05
In particular. Cluster 5 (Hedomc/Cogutive Outer) was characterised by a geater 
proportion of tourists who had visited an art gallery (39.0%), compared with 24.1% of 
the-overall'sample of “other” tourists to- St. Andrews. This behaviour is consistent with 
the cognition dominant tourism values held by this cluster, in particular, to leam  
something abemt my own country. As commented on earlier, art g ^ r i e s  in- St. 
Andrews tend to be small and locally owned, exhibiting landscape paintings by local 
artists.
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Cluster 3 (Hedonic/ Cognitive Inner) was characterised by a geater proportion of 
tourists who had visited a funfair or themepark (34.1%) compared with 23.3% of the 
overall sample of “other” tourists to St. Andrews. This behaviour is also consistent 
with the- dominant values- of this goup-, although^ in contrast to Cluster 5, it is the 
hedonic values oïfun  and excitement which are being fulfilled by this activity.
Table 35 Tourism Value Clusters Sunmtarify Described In Terms Of Their Distinguishvigüolidai: .Activities, 
Domhiant Tourism V a l u e s  And Socio-Demographic Characteristics When Visiting St. M rew s
Environm ental
C lusters
Dominant tourism» 
values
Distinguishing Holiday 
Activities
O veraH% fbf 
environmental 
tou rists  to  St. 
Andrews
D istinguishing Seclo-
dem ographic
characteristics
C luster 1
51.9% 
N=40
HEDONIC /  C o g n it iv e
C luster 2
48.1%
N=37
SOCIAL /  E m o t iv e Parents wittt children in 
their personal group
"O ther"
C lusters
Dominant to u r ia n  
values
Distinguishing Holiday 
Activities
Overall % for 
"other" tou rists  
to  St. Andrews
Distinguishing Soclo-
dem ographic
characteristics
C luster 3
35.4%
N=91
H e d o n ic  /  C o g n it iv e  
INNER
(34.1%) had visited a 
funfair or themepark
23.3 Young, students
C luster 4
37.7%
N = 97
PER»DNAL /  EMOTIVE Parents v/ith children 
in their personal group
C luster 5
16.0%
N=41
HEDONIC /COGNITIVE 
OUTER
(39.0%) had-visited arr 
art gallery
24.1 Professional, no children 
in their personal group
C luster 6
10.9%
N=28
DE-EMPHASISERS O ld e r, m a te
Tourism VakieC4tistef&AndHottdav Activities 4ft Prtk>€rtry
In contrast to- the absence of differences at St. Andrews, mialysis of the activities 
carried out by environmental tourists to Pitlochry indicates that there were two 
differences found between the two environment^ tourist value clusters derived in 
terms of the activities that they engaged in whilst on holiday in Pitlochry; namely, 
nature-watching (Cramer’s. V= 26126) and camping (Cramer’s V=.30373 (Table 36).
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The tourism value clusters for tourists to Pitlochry are summarily described in terms of 
these two distinguishing holiday activities in Table 37, but the ov^all picture-remains 
one of minimal difference between the segments.
Table 36 Crosstabulatim Of Activities Carried OutB\’ Environmental And “Other" Tourists In Pitlochry By 
Tourism Value Clusters
Tourist Activtty “B w lfonm
t2 =
ental" T our 
Sig. at:
1st Scgm cnts- 
C ram er’s  V=
"Ottt
l2  =
ef" T ourist Se 
Sig. at:
'qm ent»  
Cramer’s  V= '
Golf- — - - -
Fishing — - • - - - -
Walking — — - - - -
Climbing- — — - - — —
Camping 5.93498 .01484 .30373 9.84806 .01990 .20968
Mountain biking — - - - -
Leisure Shopping — - - - - -
Toured Around Sightseeing — — - - - —
Visited a Museum — - - - - _ l
Visited, an Art. Gallery — — - - - -
Been to the Theatre — - - - - —
Nature Watching 4.07067 .04363 .26126 - - -
Visited a Historical Monument — — - — —
Visited A Wildlife Attraction — - - 13.56925 .00355 .24612
Been to a Funfair / Themepark - - - - ■ - —
Note: Significance levels of %2 coefficients are shown only where these are < 0.06
Of the- two environmental tourism value clusters. Cluster 2 ( Environmental 
Social/Emotive) was characterised by a slightly disproportionate number of tourists 
who had been nature-watching (8^.2%) compared with 77.9% of environmental 
tourists to Pitlochry in Cluster 1. Cluster 1 (Environmental Hedonic/Cognitive) was 
characterised by a geater proportion o i tourists to  Pitlochry who had camped, 6(1.0% 
of tourists in Cluster 1 had camped, compared with 45.5% of environmental tourists 
to  Pitlochry in Cluster 2.
For the- four “other” tourist value clusters for Pitlochry, two activities discriminated 
between segments: camping (Cramer’s V=.20968) and having visited a wildlife 
attraction (Cramer’s V=.24612) (Table-37).
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Table 37 Tourism Value Clusters Summarily Described In Tetms O f Their Distinguishing Holiday Activities,
Dominant Tourism Values And Socio-Demograpltic Ovaracteristics When VisitingPiilocluy
Environm ental
C luste rs
Dominant tourism  
values.
Distinguishing Holiday 
Activities.
Overall % for 
environm ental 
fourfsfs to 
Pitlochry
Distinguishing Socio-
dem ographic
characteristics
C luster 1
65.1%
N=2&
HEDONIC /  COGNITIVE (60K3%> had been- 
camping
45.5
C luster 2
34.9%
N=15
SOCIAL /  E m o tiv e (89.2%) had been 
natucerwaiching.
77.9 Parents with children in 
their pecsooaLgroup
"O ther"
C lusters
Dominant tourism  
values
Distinguishing Holiday 
Activities
Overall % for 
"otherV tou rists 
to  Pitlochry
Distinguishing Soclo-
dem ographic.
characteristics
C lu s te r}
29.0%
N ^6 5
HEDONIC/COGNITIVE
In n e r
(44.6%> had visited- a 
wildlife attraction
29.5 Young, students-
(5Q.a%)had been, 
camping
42J3
C luster 4
46.9%
N=105
PERSONAL /  E m o tiv e Parents with children 
in their, personal.group
C lu s te r s
12.1%
N=27
HEDONIC /C o g n it iv e  
O u t e r
Professionai, no children 
In their personal group
C luster 6
12.1%
N=27
DE-EMPHASISERS Older, male-
----------------------------------H
In particular. Cluster 3 (Hedonic/ Cognitive- Inner), was characterised by a 
disproportionate number of tourists who had visited a wildlife attraction (44.6%), 
compared with 29.5% of the overah smnple of “other” tourists to-Pitlochry. Similarly, 
Cluster 3 contained a geater proportion of tourists who had gone camping 50.8% of 
the tourists in this segment reported co p in g  compared with 42.0% of the- overall 
sample of “other” tourists to Pitlochry.
Summary
This chapter has examined the affect of tourism values on holidaymaking behaviour, in
particular the activities engaged in whilst on hohday. The tourism value segmentation
developed in Chapter 5 was used to further vëidate the vËue segmentation in terms
of behaviour. As discussed in Chapter 1, values may be fulfilled through their
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adaptation to any particular situation, and for this reason the effect of specific place on 
holiday activities was also considered. The analysis has- shown that the differences 
between the two towns were insubstantial for all but two activities, namely camping 
(Cramer’s V = 28778) and having visited a museum (Cramer’s V = .20006) In the 
light of these absent or insubstantial differences, situationality may be more pertinent to 
comparisons of more dissimilar urban ^vironments, such as large cities- and dither of 
the two survey towns.
Likewise, when disaggegated into- segments, althou^ the activity profiles for the 
segments in aggegate is much the same, in some situations segments holding the same 
values will undertake different activities. However, the analysis also- indicates- that 
whilst some differences do exist between the activities undertaken in the two towns 
there is alse quite a strong degee of generality of activities across the segments. 
Walking, leisure shopping, nature-watching, touring around sightseeing and visiting 
historical monuments are activities'that are genetically popular amongst these tourists 
to Scotland, irrespective of dominant tourism values or specific location. The 
environment of Scotlmd as a holiday destinatkm facilitates these activities: indeed, 
they have consistently been found to be the most popular activities amongst tourists to 
Scotland (STB, 1996) This further supports an interpretation that individuals adapt 
their values to a particular environment and situation or are deterred to other places 
earlier in the process of decision making if adaptation is considered unwanted.
From the analysis in this chapter, it is clear that values do have some influence on the 
activities undertaken on holiday. Tourism- values are adapted to- a particular âtuation 
and environment and the activities engaged in will be those that fulfil tourism values
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and are facilitated by the immediate environment. Tourism activities then are, as 
hypothesised, in part situationally contingent, guided by contextual (i.e. tourism) 
values.
Equally, it is apparent that the-opportunities present in a specific environment will also 
shape tourist behaviour. As such, activities can be seen as both a “demand side” 
(value) phoiomenon, and a “supply side” (opportunities) phenomenon.
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CHAPTER 8
AFFECTIVE ATTACHMENT TO ST. ANDREWS AND 
PITLOCHRY AMONGST ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
“OTHER” TOURISTS
1 5 9
Environmental And "Other" Tourists - Attachment Ta Scotland
Few previous tourism studies have examined the concept of affective attachment to 
place by tourists. Williams et al (1992) in their study of place attachment to wilderness 
areas used Likert scales to assess both the degree of attachment to study areas (Caney 
Creek, Cohutta, Rattlesnake and Upland Island) and the degee of attachment to 
wilderness places as a class of setting. Kaltenbom (1997) in his study of place 
attachment among recreation homeowners in Norway uses similar Likert scales to 
measure-place attachment and place attributes. Prentice et al (1994) in their study of 
endearment behaviour of tourists to Gower, Wales, also used Likert scales to assess 
the degee of interaction with the local community and place. Attachment to  place has 
been more usually defined for residents, homes, community and neighbourhood rather 
than for tourists (see for example Fddman, 1990).
In common with these past tourism studies, the present study used six place and 
“natural environment” attachment statements. The questions were rated on a five point 
Likert scale ranging fi-om “strongly agee” to “strongly disagee”. The “ natural 
environment” attachment statements included were: /  find  that a lot efm y hoUdays-are 
organised around areas o f natural beauty and To me, this area represents a typical 
Scottish landscape. The place attachment questions included were: I  am very fond o f 
(place^), it means a lot to me; I  love to visit Scotland; (Place) is unique, I  wouldn ’t 
substitute any other place fo r doing the type o f things I  do here; (Place) is a typical
* Note: Place =• Pitlochry or St Andrews as appropriate.
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Scottish town. These statements were derived from qualitative interviews carried out 
with tourists in the exploratory stage of this study (See Chapter 2).
The tourist environmental value index which was used to categorise tourists into 
environm^al tourists and “other” tourists in Chapter S, was found to- be aasoeiated 
with the place attachment scales for visiting Scotland. There were also extensive but 
individually weak differences in levels of place- attachment to- Scotland between the 
goups of environmental tourists and “other” tourists as indicated by the Cramer’s V 
strengh of association coefficients (Table 38).
Table 38 Crosstabulation Of The Six Place Attachment Statements For Environmental And “Other" Tourists To 
Scotland
Place-attachm ent sta tem en ts “E nvlronm cntaP
tourists
" O th e r
tou rists
X2"statisties-
Strongly. 
agree %
Strongly 
agree %
Slg^atL Cramer’S-V=
1 am very fond of (place), it means a lot 
to me
44 2 31..U 9.62542 .04723- .12665
1 love to visit Ceotlsnd 85:8 63.2 23.03997 .00012 .19580
(Place) is a_typlcal Scottish town 35.0 27.4 • — — • —
(Place) is unique, 1 wouldn't sulostitute 
any ottier place for doing the type of 
things 1 do here
31.7 18.9 10.55407 .03206 .13252
1 find that a lot of my holidays are 
organised around areas of natural iseauty
86.7 37.5 9417409 .00000 .39685
To me, this area represents a typical 
Scottish landscape
48.3 34.5 10.23313 .03668 .13049
Note; Significance levels of %2 coefflcients.are-shai«vonfy where these  are < 0.05
However, one strong effect was found for the statement I  find  that a lot o f my 
holidays are organised arenmd areas- o f natural beauty (Cramer’s V = .39585). 
Environmental tourists were much more likely to strongly agee with this statement. Of 
the-environmental tourist goup, 86.7%-strongly ageed with this statement compared 
with 37.8% of “other” tourists: Strong ageement with this statement is as expected
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given the high importance that this goup of tourists place on the values of to be closer 
to nature and freedom in dperr spaces. However, it is not clear from this analysis 
whether the strong attachment is to areas of natural beauty genetically, which would 
make it more- likely that these environmental tourists to- Scotland- would substitute 
Scotland for other areas of natural beauty, or, whether the attachment is to the specific 
place; i.e: to St. Andrews or Pitlochry.
Environmental And "Other” Tourists And Attachment To Place
The previous two chapters have shown that the “setting” is very important to both 
environmental tourists and “other” tourists to- Scotland. Both environmental- and 
“other” tourists were found to place strong importance on the attractive, natural 
environmait of the two-towns. The setting is the context wkhin whicb tourist activity 
takes place and it can not only facilitate or limit the tourism activities that occur but 
also the quality of the tourian experience-. If, as has been demonstrated, tourism values 
influence destination choice, fulfilment of these values and satisfaction will be 
dependent upon-the-setting and the opportunitiesit presents
The analysis of the two settings pertinent to the present study (namely Pitlochry and 
St. Andrews) has focused on a multi-attribute approach; that is, it has identified the 
features and amenities of the two settings which will satisfy the tourism values and 
goals of the- tourists who visit them. This has been the prevailing approach in the 
research examining nature based or ecotourists discussed in Chapter 5; for example 
Obua and Harding’s (1996) study of viators to  Kibale National Park, Uganda,
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Jurowski et al’s (1995) study of visitors to Biscayne Bay National Park, and Saleh and 
Karwaeki’s (1996) study of Ecotourists to Grassland National Park. The-settings or 
destinations examined in these studies are represented as collections of features or 
attributes, the gmcral view being that if the attributes and amenities that are-attractive 
to tourists who visit wilderness or “ecotourist” destinations can be identified, the 
problem of designing, developing, promoting and sustmmng a particular setting is 
reduced to that of identifying the most valued and optimal combination of attributes for 
that market segment.
Other research (Williams 1988-; Wdliams et al 1992; Kaltenbom 1997) views the multi­
attribute approach to recreation settings as inadequate and problematic. Its limitations 
being based on the emphasis that this a^^oach puts on settings as m e^s rather than 
ends; settings and places are seen as interchangeable provided that the alternative 
provides a similar combination of attributes, thus ignoring the fact that recreation 
settings are often unique places that cannot be designed or replicated. Thereby, the 
affective “consumption” of unique place-becomes of potential interest.
The level of attachment that an individual feels towards a place or setting may reduce 
the-wdhngness to substitute settings and m% increase the level of concern regarding 
how a place is used. Attachment to a place may be reflected in the different ways that 
individuals interact with a setting. For example, Williams (1988) in his study measuring 
similarity in outdoor recreation activities suggested three primary modes of outdoor 
recreation ^perience: activities, companions and settings. In his framework, the 
setting may be central to the experience for some, but only a background for achieving
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activity or social goals for others. Williams suggested that attachment is likely to be 
greater amongst individuals who focus on the^  setting itself relative-to other aspects of 
the recreational experience.
This raises some interesting points for the present study. The past twa chapters have 
shown that tourists who can be grouped by their environmental values are 
distinguishable to a far lesser actent than “other” tourists by the importance-that they 
place on particular attributes of a place, or activities that they engage in whilst visiting. 
Segments of the “other” tourists have been found to  identify a wide variety of place 
attributes and activities that were disproportionately important to them when they 
chose to visit the area, such as ease o f access from  heme, the area is good- fo r  
children, I  liked it when I  have been before, the area is good fo r walks and the 
attractive, natural setting. In contrast, the segments of environmental tourists have not 
been found to place disproportionate importance on any particular attribute in either of 
the two towns. This may be because their tourism values are fulfilled through- an 
emotional attachment to a specific place, Pitlochry or St. Andrews. Equally, it may be 
an attractive-natural environment as a “setting” that fulfils their dominant tourism 
values rather than the particular attributes of a specific place or the activities it 
facilitates.
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Place Attachment Amongst Environmental And Other Tourists To St. 
Andrews
There were few differences between environmental and “other” tourists to St. 
Andrews (Table 39) in terms of attachment to St. Andrews. Two statements were 
discriminating, /  find  that a lot o f my holidays are organised around areas o f natural 
beauty (Cramer’s V = .39084)  ^and to me, this area represents a typical Scottish 
landscape (Cramer’s V = .20359). Both of these statements were more strongly 
agreed with by the group of environmental tourists. Of the group of environmental 
tourists to St. Andrews, 88.4% strongly agreed with the statement / find  that a lot o f 
my holidays are organised around areas o f natural beauty, compared with 342%  of 
“other” tourists to St. Andrews. Similarly, of the group of environmental tourists to 
St. Andrews, 34.9% strongly agreed with the statement to-me, this area represents a 
typical Scottish landscape, compared with 19.8% of “other” tourists to St. Andrews.
Table 39~ Crosstabulation Of The Six Place A ttachment Statements ForEnvironmental And “Other" Tourists To 
St. Andrews
P lace  attachm ent sta tem en ts “EmdronmentaP*
tourists
“Othef"
tourists
j2  s ta tistlee
Strongly 
agree %
Strongly 
agree %
%2= Slg^atL Cramer’S-V=
1 am very fond of St. Andrews, it means 
a lot to me
3U2 31.5. - - -
1 love to visit Scotland 7S.7 59:9- - -
SL Andrews Is a ^ l o a l  Scottish town 32.6 2 4 5 - - -
St. Andrews is unique, 1 wouldn’t 
substitute any other place for doing the 
type of things 1 do here
23.3 23.0
■
1 find that a-loLof my holidays ace 
organised around areas of natural beauty
88.4- 3 4 2 45.82594 00000. .39084
To me, this area represents a typical 
Scottish landscape
34.9 19.8 12.43489 .01440 .20359
Note: Significance levels of %2 coefficients are shown only where these are < 0.05
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Place Attachment Amongst Environmental And Other Tourists To 
Pitlochfv
In contrast to St.. Andrews, there were extensive differences between levels of place 
attachment to Pitlochry between environmental and “other” tourists to Pitlochry (Table 
40). These effects were found for the statements; /  am very fond o f Pitlochry, it 
means a lot to  me (Cramer’s V = .20^134) /  love to  visit Scotland (Crmner’s V = 
.24153) Pitlochry is unique, I  wouldn 't substitute any other place fo r doing the type o f 
things I  do here (Cramer’s V = .24518), and I  find  that a  lot c f  rrty holidctys are 
organised around areas o f natural beauty (Cramer’s V = .38675).
Table.40 Crosstabulation Of The Six Place Attachment Statements  ^For Emrtronmentat And “Other” Tourists To 
Pitlochry
Place  attachm ent statements^ “E nvlronm entar
tourists
“O ther'’
tou rists
%2 statlsW ee
Strongly 
agree %
Strongly 
agree %
Z2=- Slg^ati Cramer’s.V?
1 am very fond of Pitlochry, it means 
a lot to me
51.9 3 t.7 12.20130 .00672 .20134
r love to-visit Scoëamd 90.9- 67.0- 17.5587 .00150- .24153
Pitlochry is.a.typicai Soottish town 36.4 30.8 - - -
Pitlochry is unique, 1 wouldn’t 
substitute any other place for doing 
the type of things 1 do here
36.4 14.3 18.09377 .00118 .24518
1 find that a-lot of my holidays, are  
organised around areas of natural 
beauty
85.7 42.9 45.02302. .00000. .38675
To me, this area represents a typical 
Scottish landscape
55.6 51-.S — —
Note: Significance levels of coefficients are shown only where these are < 0.05.
Similar to St. Andrews, it was found to  be-the ^oup- of environmental tourists who 
agreed most strongly with these statements.
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Of the environmental tourists to Pitlochry, 51.9% strongly agreed with the statement /  
am very fond o f Pitlochry, it means a lot-to-me, compared with 31.7% of “other” 
tourists to Pitlochry. Of the environmental tourists to Pitlochry, 90.9%, strongly 
agreed with the statement I love to visit Scotland, compared Avith 67.0% of other 
tourists to Pitlochry. Of the environmental tourists to Pitlochry, 36.4% strongly 
agreed with the statanent Pitlochry is tmiqne, I  wouldn't-substitute any other place 
fo r doing the type o f things I  do here, compared with 14.3% of “other” tourists to 
Pitlochry. Of the environmental tourists to Pitlochry, 85.7%% strongly agreed with 
the statement /  find  that a lot o f my holidays are organised around areas o f natural 
beauty, con^>ared with 42.0% of “other” tourists to  Pitlochry.
The strong relationship between the “natural environment” attachment questions and 
the group of environmental tourists would suggest that these tourists are strongly 
attached to areas of natural beauty and that for them, “naturally” beautiful areas may 
be substitutable. However, the associations between the place attachment scales and 
environmental tourists to Pitlochry are also strong, indicating that Pitlochry or a similar 
Scottish environment may be less-substitutable to  this group of touri^ . However, it 
should be noted that the extent of substitutability pertains here: for these tourists the 
Tay V ^ey  is unique and clearly these tourists have visited more than-once, but that is 
not to suggest that they would not go elsewhere Rather, it does imply that repeat 
visits are-more likely amongst tins group. Similarly, Williams et al (19^92) found that 
high wilderness attachment was often associated with high place attachment, indicating 
that tourists are- often attached to both place- and wilderness. The Scottish Tourist 
Board is recommended on the present findings to develop environmental tourism more
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fully so to facilitate greater place attachment, and repeat visiting by tourists who, 
through their attachment may have increased levels of concern about the m^ ea and-how 
it is used.
Activities^ Anti Attachment To Place
Williams et al (1992) in their study of attachment to place amongst wddemess users 
examined the effect of activity-focused and place-focused visitors on their levels of 
place and wilderness attachment. As might be expected, the study found that visitors 
who were place- focused had significantly higher place attachment scores than those 
visitors that were activity-focused. Similarly, strong wddemess attachment was more 
likely to be associated with place-focused visitors than activity-focused visitors. 
Specific activities measured in Williams et ai (1992} study were restricted to  those 
which were common in the wddemess study sites used, namely, hunting, fishing, hiking 
and nature study. Wddemess attachment was found to  be stronger amongst those 
participating in nature study. Prentice et al (1994) in their study of tourist’s 
endearment to  Gower, found that place endearment was effected through generalist 
and informal activities.
Activities^ kv St. Andrews  ^And Pitlochfv And- Attachment Ta Place
There were some significant differences between the environmental and “other” 
tourists’ in termsof the effect of place attachment on their activities. The relationships
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between activities and place and “natural environment” attachment are presented in 
Table 41 for St. Andrews.
For the group of environmental, tourists, three effects were found for the activities, 
camping, mountainbiking, and visited a funfair (Table 41). These effects were all found 
to be negatively associated with strong attachment to the “natural” environment. That 
is, environmental tourists who had not done these activities tended to display stronger 
attachment to the “natural” environment.
Of the environmental tourists to St. Andrews who strongly agreed with the statement 
I  find  that a lot o f my hotidoys are organised around areas o f natural beauty, none 
had been camping, compared with 36.1% of environmental tourists who did not 
strongly agree with this- statement. Similarly, this-statement was-found to be negatively 
associated with visiting a funfair. Of the environmental tourists to St. Andrews who 
strongly agreed with this statement, 66.7%- had been to- a funfair, compared with 
94.1% of environmental tourists who did not strongly agree with this statement.
Of the envhomnental tourists to St. Andrews who strongly agreed with the statement 
To me, this area represents a typical Scottish Landscape, none had been 
mountainbüdng, comp^ed with 80.5% of environmental tourists who did not strongly 
agree with this statement. Similarly, of the environmental tourists to St. Andrews who 
strongly agreed with this statement 55.6% had been to the funfair, compared with 
82.4% of environmental tourists who did not strongly agree that to them the area 
represented a typical Scottish laidscape.
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Strong attachment to the “natural environment” amongst these environmental tourists 
was found when they had not participated in climbing, visiting a funfair and 
mountainbiking. These results are not unexpected, as discussed in the previous chapter, 
these activities are-not usually associated with environmental or nature based tourists 
and these are not activities that are necessarily facilitated by an attractive, natural 
environment setting. Mountainbiking, although a-physical activity is-viewed by many 
nature based tourists or ecotourists as a “consumptive” activity which has a 
detrimental- effect on the environment (Jackson^ 1986): Siradarly, although camping 
has been found in past tourism studies to be often participated in by nature based or 
environmental touristy inr Scotland, much camping is on organised and regulated rites, 
not in unserviced and remote locations. Additionally, it hias been shown in the last three 
chapters- of the present study that the environmental tourists identified ate not one 
homogeneous subset of tourists, but that they can be further distinguished on the basis 
of their secondary values. In the present study, the two- segments of envircmmental 
tourists identified have different secondary value orientations supplementing their 
strong envircmmental vriues-, namely, Hedc^c/ Cognitive values- and Social/Emotive 
values. It may be that the environmental tourists with secondary hedonic values are 
more activity focused as- a means- of satisfying these values-, and, as suggested by 
Williams et al, 1992, consequently, less place attached than the other group of 
environment^ tourists with more “affective^’, «nt^ional values.
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Table 41 Crosstabulatian Of Holiday Activities By The Six Place Attachment Statements For Environmental 
And “Other” Tourists To St. Andrews
"Environm ental" tourists T ourist Activity
Place attachm ent statem ents camping visited a funfair ■ Mountainbiking
1 am very fond of St. Andrews, it 
means a lot to me
— —
1 love to visit Scotland — — —
St. Andrews Is a typical Scottish 
town
— — —
St. Andrews is unique, 1 wouldn’t 
substitute any other place for doing 
the type of things 1 do here
1 find that a lot of my holidays are 
organised around areas of natural 
beauty
6.42707
.04021
.38661-
To me, this area represents a 
typical Scottish landscape
8.89902
.03066.
.45492-
7.79796
.02026
.42585-
10.88923
.02784
.50323-
“O ther” tou rists Tourist Activity
Place attachm ent statem ents walking
Nafure
watching
' leisure 
shopping
Visited a wiidiife 
attraction
visited a 
funfair
1 am very fond of St. Andrews, it 
means a lot to me
- 9.98151 
.04074 
.197004-
10.18261
.03746
.19906+
1 love to visit Scotland 6.71935
.03326
.18419»'
13.21947
.01025
.226004-
St. Andrews is a typical Scottish 
town
St. Andrews, is  unique, 1 wouldn’t 
sut)stitute any other place for doing 
the type of things 1 do here
17.50257
.00054
.26097+
1 find that a lot of my holidays are 
organised around areas of natural 
beauty
13.22935
.01021
.226884-
To me, this area represents a 
typical Scottish, landscape.
. —
_ i
Pearson's %2 value, Pearson’s  %2 significance, Cramer’s  V / Direction of effect; + Dit’ect effect, - Inverse effect 
Note: Significance levels of %2 coefficients are shown only.where these are < O.GG-
For the group of “other” tourists to St. Andrews, extensive effects were found for the 
activities, walking, naturewatehing, leisure shopping, having visited a wildlife 
attraction and having visited a funfair. These effects were individually much weaker 
than those found for the group of environmental tourists as indicated by the Cramer’s 
V strength of association coefficients (Table 41).
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For the statement /  am very foiid o f St. Andrews, it means a lot to me, effects were 
found for the activities, leisure shopping (Cramer’s V = .19708) and visited a funfair 
(Cramer’s V = .19905). Of the “other” tourists who strongly agreed that they were 
very fond of St. Andrews, 45.0% had been to a funfair, compared with 27.4% of 
“other” tourists who did not strongly ag’ee with this statement. Similarly, of all the 
“other” tourists who strongly agreed with the statement /  am very fond o f St. Andrews 
it means a lot to me, 35.0% had been leisure shopping, cmnpared with 12.5% of 
“other” tourists who did not strongly agree with this statement.
For the statement, St. Andrews is unique, I  wouldn’t sitbstitute any other place for the 
type o f things I  do here, one effect was found for the activity, having visited a funfair 
(Cramer’s V = .26097). Of the “other” tourists to St. Andrews who strongly agreed 
with this statement, 36.7% had been to the funfair, compared with 18.8% of “other” 
tourists who did not strongly agree that St. Andrews is unique.
Affective attachment as fondness for St. Andrews amongst these tourists is related to 
the towns unique ability to facilitate the activities of leisure shopping and visiting a 
funfair. St. Andrews is well known for its’ range of small shops, many specialising in 
unique golfing items and academic history books and papers. Also-contributing to-this 
“uniqueness”, is the Lammas Fair, an annual event unique to St. Andrews, which takes 
place in August (during the period of survey).
Some effects of place attachment were also found for the activities, walking (Cramer’s 
V =.18419), having visited a wildlife attraction (Cramer’s V — .22680) and 
naturewatehing (Cramer’s V = .22688) respectively. Of the “other” tourists to St.
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Andrews who strongly agreed with the statement /  love to visit Scotland, 62.0% had 
been walking, compared with 42.9% of “other” tourists who did not strongly a^ee 
with this statement. Similarly, of the “other” tourists to St. Andrews who strongly 
agreed with this- statement, 25.5%. had visited a wildlife attraction^ compared with 
15.6% of “other” tourists who did not strongly agree that they loved to visit Scotland. 
Of the-“other” tourists to St. Andrews who-strongly agreed with the statement /  find  
that a lot o f my holidays are organised around areas o f natural beauty, 43.8% had 
been naturewatehing, compared with 25.7% of “other” tourists who did not strongly 
agree that a lot of their holidays were organised around areas of natural beauty.
It is interesting to note, that amongst “other” tourists to St. Andrews, the effect of 
attachment to place on activities appears to be on two distinct levels, attachment to St. 
Andrews, specifically, and attachment to Scotland generally. Tourists who strongly 
agreed with the statement I  love to visit Scotland were likely to participate in the 
activities walking, naturewatehing and visiting ar wildlife attraction. As- discussed in 
Chapters 2 and 7 of the present study, these activities are amongst those most 
commonly carried out by visitors to  Scotland Attachment to  Scotland the% is as a 
place which facilitates these activities. On a more specific level, these tourists are also 
attached to St. Andrews-itsdf as a  place where they can participate in unique activities 
such as visiting the Lammas Fair and a particular type of leisure shopping.
Analysis of the rix place attachment statements with the holiday activities carried out in 
Pitlochry by environmental and “other” tourists indicates that. activities undertaken
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differed for the two principal types of tourists in terms of their expressed place 
attachment or attachment to the “natural environment”(Table 42}:
For the group of environmental tourists to Pitlochry, some effects of attachment to 
place- and to the “natural environment” were found for the activities, toured around 
sightseeing, walking, been to the theatre and naturewatehing.
Table 42 Crosstabulation Of Holiday Activities By The SixPlace .Attachment Statements For Environmental 
And “Other” Tourists To Pitlochr\>
“Environm ental” tourists Tourist Activity
n
Place attachm ent statem ents Toured around 
sightseeing
Walking Been to the 
theatre
Camping Nature-watching
1 am very fond of Pitlochry, It 
means a lot to me
6534.17
.03617
.3^92-
—
1 love to visit Scotland 9.94583
.00692
.38940+
—
Pitlochry is a typical Scottish town 12.25940 
.01552 
.39901 +
—
Pitlochry is unique, 1 wouldn't 
substitute any other place for doing 
the type of things 1 do here
11.12690
.02517
.38014+
—
1 find that a lot of my holidays are 
organised around areas of natural 
beauty
8.84583-
.03141
.33804-
903051.
.02889
.34246+
To me, this area represents a 
typical Scottish landscape
- — - - -
“O ther” tou rists Tourist Activity
Place attachm ent statem ents Toured around si i^tseeing Walking
1 am very fond-of Pitlochry; it 
means a lotto me
13.79184
.00799
.24813+
—
1 love to visit Scotland -
Pitlochry is a typical Scottish town - -
Pitlochry is  unique, 1 wouldnl 
substitute any other place for doing 
the type of things 1 do here
—
1 find that a lot of my holidays are 
organised around areas of natural 
beauty
—
To me, this area represents a 
typical Scottish landscape
14.91014
.00489
.25800+
Note; Significance levels of %2 coefficients are shown only where these are < 0.05
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Some strong effects of place attachment were found for the activities, having been to 
the theatre (Cramer’s V =.38014-) æid walking (Cramer’s- V =.3-5940)- Of the 
environmental tourists to Pitlochry who strongly agreed with the statement, Pitlochry 
IS unique, I  w m ldu’t subsmute any other place fo r doing the type o f things I  du-kere, 
60.0% had been to the theatre, compared with 32.8% of environmental tourists who 
did not strongly agree with tWs statement. Similarly, of all the environmental tourists 
to Pitlochry who strongly agreed with the statement /  love to visit Scotland, 93.1% 
had been walking, compared witb 60.0%- of environmental tourists- who- did not 
strongly agree with this statement.
A strong effect of attachment to-the “natural environment” was-found for the activity, 
naturewatehing (Cramer’s V=.34246). Of the environmental tourists to Pitlochry who 
strongly a^eed with the statement I  fin d  that a lot o f my holidays are organised 
around areas o f natural beauty, 90.0% had been naturewatehing, compared with 
60.6% cff environmental who-did not strongly agree with this-statement.
Similar to the findings for tourists to St. Andrews, these tourists feel a strong level of 
attachment toPitlochry for its ability to facilitate ar unique activity, in this ease, visiting 
the theatre. As noted in Chapter 2 of the present study. The Festival Theatre in 
Pitloetey is well known for the high quality of the performances staged there which 
are often works by Scottish authors which could not be seen anywhere else. During the 
summer season  ^the progrmnme of events at the theatre changes fi^e'quently, permitting 
holidaymakers to the town to potentially see several different works during their stay.
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The activity, toured around sightseeing was found to be an exception to the generally 
positive effects of attachment to Pitlochry the place, and-to-the “natural environment” 
as a class of places on the activities carried out there. Strong agreement with the 
statement I  am very fond cfP itloehry, it meems alert terme (Cramer’s V =.38392) was 
found to be associated with those tourists who had not toured around sightseeing, 
14.3% environmental tourists to Pitlochry who strongly agreed that they were- very 
fond of Pitlochry had been touring, compared with 55.0% of environmental tourists 
who did net- strongly agree with this statement. Simüarly, of the environmental tourists 
to Pitlochry who strongly agreed with the statement /  find  that a lot o f my holidays 
are organised around areas o f natured beemty, 5-7.1% had toured around sightseeing, 
compared with 88.6% of environmental who did not strongly agree with this 
statMnent.
This strong attachment to  both Ktlochry and to  the “naturri  ^environment” having a 
negative effect on the propensity to tour around sightseeing may suggest that for 
these tourists, their dominant environmental tourism values and their secondary values 
are fulfilled by Pitlochry and its environs and they do not feel the need to travel 
elsewhere. Therefore, for this group Pitlochry may not be earily substituted- as a 
holiday destination.
For the group of “other” tourists to  Pitlochry, only two effects of attachment to  place 
or to the “natural environment” were found for the activities, toured around 
sightseeing (Cramer’s V = ,24813-) «id walkmg (Cramer’s  V = .2580ff> Of the 
“other” tourists to Pitlochry who strongly agreed with the statement to me, this area
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represents a typical Scottish landscape, 76.9% had been walking, compared with 
49; 8% of “other” tourists who did not strongly agree-with this statement.
As was the case for environmental tourists to Pitlochry, the activity toured around 
sightseeing was again found to be negatively associated with strcmg attachment to 
place. Of the “other” tourists to Pitlochiy who strongly agreed with the statement I  
^  o f Pitlochry, it means a lot to  me , 47.3% had toured around
sightseeing, compared with 87.0% of “other” tourists who did not strongly agree with 
this statement. This further supports an interpretation that Pitlochry m ^  not be easily 
substituted as a holiday destination for these tourists as they do not feel the need to 
tour around elsewhere-tofulfil their tourism v ^ e s .
Socio- Demographic Characteristics As Determinants Of Attachment To
Place
Williams et at (1992> in their study of plaee-attaehment amongst wsitorsto wddemess 
areas found that only a few socio-demographic characteristics were related to place 
attachm ^ or attachment to  wilderness «-eas. HBgher levels place attachment were 
consistently related to lower education and income across all study sites, whdst higher 
levels of attachment to  wddemess were found to be- rdated to  higher educational 
attainment. Higher levels of place attachment were more likely amongst those who had 
travelled in a g^oup, with friends or famdy.
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The effects of socio-demographics on place attachment amongst tourists to St. 
Andrews are few (Table 43). Some effects were found for the socio-demo^aphic 
variables, age and educational attainment. For the group of environmental tourists to 
St. Andrews, fondness for the town was found to  be. related to older age of the 
respondents (Cramer’s V = .47424). Of the environmental tourists to St. Andrews, 
60.6% of those who were aged 51 and over, strongly agreed that they were very fond 
of St. Andrews, compared with 39.4% of all other environmental tourists. For the 
group of “other” tourists, older age was simdarly related to the statements 
Andrews is unique, I  wouldn't substitute any other place for the type o f things I  do 
here (Cramer’s V = .21422) and / find  that a lot o f my holidcys are organised around 
areas o f natural beauty (Cramer’s V = .20715). Of the “other” tourists to St. Andrews 
who wCTe aged 51 and over, 52.4% strcmgly a^eed that St: Andrews is unique, I  
wouldn't substitute any other place for the type o f things I  do here, compared with 
47.6% of all “other” tourists. Of the “other” touriststo- St. Andrews who-were aged 51 
and over, 62.5% strongly agreed that /  find  that a lot o f my holidays are organised 
around areas o f natural beauty, ccnnp«ed with 37.5% of “other” tourists to St. 
Andrews.
For the group of “other?’ tourists to St. Andrews, lower educational attainments were 
found to be associated with higher levels of place attachment, consistent with the 
findings of Williams et al (1992). Of the “other” tourists to- St. Andrews-who were 
educated to higher education standard or below, 59.3% strongly agreed with the 
statement St. Andrews is unique, I  woukbi’t substitute any other place fo r the type o f
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things I  do here, compared with 40.7% of “other” tourists who were educated to 
degree level or above.
Table ts Crosstabulation Of Socio-Demographic Variables By The She Place Atatchment Statements For 
Environmental And “Other" Tourists To St. Andrews
“Environmental” ^tourists. “Other” tourists.
Socio-dem ographic characteristics Age Educational
attainment
Age Educational
attainment
Piace attachm ent statem ents ‘
1 am very fondof S t  Andravs, It means, a. 
lot to me
2901229
.04822
.47424 ■
St. Andrews is a.typical Scottish town — — — —
St. Andrews is unique, 1 wouldn't sulostitute 
any other place for doing thetype^of things 1 
do here
33.01597
.03360-
.43812
47.17722
.ŒB49
.21422
39.28308
.00615
.19548
1 find that a  lot of my holidays are organised 
around areas of natural beauty
44.11178
.00740
.20715
To me, this area represents a typical 
Scottish landscape
— — — —
Note-: Significance-tevel&of %2 coefficients-are-shown^onty wtiere-these are-<-a05
For the group of environmental tourists to St. Andrews, stronger attachment to place 
was also found to be associated with lower educationrir attainment. Of the 
environmental tourists to St. Andrews who were educated to higher education 
standard or below, 73.3% strongly agreed with the-statement St. Andrews is unique, I  
wouldn’t substitute any other place fo r the type o f things I  do here, compared with 
26.7% of all other environment^^ tomists.
Few differences were found for the effect of socio- demographic variables on levels of 
place- attachment to Pitlochry. The- effects that were- found were- similar to- those 
reported for tourists to St. Andrews and were associated with age, educational 
attainments and presence of children in the personal group (Table 44).
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Most of the effects were found for the age of respondent, which is in contrast to 
Williams- et al- (1992} who- found no- significant effects-related to- age. Similar to- the 
findings for St. Andrews, strong place attachment amongst both environmental and 
“othe^’ tourists was found to  be associated with older age of the respondent. Of the 
environmental tourists to Pitlochry who were aged 51 or over, 77.5% strongly agreed 
with the statement /  am very fond o f Scotland, it means a lot to- me, compared with 
22.5% of all other environmental tourists. Similarly, of the environmental tourists to 
Pitlochry who were aged 51- or over, 62.8-% strongly agreed with the statement. To 
me, this area represents a typical Scottish landscape, compared with 37.2% of all 
other environmental tourists.
Table 44 Crosstabulation Of Socio-Demographic Variables By The Six Place Attachmoft Statements For 
Environmental And “Other" Tourists To Pitlochry
" Eilvtro n m e n ta r  tourists “Other**^  tourists
SociOT<Jemographlc characteristics. Age. . Educational, 
attainment
.. Presence of 
children in 
pereaad. 
group
Age . Educational, 
attainment
Place attachm ent statem ents
1 am very fond of Pitlochry, it means a 
lot to me
3627160
.01547
.37952
10:55083
.01442
370T7
Pitlochry Is a typical Scottish town 35.81893
.01615.
.34102
61.35575
00000
.26168
Pitlochry is unique, 1 wouldn't sut)stitute 
any other ptace.for doing the type of 
things 1 do here
-
46.44473
.00391
.22767
-
1 find that a lot of my holidays are- 
organised around areas of natural Iseauty
3 2 .4 3 ^
.03884
.19027
To me, this area represents a typical 
Scottish landscape .00067
.434T4
58.52890-
.00010
.25558
Note: Significance levels of %2 coefficients are shown only where these are < 0.06
Of the “other” tourists to Pitlochry who-were-aged 51 or over, 60.5% strongly agreed 
with the statemQnt Pitlochry is unique, I  wouldn 7 substitute any other place fo r doing
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the type o f things I  do here, compared with 39.5% of all “other” tourists. Of the 
“other” tourists t6  Pitlochry who^  were aged SI or over, 59-.9%- strongly agreed with 
the statement. To me, this area represents a typical Scottish landscape, compared with 
41.1% of all “other” tourists.
For Pitlochry, similar to- the .findings- for St. Andrews, lower educational attainments 
were found to be associated with higher levels of attachment to place. Of the 
environmental tourists to Pitlochry, 75.0% who were educated to  higher education 
standard or below, strongly agreed that Pitlochry is a typical Scottish town, compared 
with 29-. 0% of environmental tourists to the town who- were educated to- de^ee level 
or above. A similar pattern emerged for “other” tourists to Pitlochry, 72.4% of 
“other” tourists who strongly agreed that Pitlochry is a  typical Scottish town, were 
educated to higher education standard or below, compared with 32.9% of “other” 
tourists to-the town who-were educated to higher degree-standard ot above.
In terms of differences in effects of socio-demographic variables on attachment to 
place-and to  the “natural environment”, differences-were found to be insubstantial or 
absent both between the two principle tourists groups, namely, environmental and 
“other” tourists’ and between the two town& One exception to this was the effect-of 
the presence of children in the tourists group on place attachment. For the group of 
environmental tourists, one socio-demographic ^ e c t  was found for the presence of 
children in the personal group (Cramer’s V = .37017). Of the environmental tourists to 
Pitlochry who had visited with children in then personal ^oup, 62.5% strongly agreed 
with the statement /  am very fond o f Pitlochry, it means a lot to me, compared with
1 8 1
37.5% of all other environmental tourists. This , is concurrent with the findings of 
Williams et al (1992) who found that place- attachment was- higher «nongst those 
visitors who were in a group with friends or family.
Tourism Vahie Ctasters: And Place Attachment St. Andrews
Earlier analyris  ^in this chapter has indicated that ^vironmental tourists report g^eater 
levels of attachment to both St. Andrews and Pitlochry than do “other” tourists. 
Cluster analysis carried out in the previous chapters has shown that the two  ^groups of 
tourists in the present study “environmental” an “other” tourists can be disaggregated 
into distinct- market segment that are distinguishable in terms of their dominant 
tourism values. It has been shown that these different segments are partly 
distinguishable by other factors such as sociu demograplnc variables  ^holiday activities 
and important destination attributes.
Two statements distinguished between the two-environmental tourist value clusters-for 
St. Andrews, St. Andrews is unique, I  wouldn’t substitute any other place fo r doing 
the type o f things I  do-here (Cramer’s  V = .36201) m d / fin d  that a -lo te f my holidays 
are organised around areas o f natural beauty (Cramer’s V = .38555) (Table 45). As 
these clusters were not distinguishable in terms of the participation or non 
participation in holiday activities (Chapter 7), this distinction is of particular interest. 
The- tourism value clusters for tourists to St. Andrews sse summarily described in 
terms of their type of attachment in Table 46.
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Table 45 Crosstabulation Of The Six Attachment Statements For Envirormtental And "Other "  Tourists In St. 
Andrews By Tourism Value Clusters..
- “Envlronmentar* T ourist Segm ent» “O ther” Tourist Segm ents.
A ttachm ent statem ents '/2= Sig. at: Cramer's V= 72= Sig. at: Cramer’s  V= ’
1 am very fondof St. Andrews, it means a 
lotto me
— — - — — —
1 love to visit Scotland — — - — — —
St. Andrews is a t^ ica l Scottish town — — — — — —
St. Andrews is unique, 1 wouldn't 
substitute any other place for doing the 
type of things 1 do here
10.09103 .03892 .36201
1 find thaLa.loLo£ my holidays are 
organised around areas of natural beauty
11.44995 .00954 .38555 — — -
To me, this area represents a typical 
Scottish landscape
— — — — — —
Note: Significance levels cf y2  coefficients are shown only where these are < 0.05
Tourist cluster 1 (Environmental Hedonic/Cognitive) was characterised by a greater 
proportion of environment^ tourists who strongly agreed with the statement St. 
Andrews is unique, I  would not sitbstitute any other place fo r doing the type o f things 
I  do here. Of the re^)ondents in this cluster, 52.5% strongly agreed with- this 
statement, compared with 36.4% of cluster 2 (Environmental Social/Emotive) tourists 
to St. Andrews.
Given the dominant cognitive content of the values held by cluster 1, it might be 
expected that St. Andrews or its environs may be less substitutable to this group, to 
them St. Andrews is a unique place Their emotive environmental values c/e&g?" 
to nature and freedom in wide open spaces are fulfilled by the natural setting of St. 
Andrews. Their hedonic vëues offim-atRÀ excitement are fulfilled through the activities 
that they engage in there, visiting a funfair, visiting a wildlife attraction. Their 
cognition dominant values to learn something interesting, somewhere well known-so I  
can tell my friends and a safe place to holiday are also fulfilled through a combination 
of these things; this group is thereby not only attached tu  “the natural environment,”
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but also to St. Andrews as a place. For this group, repeat visits to St. Andrews are 
very likely.
In contrast, cluster 2 (Environmental Social/Emotive}- shows- much lower place 
attachment to St. Andrews but a stronger attachment to the “natural” environment 
generically. This group was characterised by a greater proportion of tourists who 
strongly agreed with the statement: /  fin d  that a lot o f my holidays are organised 
around areas e f  natural beemty. Of the environmental tourists to St. Andrews in this 
cluster, 97.3% strongly agreed with this statement compared with 75.0% of 
environmental tourists in cluster 1.. Given the dominant social and emotive values of 
this cluster, it is not surprising that high levels of place attachment are not indicated. 
The go^s tins group to-spend-polity time with-fi^iends andrfamily, to  be c l^e r  to 
nature, freedom in wide open spaces and to learn something interesting are dominated 
by their environmental values. Thus, for this group it- would be very important for 
them to organise tourism around areas of natural beauty. However, also dominant is 
the-value to  spend quality time with friends and family. The natural awiromnent for 
this group facilitates this need for social interaction, acting much as a backdrop rather 
than as ar focus. For this segnent it is likely that St. Andrews would easily be 
substituted for other areas of natural beauty which facilitated social interaction. .
However, in contrast, analyris of the place attachment statements-for “other” tourists 
to St. Andrews indicates that the four “other” tourist value clusters derived were not 
distinguishable in terms of their level of place attachment to St. Andrews or attachment 
to the natural environment (Table 45). For these “other” tourists, place attachment
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may be low because their choice of holiday destinations is guided to a great ex tw  by 
the attributes of a destination and the activities it supports rather than by emiotional and 
affective attachment to a place: As discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 of the present study, 
unlike environmental tourists, these groups of “other” tourists identified a range of 
attributes that were important to  thmi w h ^  selecting a holiday destination. 
Destination choice will likely be between a range of places with the desired 
combination of attributes, these destinations are-easdy interchangeable and attachment 
to any particular destination is likely to be low.
Tourism Vatue^Gkisters  ^And Placo Attachment irt Rtiocltry
Little association was found between the tourism value clusters and the place 
attachment statements for environmental tourists to Pitlochry (Table 47). The-tourism 
value clusters for tourists to Pitlochry are summarily described in Table 48.
Table 47 Crosstabulation-Of The-SixAttachmertt Statements For Environmental And "Other" Tourists In 
Pitlochry By Tourism Value Clusters
“E nvlronm entar Tourist 
Segm ents
"Ottier”  T ourist S e^nen ts-
Attachment statements
Z2- Sig_atL Crameras.
• v=
%2=- Sig. at: Cramer’s
1 am very fond of Pitlochry, It means a 
lot to me
. — — ■ — — - -
1 love to visit Scotland — — — - - -
Pitlochry is a typical Scottish town — — - - ■ - -
Pitlochry is unique, 1 wouldn’t 
substitute any other place tor doing the 
type of things 1 do here
23.33417 .02502 .18634
1 find that a lot of my holidays are 
organised, around.areas.of natural 
beauty
12.43468 .01440 .20359
■
To me, this area represents a typical 
Scottish landscape
— — — — —
Note: Significance levels of %2 coefficients are shown only where these are < 0.05
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For the two environmental tourist clusters to Pitlochry only one attachment statement 
discriminated: /  find  that a lot o f my holidays are organised armmd areas o f natural 
beauty (Cramer’s V = .20359) (Table 51). cluster 2 (Environmental Social/Emotive) 
was characterised by a greater proportion of tourists who- strongly agreed with this 
statement. Of the environmental tourists to Pitlochry in this cluster, all strongly agreed 
with this- statement, compared with 85.7% of tourists in- cluster 1 (Environmental 
Hedonic/Cognitive).
Clearly, the attachment to the “natural environment” is strong for both these groups as 
would be expected given their dominant environmental values. However, for cluster 2 
(Environmental Social/ Emotive), which riso places high importance- on the social 
value to spend quality time with friends and family, attachment to ‘7he natural 
envircmment” generically is stronger, it is the natural environment and not the ^ c if ic  
place that fulfils the dominant environmental values and facilitates social interaction.
As was the case for “other” touriststo St. Andrews, affective attachment to  place or to 
the “natural environment” amongst “other” tourists to Pitlochry was found to be 
largely absent. These tourists also emphasised the importance of particular attributesof 
a destination in their choice, and this combination of attributes, rather than any 
emotional attachment wih guide holiday destination choice. One exception was found 
for these “other” tourists to Pitlochry. For the four “other” tourist clusters to Pitlochry 
only one statement discriminated, namely, Pitlochry is tmique, I  wouldn’t substitute 
any other place fo r the type o f things that I  do here (Cramer’s V = .20359).
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Cluster 6 (De-emphasisers) was characterised by a disproportionate minority of 
tourists who .strongly agreed with the statement, Pitlochry is urüqm, I  wemldn ’t 
substitute any other place fo r the type o f things that I  do here: Of the tourists to 
Pitlochry in cluster 6, 29-, 6% strongly agreed with- this ^^m en t, compared- with 
14.3% of the overall sample of “other” tourists to Pitlochry.
Although this cluster was not characterised by any distinguishing values, the 
destination attribute I  liked it when I  have been before was very important to this 
group. It would seem then that place-attachment to-Pitlochry is high A»: this group, not 
necessarily as a function of values but rather as a function of habit, shown through the 
older age-^oup of this segnent, over half were  ^ aged 60 years or over. This group are 
probably habitual visitors to Pitlochry and may be reluctant to try new and unfamiliar 
places. A sirfa r finding was r^orted by Williams et at (1992) who- found that place 
attachment was higher amongst repeat visitors to a place and that these visitors were 
less likely to-substitute place.
Summary
This chapter has examined the effect of affective attachment to place and to a class of 
places i.e. the-“natural environment” on the holidaymaking behaviour of tourists to St. 
Andrews and Pitlochry. Some significant findings have emerged.
Firstly, attachment to place- and to the “natural environment” has been found to- be 
stronger amongst tourists holding strong environmental values, this finding is echoed
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elsewhere in the literature (Williams et al, 1992) and is generic across both survey 
towns. SeeoncHy, however, situational (between town} difier^ces in the levels of 
attachment to place or to the “natural environment” existed and were found to be 
reflected by the-main focus of the- tourists’ interaction with- the two- towns. Genially, 
affective attachment to place and to the “natural environment” was found to be geater 
amongst the tourists’ whose main focus was on the activities that the place and the 
setting (natural environment) facilitated. Strong attachment to the “natural 
environment” was found to be geater Maongst tourists who focused mainly chi the 
natural setting itself, relative to any other aspects of the tourist experience.
Comparison between the two rites cleariy shows that place-attachment and attachment 
to the “natural environment” is stronger amongst both environihental and “other” 
tourists to  Pitlochry. In contrast to  Williams et (1992), activity focused visitors to 
Pitlochry show strong place attachment scores and strong attachment to “natural 
environment” scores. For visitors to  Pitlochry it appears that activities eng%ed in are 
those which are facilitated by the setting; walking, camping, naturewatching and 
sightseeing are the most popuW activities mnongst both sets of tourists to^the area. 
Similar findings that place endearment is effected through generalist activities have 
been reported by Prentice- et al, (1994} As might be expected, given this 
demonstrated strength of place attachment, the activity toured around sightseeing was 
negatively associated with strong place attachment. This further supports the finding 
that Pitlochry or a similar Scottish environment may be less substitutable to these 
tourists, their fondness of Pitlochry and their belief that the Tay Valley area-represents
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a typical Scottish landscape indicates that they do not feel the need to tour around 
visiting other places, as Pitlochry fulfils their tourism needs and dominant values.
Consistent with the findings of Williams et al (1992) environmental visitors to St. 
Andrews were distinctive-by their strong attachment to the “natural mvironment” due 
to their lack of focus on holiday activities. Strong levels of affective attachment to 
place was absent amongst these tourists. Likewise, when disaggegated into segments, 
a similar effect was found for environmental tourists in cluster 2 visiting Pitlochry 
(Environmental Social/ Emotive} which also places high importance on the social 
value to spend quality time with friends and family. This may suggest that these 
tourists are not attached to  St. Andrews or Pitlochry as specific places, or for their 
“natural environment” but rather to attractive, natural environments generically, easily 
intereh^geable with other attractive, naturri- environments as holiday destinations that 
will fulfil the dominant environmental values of this goup and facilitate social 
int^action.
Weak levels of attachment to  place æid to  the “natural œvironment” were found for 
the environmental tourists to St. Andrews who reported engaging in a number of 
activities. These activities were found to  be those which are not gnerrily associated 
with environmental or ecotourists in past research, and were also not particularly 
facilitated by an-attractive natural environment but were unique to St. Andrews. When 
disaggegated into segments, this uniqueness was found to result in stronger place 
attachment amongst enviromnental tourists in cluster I  (Environmnet^ Hedonic 
Cognitive.) This segment of tourists may feel that St. Andrews is unique and not easily
substitutable as a holiday destination because it fiilfils their hedonic values ifim and 
excitement) through the unique activities that they engage in there and their 
environmental values through the attractive natural setting of the town.
The g o u p  of “otha^’ tourists to St. Andrews were found to have a strong activity 
focus but, in contrast to the findings of Williams et al (1992) they also showed a 
strong level of attachment to place and to a lesser extent to the “natural environment”. 
Attachment to place amongst these tourists appears to be related to an attachment to 
Scotland generally and an attachment to  St.Andrewsasa unique placpwhere they can 
participate in some “unique” activities which can not be experienced in the same way 
elsewhere; nanaely, visiting a funfair and leisure shopping. For this goup  of tourists, it 
may be St. Andrews, as a specific place that it is important and less substitutable as a 
holiday destination, as the attachment of these tourists is, at least in part, based ou the 
perceived “unique” ability of the town to facilitate their activity goals. The 
segm ^ation on- the-basis of type ^d-level of attachment to place or to  the “natural 
environment” was not found to be particularly discriminating among the four 
segnents of “other” tourists to  either town.
The extent of substitutability of a place pertains in the discussion throughout this 
chapter. For the tourists visiting these two towns who consider Pitlochry and 
St.Andrews to be unique and not easily substitutable as a holiday destination, the 
suggestion is not that they wotdd not g o  elsewhere. Rather, it implies that these 
visitors are likely to have visited the place before and that repeat visits are more likely 
amongst these tourists.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCERN FOR THE TOURISM ENVIRONMENT OF ST. 
ANDREWS AND PITLOCHRY AMONGST 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND “OTHER” TOURtSTS
1 9 3
Affective Attachment To Place And The “Natural Environment” And 
Environmental Concern
It has been suggested by Williams et al (1992) that tourists who show strong levels of 
attachment to place or a class of places i.e. wilderness, will show more concern about 
how that particular environment is used and will bo moro sensitive to issues occurring 
in that environment that are in conflict with their immediate goals. For example, 
Williams et al (1992) found that tourists who- were strongly attached to- wilderness 
areas and specific places showed geater concern for ecological impacts. In addition, 
visitors reporting high levels of wddemess attachment were found to- be more 
concerned about site and sound intrusions and encounters with hikers. This is an area 
of potential interest to  the present study. It has been-shown iu the gevious chapter that 
environmental tourists, gouped on the basis of their dominant environmental values, 
have-stronger levels of attachment to  place-«id to the “naturri environment” and that 
this level and type of attachment will, to some extent influence the activities carried out 
in these places, i.e. how the tourWn environment is used. However, what is not clear 
fi-om this analysis is whether tourism values and the type and level of attachment have 
an effect on the level of concern and awareness about the intact and environment that 
these tourists are attached to.
In common with \ ’^ lliams et al (1992} the present study used eight questions related 
to the environmental impacts of tourism in the immediate area. These statements were 
derived from- the- results of the qtmhtative survey examining the issues that were of 
most concern to tourists in their tourism environment and are discussed in Chapter 2 of
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the present study. The questions were rated on a five point Likert scale ranging fi'om 
“strongly agree” to “strcmgly disagee”. The areas- of environmental- concern 
statements used for the question included were: I  cannot do anything significant to 
solve environmental problems; New leisure and tourist attractims should be 
encouraged in this area so that people can have fun and enjoyment here; The number 
o f new tourist and leisure developments should be severely restricted i f  the area is- to 
be kept unspoilt; More car parking facilities should be provided in this area fo r the 
convenience o f visitors here; Tourists to- this area should be encouraged to travel by 
public trattsport to keep the area free from congestion and fumes; The use o f cars in 
this area should be restricted to  keep it tmpoUuted; Golf cmtrses allow people to 
enjoy sport in beautifid surrotindings; The development o f golf courses wastes huge 
amounts o f natural resources such aswater and agricultural kmd.
The statements were not presented in this order, but rather were organised so that 
contradictory statements were not asked sequentWly. Smnlar measures cff «eas of 
concern about the impacts on the environment of tourists and tourism have been 
carried out but these generally focus on residents-’ attitudes towards the impact of 
tourism on the area and visitor attitudes to policy instruments for visitor funding of 
tourisnr areas (For fôtample, Bramwell and Feam, 1996; Cawley, 1994).
Analysis of the eight environmental concern statements for both environmental and 
“other” tourists who reported strong attachment to place show extensive though
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individually weak effects as indicated by the Cramer’s V strength of association 
coefficients (Table 49).
Six statements were found to  be discriminating in terms of personal tourism values and 
level of attachment to place. As might be expected, environmental tourists, irrespective 
of level of place- attachment were less likely to- agree with the statement /  cannot do 
anything significant to solve environmental problems than “other tourists” (Cramer’s 
V = . 11617). Of all the environmental tourists, both attached and not attached to-place, 
only 12.4% strongly ageed with this statement, compared with 20.0% of all “other” 
tourists. However, strong ageement v4th this statement was found to be generally low 
amongst both goups of tourists.
Similarly, environmental tourists irrespective of the level of place attaching were 
more likely to be in ageement with restrictive tourism measures. For the statement 
The number o f tiew tourist and leisure developments should be severely restricted i f  
the area is to be kept unspoilt (Cramer’s V = .132122), 89.8% of environmental 
tourists strongly ageed, compared with 49.1%- of “other” tourists. Of the 
environmental tourists, 65.4% strongly ageed that The use o f cars in this area should 
be restricted to  keep it unpolluted (Gr«ner’sV- = .10869} compared witb 3&.0%-of 
“other” tourists. Similarly, of the environmental tourists, 70.0% strongly ageed that 
Tourists to  this area shoidd be encouraged to travel by public tran^>ort to  keep the 
area free from congestion andfumes (Cramer’s V = . 11137.), compared with 47.1% of 
“other" tourists.
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Table 49 Crosstabulation OfThe Eight EirvironmentalCcncem Statements For Tovrists Strongly Attached To 
Place
“Environmental”
tourist
"Ottier" tourlsts- %Z statistics^
Place
attached
NoL 
■ place 
attached
Place
attached
Not
place
attached
%2=. Slg_ati Cramer's V=
Strongly 
agree %
Strong^ 
agree %
Strong^ 
agree %
■ Strongly 
agree %
Environm ental Problems-
1 cannot do anything significant to 
solve environmental problems
6.6 5.8 9.8 10.2 32.44313 .00875 .11617'
Tourism  Development
New leisure and tourist 
attractions should be encouraged 
in this area so that people can 
have-hjn and. enioyrnent here
34.7 18.7 33.4 27.6 34.68243 .00439 .12011
The number of new tourist and 
leisure developments should be 
severely restricted if the area is to 
be kept unspoilt .
44.9 44.9 25.0 24.1 41.39469 .00049 .132122
Trafflc-Congestion Anti 
Pollution - -
Mora car parking, facilities, sttould 
be provided in this area for the 
convenience of visitors here.
26J5. 8,7 18.8 126 . 3LQ4768 .01327 .11364
Tourists to this area should be .. 
encouraged to travel lay public 
transport to  keep.the.aœa. free 
from congestion and fumes
36,7 333. 233. . 233.. 2931965 .01896 .11137
The use of cars in this area 
should be restricted to keep it 
unpolluted
28.6 34.8 20.0 18.0 28.39788 .02833 .10869
R esource Use
Golf courses allow people to 
enjoy sport la  beautiful 
surroundings
38.8 32.0 41.7 33.0 ' _l
The development of golf courses 
w astes huge.amounts of natural
resuurct» &uch as water and 
agrieuKural-land
24.5 20.3 19.2 15.1
Note: Significance levels of %2 coefficients are shown only where these are < 0 .06 '
In contrast, somo contradictory ^fects were- found for «ivironmental tourists- who 
were strongly attached to place but were supportive of the idea of new development in 
the area. Of the environmental tourists who-were attached to- place; 34.7%- strongly 
ageed that New leisure and tourist attractions should be encouraged in this area so 
that people cart have ftm  and enje^ment here (Cramer’s V ~ .120-11)-, con^ared with 
18.7% of environmental tourists who were not attached to place. Of the environmental 
tourists who were strongly attached to place-, 26.5% strongly ageed that more car 
parking facilities shoidd be provided in this area fo r the convenience o f visitors here
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(Cramer’s V = .11364), compared with 8.7% of environmental tourists who were not 
attached to place. Similar, though not such gonounced ^ e c ts  were found for the 
goup of “other” tourists, 18.8% of “other” tourists attached to place strongly ageed 
with the provision of more parldng faeihtk^, pompared with 12 6% of “other” tourists 
who were not attached. “Other” tourists who reported strong levels of attachment to 
place were also slightly more likely to  be supportive of the notion of new tourist 
developments in the area, 33.4% strongly ageed with this statement, compared with 
27.6% of “other” tourists- who were not attached to  place.
From this analysis, it is clear that strong levels of place attachment do have an effect on 
tourists-’ level of concern for the immediate environment. Amongst environmental 
tourists, where attachment to place was found to be strong, strong support was found 
for the- development of new tourist fachities- in the «ea, leisure attractions- « id  c «  
p«king facilities. For these tourists, although they hold strong environmental values, it 
has- been shown in the anëysis- of previous- chapters that ^vhonmental tourists « e  not 
a homogeneous subgoup of tourists but that they also hold other values, in particul« 
the-hedonic values of fim  and excitement, to-relax and tmwind and to spend quality 
time with friends andfamily. This would suggest that their personal tourism values « e  
in conflict when they « e  strongly attached to- place and the conflict is resolved in 
favour of the hedonic values. It may be, as suggested by Bumingham and O’Brien 
(1994} that their value for the environment and how it is used depends on their 
dominant goals in the immediate tourism context. Segmentation carried out in the 
previous chapters has shown that the two principal goups tourists in the present 
study, namely “environmental” and “other” tourists can be disaggegated into distinct
1 9 8
market segments that are distinguishable in terms of their dominant tourism values. It 
would be of interest to examine whether , the level of concern, about different issues, is 
associated with particular goups of tourists holding distinct dominant tourism 
values, within the main-twofold classification developed in this work.
Analysis of the eight environmental concern statements for both environmental and 
“other” tourists who reported strong attachment to  the “natural environment” show 
extensive though individually weak effects, as indicated by the Cramer’s V strengh of 
association coefficients (Table 50).
Six statwnents were-found to be-discriminating in terms of personal tourism valuesand
level of attachment to the “natural environment”. As with environmental tourists and
place-attachment, here again; as might be-œtpected, environmental tourists were less
likely to agee with the statement I  cannot do anything significant to solve
environmented problems (Cramer’s V = .1104^, Of the œvironmenttd tourists,
11.4% strongly ageed with this statement, compared with 21.0% of “other” tourists.
In contrast to  the findings related to  place-attachment, here; both- «ivironmental and
“other” tourists who reported strong levels of attachment to the “natural environment”
were more likely to ag ee  with- restrictive measures to- man%e tourism. However,
environmental tourists again, generally showed stronger support for these measures.
The area of most concern for both environmental and “other” tourists were related to
traffic congestion and fumes. Of the environmental tourists who strongly ageed that
Tourists to-this area should be encouraged to  travel by public transport to l^ep  -the
area free from congestion and fumes (Cramer’s V = .11584), 39.3% were strongly
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attached to the “natural environment” and 33.7% were not attached, compared with 
24.2% of “other” tourists who were strongly attached to the “natural environment” 
and 23.3% who were not attached. Similarly, strong levels of support were found 
amongst environmental tourists attached to the “natural environment” for the 
statement The use o f cars in this area should be restricted to keep it 
unpolluted{CiamQfsV=.\2^6Qi),
Table 50 CrosstabitlationOf The Eight Environmental Concern Statements For Tourists Strongly Attached To 
The "Natural Etrvironntent”
"Environmental"
tourist
"Ottier" tourists- j 2  statistics
Attached to ■
na tm l
environment
Not Attached 
. tonatuni 
environment
Attached to 
. oatual. 
environment
Not Attached to 
. neturet 
environment
%2= Slg.aL Crameris 
- V=
Strongly 
agree %
Strongly 
agree i t
Strongly 
agree %
Strongly
a g re e *
Environm ental Problem s
1 cannot do anything significant 
to solve environmental 
problems-
5.3 61 aa 11.2 22.00581 .03745- .11048
Tourism  Development
New leisure and tourist 
attractions should be 
encouraged in this area so that 
people can have fun and 
enjoyment here
10.7 12JB 143 228
The number ol new tourist and 
leisure developments should be 
severely re^ricted If the area is 
to be kept unspoilt
31.3 25.2 163 31.71075 .00153 . .13262
Traffic C ongestion And 
PoHutlon^
More car parking facilities 
should be provided In this area 
for the convenience of visitors 
here.
3.6 13.0 15.5 20.7 25.35503 .01323 .11859
Tourists to this area should be 
encouraged to travel by public 
traosport to keep the area free 
from congestion and fumes
30.3 33.7 24.2 23.3 24.19389 .. .01914 .11584
The use of cars In this area 
should be restricted to keep it 
unpolluted
46.4 28.3 26.3 18.7 29.81626 .00298 .12860
R eso u rce  Use
Golf courses allow people to 
enjoy sport In beautiful 
surroundings
32.6 32.8 37.9 39.3
The development of golf 
courses w astes huge amounts 
of natural resources such as 
water and agricultural land
35.9 19.5 18.3 7.1 27.75883 .00600 .12408
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46.4% of strongly, attached environmental tourists ageed with this statement 
compared with 28.3% of those who were not attached to the natural environment. 
Ageement with this statement was comparatively slightly less amtmgst “other” 
tourists, although still stronger amongst those who were strongly attached to the 
“natural environment”, 26.3% of these “other” tourists strongly ageed with restricting 
car use, compared with 1^.7% of “other” tourists who were not strongly attached to 
the “natural environment”.
Environm^tal tourists attached to the “natural environment” were also much more 
likely to agee that The number o f new tourist and leisure developments should be 
severely restricted i f  the area is to be kept unspoilt (Cramer’s V = .13262). Of these 
attached environmental tourists, 45.7% strongly ageed with this statement compared 
with 31.3% of environm^tal tourists who were not attached to the “natural 
environment”. Of the “other” tourists, 25.2% of those attached to the “natural 
environment” and 18.3% of those not attached, sttongly ageed that tourism 
development should be restricted in the area.
Environmental tourists who were attached to the “natural ^vironment” also seemed to 
be more aware of the less immediate and obvious effects of some types of tourism 
develc^ments and resource use. Of the environmental tourists who were attached-to 
place, 35.9% strongly ageed that The development o f golf courses wastes huge 
amounts o f natural resources such- as water and agricultural land (Cramer’s  V = 
.12408), compared with l9.5% of environmental tourists, who were not attached. Of
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the goup of “other” tourists, 18.3% of those attached to the. “natural environment” 
and 7.1% of those not attached, strongly ageed with this statement.
Bumingham and O’Brien (1994) in their study of environmental values have 
suggested that is the go^s of the individu^ in the immediate context, here that is 
landscape tourism, that will effect how the environment is valued and used. From 
discussion and analysis in the previous chapters of the present study, it has been shown 
that the goals of tourists are reflected by their tourism values. It would appear from the 
analysis of tourism values and concern for the immediate environment that tourism 
values do indeed have an effect on awareness of environmental issues and concern for 
the environment. Those tourists holding strong environmental values display geater 
awareness of the wider issues relating to the impact of tourism on the environment and 
are generally more supportive of restrictive nieasures on tourism develognent. 
However, it would also appear that levels of place attachment and attachment to the 
“natural environment” also have an affect on how the environment is valued by 
tourists. Strong levels of attachment to the ‘^natural. environment” amongst both 
environmental and “other” goups tourists seems to  result in increased ccmcem and 
awareness of environmental issues, this effect, as might be expected, is stronger 
amongst tourists with: strong «rrironmental v^ues, concern was found to be strongest 
about issues relating to traffic congestion and the negative effect of tourism 
development on the “natural environment”. These results are concurrent with die 
findings of Williams , et al (1992), who reported that sensitivity and concern amongst 
tourists displaying strong attachment to  wilderness was found to be related to 
ecological impacts and overcrowding / site congestion issues.
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Tourism Value Clusters And EnvlFonmerttai Concern In St. Andrews
Analysis, of the eight environmental concern statements for the environmental and 
*‘othcr” tounsls value clusters for St. Andrews indicates that the clusters were found to 
be distinguishable to some extent on the basis of concern for their immediate 
environment (Table 51). The tourism value clusters for tourists to St. Andrews are 
summarily described in Table 52.
One statement was found to distinguish between the two environmental clusters of 
tourists to St. Andrews. Cluster 1 (Environmental Hedonic/ cognitive) was found to be 
characterised by a geater proportion of tourists- who were in strong ageement that 
New leisure and tourist attractions should be encouraged in this area so that people 
can have fun and enjoyment here (Cramer’s V = .20495} Of the tourists to St. 
Andrews in this cluster, 49.5% strongly ageed with this statement, compared to 
33.4% of the tourists in cluster 2 (Environmental Social/Emotive} In Chapter Scathe 
present study, this cluster was shown to be strongly attached to St. Andrews. These 
tourists feel that St. Andrews- is unique and not easily substitutable as a holiday 
destination because it fulfils their dominant values; their emotive, environmental values 
{to be closer to nature, freedom in wide open spaces and to learn something 
ititeresiin^ aie fulfilled by the natural setting of St. Andrews. Their hedonic values 
{fun and excitement) are fulfilled through the activities that they engage in there.
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Table 51 Crosstabulation Of The Eight Environmental Concern Sratemetits For Em'ironmental And "Other" 
Tourists In St. Andrews Bv Tourism ValueClusters
"Environmental" Tourist 
Segm ents
"Other” Tourist Segm ents
Environmental concern statements
%2= SIg. at; Cramer’s
V=
7.2= SIg. at: Cramer’s
V=
Environm ental Problem s
1 cannot do anything significant to solve 
environmental problems
Tourism-Development
New leisure and tourist attractions 
should be encouraged In this area so 
that people can have fun and enjoyment 
here
20.68703 .00037 .20495 14.57662 .02648 .16247
The number of new tourist and leisure 
developments should be severely 
restricted if the area is to tie kept 
unspoilt
Traffic C ongestion and Pollution
More car parking facilities should be 
provided In this area for the 
convenience of visitorsJiere.
. 13.06173 .00450. 24202:
Tourists to this-area-should be 
encouraged to travel t>y public transport 
to keep the area free from congestion 
and fumes
The use of cars In this-area should be 
restricted to keep It unpolluted
— — — — - -
R esou rce  Use
Golf courses allow people to enjoy sport 
in beautiful surroundings
— — — - ■ — —
The development of golf courses 
wastes huge amounts of natural 
resources such as-water and 
agricultural land
Note: Significance ieveis of %2 coefficients are shown only where these are-«n.05-
Their cognition dominant values are also fulfilled through a combination of these 
things; this goup is thereby not only attached to “the natural environment,” but also to 
St. Andrews as a place. However, Given their support for new development in the 
area, their attachment to the-“natural environment” «id St. Andrews would seem to-be 
for its ability to facilitate their enjoyment, the hedonic values of fun and excitement 
would seem to be the dominant tourism values- (or tourism goals (Bumin^iam and 
O’Brien, 1994)) amongst this goup.
Similarly, for the goup of “other” tourist value clusters. Cluster 3 (Hedonic/Cognitive 
Inner) was also found to be characterised by a high proportion of tourists who were
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supportive of the notion that New leisure and tourist attractions shoidd be encouraged 
in this area so that people can have fim  and enjoyment here (Cramer’s V = . 16247). 
Of the tourists in cluster 3, 55.7% strongly ageed with new development in the area, 
compared with 35.7% of the overall sample of “other” tourists to St. Andrews. This 
goup were also found to hold dominant hedonic values of and excitement but 
were not found to be distinguidiable in terms of their attachment to- place or to the 
“natural environment”. For this goup of tourists then, it is likely that holiday 
destinations are easily interchangeable provided they fulfil these hedonic values. They 
are not concerned about the impact of tourism on the area due to their lack of 
attachment and this interchangeability of destinations
One other environmental concern statement which was found to be discriminating 
amongst the goups of “other” tourists was More car parking facilities should- be 
provided in this area fo r the comenience o f visitors here (Cramer’s V = .24202). 
Cluster 4 (Personal/Emotive} was found to be characterised by a geater propwtion of 
tourists who strongly ageed with this statement. Of the tourists to St. Andrews in 
cluster 4, 48.6% ageed with the provirion of more parking facilities, compared with 
26.6% of the overall sample of “other” tourists to St. Andrews. This goup was found 
to be distinguishable by the importance placed on the emotive values to-relee^ and 
unwind, hassle, and to spend quality time with friends and family, reflecting the 
need for a comfortable- life. Their support for more facilities which would m ^ e  their 
holiday easier and give them more time to spend with fiiends and family would seem to 
be- influenced by these dominant emotional values. This goup were not found to be 
attached to place or to the “natural environment”. For them, settings would be easily
substitutable as long as those places fulfilled and facilitated social interaction.
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Tourism Value Clusters And Environmental Concern In Pitlochry
Analysis of the eight environmental concern statements for the environmental and 
“other” tourists value clusters for Pitlochry indicates that the clusters were found to bo 
distinguishable to some small extent on the basis of concern for their immediate 
environment (Table 53). The tourism value clusters for tourists to Pitlochry are 
summarily described in Table 54.
Table 53 Crosstabulation Of The Eight Environmental Conceni Statements For Envirotmiental And “Other” 
Tourists fn Pitlochry By Tourism Value Clusters
"Environmental” Tourist 
Segm ents
"Other” Tourist Segm ents
Environmental concern statements
Sig. at: Cramer's 7:2= Sig. at: Cramer’s
Vi=
Environnœntal Problem s
1 cannot do anything significant to solve 
environmental problems
— — — - 28.56107 .00003 .24996
Tourism  Development
New leisure and tourist attractions 
should ba  encouraged, in this a rœ  s a  
that people can have fun and enjoyment 
here
24.67354 .00035 .21873'
The number of new tourist and leisure 
developments should be severely 
restricted if the area, is  to  be kept 
unspoilt
115.1.867 51436 20341
Traffic C ongestion and Pollution
More car parking facilities should be 
provided in this area for the 
convenience of visitors here. '
1
Tourists to this area should be 
encouraged to travel by public transport 
to keep the area  free from congestiorr 
and fumes
-1
The use of cars in this area should be. 
restricted to keep it unpolluted
— ^ — ' — - - -
R esource U se
Golf courses allow people to enjoy 
sport in beautiful surroundings
— — ■ — — - -  ■
Tne development or .goir courses 
wastes huge amounts of natural 
resources such a s  water and 
agricultural land
-
Note; Significance levels of %2 coefficients are-shown only where th% e are<-0.05
One environmental concern statement was found to discriminate between the two 
environmental tourist value clusters. Cluster 2 (Environmental Social/Emotive) was
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found to be distinguishable by a geater proportion of tourists who were in strong 
agreement that The number o f yrew tourist and leisure developments should be 
severely restricted i f  the area is to be kept unspoilt { Cramer’s V = .20341). Of the 
tourists to Pitlochry in cluster 2fEnvironmental Social/Emotive), 49.5% strongly 
agreed with restricting development in the area, compared with 33.4% of 
environmental tourists in cluster 1 (Environmental Hedonic/Cognitive). Cluster 2, has 
been found to be strongly attached to the “natural environment” (Chapter 8), therefore 
it is not surprising that the environmental tourists within it, should be more aware of 
the impact of new development. This is a finding supported by Williams et al (1992), 
who also noted that tourists that exhibited strong wilderness attachment would be 
likely to be more sensitive to ecological impacts.
For the four “other” tourist value clusters for Pitlochry, two enviromnental concern 
statements were found to be discriminating. Cluster 4 (Personal/ Emotive) was found 
to be characterised by a geater proportion of tourists who were suppwtive of the 
statement New leisure and tourist attractions should be encouraged in this area so 
that people can have fun and enjoyment here. Of the tourists to  Pitlochry in cluster 4, 
60.8% strongly ageed with new tourism developments in the area, compared with 
45.5% of the overall sample of “other” tourists to Pitlochry. This is similar to findings 
for the goup of tourists to St. Andrews holding the same values. Dominant values 
amongst the tourists in this cluster are those relating to a comfortable life and warm 
relationships with others; To spend quality time with friends and family, to relax and 
u n w i n d ,  ho hassle. Support for additional facilities can be seen as influenced by these 
values, more tourism facilities would facilitate the social interaction valued by this
208
group and make their holiday “life” more comfortable. In common with the tourists 
holding the same values and visiting St. Andrews, this goup were not found to be 
attached to place or to the “natural environment”. For them, settings would be easily 
substitutable as long as those places fulfilled and facilitated social interaction.
Cluster 6 (De-emphasisers) were found to be characterised by a geater proportion of 
tourists who were in strong ageement with the statement I  cannot do anything 
significant to solve environmental problems (Cramer’s V = .24996). Of the tourists 
to Pitlochry in this cluster, 32.3% strongly ageed that they could not do anythkig 
significant, compared with 11.3% of the overall sample of “other” tourists to Pitlochry. 
This goup were found to be strongly attached to Pitlochry by the fact that they were 
habitual visitors. Place attachment to Pitlochry was found to be high for this goup, not 
necessarily as a function of values but rather as a function of habit, shown through the 
older age goup of this segment, over half were aged 60 years or over. Similarly, this 
feeling of helplessness or weak concern for the-environment are probably a function of 
age and habit rather than values. .
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Summary
This chapter has examined the effect of affective attachment to place and to a class of 
places i.e. the “natural environment” on the concern expressed by tourists for their 
immediate tourism environment of St. Andrews and Pitlochry. Some significant 
findings have emerged.
From the analysis in the previous chapter, it. is clear that tourism values do have an 
effect on why a place or class of places are valued; tourists are attached to place or a 
class of places because of the ability of the setting to fulfil their dominant tourism 
values. It emerges fi'om this analysis in this chapter, that these values as current in the 
immediate tourism context and situation, do have an effect on how the environment is 
valued i.e. the concern that tourists show for their immediate environment. It has been 
suggested (Butler, 1990), that whilst in principle most people are probably supportive 
of the concept of sustainable tourism, in reality, the timescales of tourists are short and 
it cannot be expected that they will be too interested in their long term impacts when 
on holiday, would appear fi'om this analysis in this chapter, that hedonic values such. 
as fun  and excitement and social values such as to spend qiiality time with friends and 
family are dominant in a landscape tourism context, despite the prevalence of 
environmental values, and that it is these dominant hedonic and social values that 
tourists seek to satisfy, above all others. This suggestion of value conflicts is apparent 
fi'om the analysis in this chapter. It is clear that there is some conflict between valuing 
the environment and fulfilling holiday values. This conflict will be resolved on the basis 
of the interaction of these values and the relative ord«ing of importance of values as
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goals in the immediate context. The resolution of this value conflict will effect the level 
of concern for the immediate environment and how thé environment is used. This has 
important implications for tourism managers as support for sustainable tourism 
strategies are increasingly consumer (tourist) focused and cannot be successful or 
effective without the support of the users of the tourism environment. Tourism 
managers and marketers are recommended to identify and promote the existing 
amenities or activities in a destination to appeal to both the hedonic values of fim  and 
excitement held by tourists and their interacting environmental values. The satisfaction 
of the emotion dominant, hedonic values will increase the likelihood of repeat 
behaviour, i.e: repeat visits. In contrast to transient visiting, attachment to place 
through repeat visiting may lead to concern for that place (Prentice, 1997a). 
Compounding this, the satisfaction of the emotion dominant, environmental values, to 
be closer to nature ainâ. freedom in wide open spaces, and the cognition dominant, 
environmental value to learrt something interesting, can help to strengthen the 
attitudes of an individual that a particular destination is less substitutable and so, 
increase concern for its use.
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CHAPTER 10
MODELLING TOURISTS' VALUES AND HOLIDAY
ACTIVITIES
2 1 3
Hierarchical Log Linear Models Of Tourism Value Variables And 
Holidavmaking Behaviour
If  values are simultaneously multiple, interactive (compounding or conflicting) and 
context specific, detailed examination of the level at which they compound or conflict 
is needed if we are to fully understand their effect on behaviour. The chi square test is 
essentially limited to bivariate analysis. It can be used to test the direct independence of 
the variables involved and to obtain an estimate of the contribution of the individual 
cells to the overall result. However, this test does not allow examination of the 
interaction between multiple dependent variables and their interactive effect on a 
positive or negative response.
In order to take a more systematic approach to the examination of the relationship 
between variables a multivariate technique is needed. Loglinear analysis is considered 
to be the most appropriate non parametric approach to analysis in these circumstances 
as it allows the clarification and elaboration of hypotheses suggested by the bivariate 
analysis and permits the examination of the complex relationships between variables at 
all levels in a multiway crosstabulation.
Background To LoqIineaF Modelling
Loglinear models are a special class of statistical techniques that have been formulated 
for the analysis of categorical and some ordinal data (Haberman, 1978; Bislwp^ 1975, 
Norusis, 1994). These models are potentially useful for examining the often complex
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relationships in a multiway crosstabulation. A loglinear model may be defined as 
defined as “ a statement of the expected cell frequencies of a crosstabulation as 
functions of parameters representing characteristics of the categorical variables and 
their relationships with each other” (Knoke and Burke, 1980). To obtain a linear 
model, the frequency counts in each cell are converted to natural log form (Log® or 
Ln), the natural logs of the cell frequencies rather than the actual counts are used. 
These values are used to obtain a maximum likelihood value statistic which can be used 
to test independence.
Goodness of fit of a loglinear model is assessed by examining the extent to which the 
expected frequencies of the model (Fÿ) are close to the frequencies actually observed 
(Fij) (Knoke and Burke, 1980). They differ from multiple regression models not only 
in the type of data manipulated; In loglinear models, all variables that are used for 
classification are independent variables, and the dependent variable is the number of 
cases in the cell of the crosstabulation (Norusis, 1994): In contrast, regression analysis 
explores the relationship between a dependent variable and a set of independent 
variables.
As the general loglinear model does not make a distinction between independent and 
dependent variables, all of the variables in the model are treated as “response variables” 
and the relationships between them are explored.
There are two types of loglinear models, saturated and unsaturated. A fully saturated 
model is one which contains all the possible variables affecting the results in the
2 1 5
analysis. In this model all the variables are allowed to effect each other by interacting 
together, that is, every variable is influenced by every other variable.
The saturated loglinear model for a 2 x 2 crosstabulation (the bivariate analysis used 
throughout the present study) is noted as:
Ln (Fij) ~ [i + +X^ +
Fij is the observed fi-equency in a cell. The log of the expected frequency is a constant 
(|i) to which is added the terms from each variable (Xi“ +X/) and their interaction 
(X^ j**). The term p. denotes the average of the logs of the frequencies in all table cells. 
The lambda “effect” parameters represent the increase or decrease from the base value 
(n) for particular combinations of values of the row and column variables, i.e. the 
effects which the variables have on the cell frequencies: Xi“ is the effect of rth 
category of variable o’ X!" is the effect , of rth. category of variable b and. is. the 
effect of the interaction of the rth category of the a vmiable and the ^ h  category of 
variable 6 (Norusis, 1994; Knoke and Burke, 1980).
The lambda parameters and p. are estimated from the data. The term p denotes the 
average of the logs of the frequencies in all table cells. The lambda parameters are 
obtained by taking the average log of the frequencies in a particular category and 
subtracting p. Positive values of lambda occur when the average number of cases in a 
row or column is larger than the overall average. For example, if the majority of people 
in the sample had camped on holiday, rather than not camped, the lambda for camped
216
would be positive. Similarly, if fewer people did not hold environmental values than 
did hold environmental values, the lambda for not environmental would be negative-
The interaction of the lambda effect parameters are an indication of the extent of the
difference between the sums of the effects of the variables taken individually and
collectively, that is, they represent the positive and negative, effects associated with
particular combinations of the values. For example, if people whe hold more
environmental values go camping, the number of people in the camping and
environmental values cells would be greater than the number expected based only on
the frequency of people with environmental values (X, and the frequency of
oeoole who went camoina X^, This excess would be represented bv a positive
value for the interaction parameter ^  If strong environmental values
decreased the activity camping, the interaction effect parameter would be negative. If
environmental values had no effect on the activity camping, the interaction parameter
would be zero, l o estimate the lambda parameters, the constraint is imposed whereby
the lambda parameter estimates must sum to zero across all categories of a variable.
The same constraints are also imposed on the interaction terms. In a saturated model,
all effect parameters are included, each of the observed cell frequencies is^  reproduced
exactly by a model that contains all main effect and interaction terms.
These saturated models contain as many parameters as^  there are cells. The expected 
values produced when saturated models are used are exactly the same as the observed 
values of the cells, and th^efore the residuals are zero. This can serve as a good
217
starting point for exploring the models that best describe the data but will probably not 
be the simplest description of the association between the variables (Norusis, 1994).
The second types of loglinear model is the unsaturated model. Unsaturated models do 
not contain all of the possible effect parameters, and the variables are all independent 
of each other, in similar manner conceptually to the chi square independence test for a 
2 x 2  crosstabulation. These independent variables can be represented by a loglinear 
model that does not have any interaction terms, for example, if environmental values 
and camping are independent.
In (Fij) = 11 + +Xj
¥ij is no longer the observed frequency in the (/j)th cell, but it is now the expected 
frequency based on this model. The interaction term (Xÿ'^is omitted. Different models 
of these parameters can be used to test the relationships between the variables. In this 
way, the simplest model which best describes- the data can be arrived at by deleting 
different terms from the saturated model. For example, the independence model 
(above) is arrived at by deleting the interaction effect of the variables. In the process of 
deleting, significant relationships need to be retained. . .
In loglinear analysis special focus is placed upon hierarchical models. In a hierarchical 
model, if a term exists for the interaction of a set of variables then there must be lower- 
order terms for all possible combinations- of these variables-, it is usual to list the-higher
218
order term only, for example if the term is included in a model, the lower-order 
terms X’' X^  X^  X.** X^ X,”*" must also be included.
The notation used for loglinear models usually uses letters or short words which 
represent specific variables. Letters or short words which are assumed by the model to 
be associated are usually enclosed in curly brackets (Knoke and Burke, 1980), for 
example {camp env} is used to represent the model: ..
In (Fij) = 1 JL  + Xi‘=“ ^ +Xj“ " + ^ ..c a m p c n v
Loglinear analysis is considered to be the most appropriate non-parametric approach 
to analysis in the present study for these reasons. Firstly, it enables elaboration of the 
significant relationships that have emerged from the bivariate analysis. Secondly, the 
relative importance of factors can be examined. Thirdly, it offers the opportunity to 
uncover the complex relationships between variables at all levels which is the-main 
purpose of the analysis (Knoke and Burke, 1980).
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Hierarchical Log Linear Models Of Holiday Activities And Value 
Variables
The following analysis models the relationship between holiday activities and holiday 
values. The main aim of this modelling was to explore the values which had an effect 
on a particular holiday activity, and to find out whether this effect was independent or 
interactive. The first stage of the analysis sought to find the modd which best 
represented the underlying relationships between the variables, in terms of finding the 
simplest model, which fitted the data well according to the goodness of fit criteria 
discussed earlier in this chapter. The second stage of the analysis sought to examine 
the models derived from the first stage and the interactive effects of the value variables 
at all levels on the propensity to participate in a particular holiday activity.
Although^ as discussed in Chapter 7 of the present study, the activities pursued by the 
tourists to the two towns differed in some cases in terms of their frequency, in only 
two cases were these differences judged to be substantial in terms of their Cramer's 
V s  exceeding 0.2 (Table 23). Because of the general similarity between the activities 
pursued, as had been expected from the survey design situationality between St. 
Andrews and Pitlochry is considered as unimportant in modelling activities in the 
present study. For the purposes of analysis here, the two  samples were combined.
Loglinear modelling began with guidance from earlier bivariate analysis, set out in 
Table 55. Only the variables which had been shown to significantly influence a 
particular activity were included in the model. A backward elimination approach was
2 2 1
used successively removing terms having the least effect on the model, thereby 
simplifying the interactions- involved. This- process- began with the Inghest order 
generating class (all the variables included which are significantly associated with an 
activity).
Table 56 Hierarchical Loglinear Models For Holidaymakmgjlctivities. And Tourist Values
Activity Fitted m arainais d.f. P
Visited a museum {saf has-fre-inty{saf has-fre-rrHJSj-fsaf fre4nt mus}-{ha6-int 
mus)
6:72204 2S. 1.090
Naturewatching {fre na wk nat) {na int nat) {wk int nat} 85.62861 88 .552
Camping {fre na camp) {ff int na) {lea ff fre) {lea ff Int) 370.9016 410 .917
Visited an art gallery {ff has lea Int) {ff int art) { has lea art) 59.68791 64 .630
Leisure shopping {saf wk funHsaf fun shop) {wk shop) 8.57555 16 .930
Visited a funfair {lea wk fai) {ff fat>{lea-ff} {ff wk) 23.23884 24 .506
Walking {na fre walk) {na int walk).{(re int walk) 1 4 . ^ 7 4 . 16 . .567
Fishing- {saf ret ) {saf fist^ {relfish} 3.72283 4 .445
Toured around sightseeing {lea int tour) .00000 0 1.00
Visited a historical 
monument
{has rel int lea) {has rel lea his) {int lea his) {has int his) 
fret int his)
18.27211 40 .999
Climbing {fre na dim) .00000 0 1.00*
Mountalnblking {fre na bike) .00000 0- 1.00-
Tourism value codes Activity, codes..
saf a safe place to holiday mus visited a museum
Ike fieedom in wide open graces nat naturerwatcfaing
na to be doser to nature camp camping
Int to-learn something intmstiBg art visited an art-gallcry
lea to learn something about my own country shop leisure shopping ’
wk. somewhexe well known, so Lcan_tell_my friends fair visited a fiin&ic orthemepaik
flm fun walk walking
rd to relax and unwind fisk fishmg.
has no hassle tour toured around si^itseeing
IT to spend quality time with, fiiends and &mily his visited a historical monument
climb dimbing
bike- mountainbikmg
Simplification is essentially a compromise between loss of predictive power and ease of 
interpretation. For each successive model generated, the m^dmum likelihood- - ratio 
chi square statistic (L^), the degrees of jfieedom (d.f.) and the significance level (p) 
were recorded. The maximum likelihood ratio chi square statistic is an indicator of the 
additional information conveyed by a variable being removed from the model. If the
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difference in relative to the difference in d.f. is significant, it can be concluded that 
one or more independent variables being considered for removal. Or their interactions, 
significantly affect the dependent variable and should be ret^ned. For this-analysis-the 
significance level was set at 0.05 as the criterion for remaining in the model. At each 
stage; subject to  the rigmficance level, the t«rm whose removal resulted in the least 
significant change in the maximum likelihood chi square was removed. This process 
continued until the model which most smiply described the data was- obtained, these 
models are set out in Table 56.
Goodness- of fit of each model was- assessed by e-x^râning the diÊferences or residuals 
between the observed and expected cell counts based on the model. It is widely 
accepted that stmie adjustment of the residuals-is-necessary when examining residuals 
because it allows direct comparison. This is because, in their original form larger 
predicted values- would naturally have larger residuals (Hare et al, 1995}. Acÿusted 
residuals were Used to test goodness of fit of models generated (Table 57). If the 
modd is adequate, the adjusted residuals are approximately normally distributed with a 
mean of 0 and a standard deviation close to 1. A high proportion of adjusted residuals 
greater than k96- w  less than -1.96 suggest that the- model might not be ^ rc ^ r ia te  
for the data since they are not likely to occur if the model is adequate. A good fit of 
the model to the observed data isindicated by a anall mterquartik range (Table 57). ,
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Table 57 Goodness Of Fit Of Hierarchical Log Linear Models For Effect Of Values On Acthnties
Activity Fitted marginals % o f acQ: 
residuals 
>+2.0
% of adj. 
residuals 
<+2.0 but 
>+1.0
% ofadJ: 
residuals 
>-1.0 but 
<-2.0
% of adj: 
residuals 
>-2.0
Camping {fre na camp} {ff int na} {lea ff fre} {lea ff 
int}
0 9.1 12.1 5.8
Visited an art gallery {ff has lea int} {ff int art} {has lea art} 6.1 9.8 16.0 9.2
Toured around 
sightseeing
{lea int tour} 0 0 0 0
Leisure shopping {saf wk fun} {saf funsho;^ {wk shq:^ 0 5.5 5 5 a
Visited a museum {saf has fre int} {saf has fre mus}.{saf 
fre int mus} {has int mus}
3.7 3.7 3.7 21.6
Visited a  funfair {lea wk fai} {ff fai} {lea ff} {ff wk} 0 14.8 18.5 0
Walking {na fre walk} {na int walk} {fre int walk} 5.5 16.6 18.5 5.5
Visited a historical 
monument
{has rel int lea} {has rel lea his} {int lea 
his} {has int his} {rel Int his}
2.4 8.0 8.0 27.1
Fishing {saf re l} {saf fish} {rel fish} 0 0 0 0:
Climbing {fre na dim} cr 0 0 0
Mountainbiking {fre na bike} 0. 0 a 0
Nature-watching {fre na wk nat) {na Hit nat} {wk int nat} 3.0 12.3 14.1 8.6
Results Of The LogHnear Analysts ModeWng HoUdav Activities^ Irv Terms 
Of Holiday Values
Three activities were well modelled in terms of adjusted residuals as they could not be 
simplified fi-om the total interaction: touring around âghtseeing, mountainbiking and 
climbing (Table 57). These special cases apart, most other activities had generally small 
redduals: naturewatching, visiting a funfair, shopping fishing, walking and camping. 
One further activity was on the margins of acceptability in terms of residuals, namely 
visiting an art gallery, visiting a historical monument gmd visiting a museum  ^ and 
therefore their discussion below needs to be tempered with this limitation. The 
difficulty of modelling, having visited a museum, may flow from the situationality 
pertaining to this particular activity as noted earlier. However, situationality cannot be 
an explanation in modelling these other activities-. As- the funfair model produced
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neither generic direct nor background effects, as indicated by the lambda parameter 
estimates (Appendix 3), it is also omitted from the discussion which follows.
The impacts of value combinations predicting behaviour are of interest. The table 
outlining the impacts of significant value combinations is found in Appendix 3-. This 
table provides the lambda parameter estimates for the general loglinear model which 
as discussed earlier in the chapter, are essential to their interpretation. In this table, the 
higher the absolute value, the greater the impact the interaction terms have on the 
probability of the particular interaction occurring, with poritive values raising the 
probability and negative values lowering the probability of that interaction occurring.
From the lambda “effect” parameters, the loglinear models showed that these activities 
could either be interpreted as the positive outcome of values reported, or as the 
negative outcome (tho latter being the ease where reporting a value as very important 
or somewhat important tended to be associated with non-participation m an activity). 
Most effects were found to be negative. Those interactions with large positive lambda 
parameter effects are listed in Appendix 3 and underpin the following discussion.
Climbing however, was one exception to  the generally negative effects found. 
Participation in climbing was found to be directly associated with emotion dominant 
the v^ues freedom in wide open spaces- and to he closer to nature. When a respondent 
reported both as very important he or she was much more likely to have climbed, and 
conversely when both these values were reported as unimportant. Of the values to be 
closer to nature and freedom in wide open spaces the former appeared the most
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important as it increased the likelihood of participation even when freedom in wide 
open spaces was given as unimportant. As such, conflicts between valuing being closer 
to nature and freedom in wide open spaces were resolved in favour of the former.
Supplementing these direct effects was the background interaction generally of 
freedom in wide open spaces and to be closer to nature together when both were rated 
as very important.
A second positive effect was found for leisure shopfhng. Where the cognition dominant 
value somewhere well known so I  can tell my friends rated as very important it had a 
positive impact on the propensity to  participate in leisure shopping. Supplementing this 
direct effect, the joint rating of the cognition dominant a safe place to holiday and 
emotion dominant fun  as very important had a background interaction irrespective of 
the rating of somewhere well known so I  can tell my friends. However, the direct 
impact of somewhere well known so that I  can tell my friends may imply that 
consumers are comparatively “captive” to Scotland, or like destinations, in the sense 
that they value- being able in their d ^ y  lives to  be known for having shopped in 
Scotland. To these tourists, where they have shopped matters.
In contrast to  these positive effects, the joint mteraction of the cognition dominant-tr? 
learn something about my own country and to leam something interesting when both 
rated as very important reduced the propensity of tourists to tour around sightseeing. 
Similarly, the joint rating of the emotion dominant freedom in wide open spaces and to 
be closer to nature as very importw, decreased the propensity of tourists to
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participate in mountainbiking. When the cognition dominant to leam something 
interesting was rated as very important and the emotion dominant to be closer to 
nature as either very important or of some iniportance, the propensity to participate in 
walking was reduced. This implies that walking is unassociated in the present context 
with hiking in remote places; an interpretation concurrent with the urban location of 
the two samples, and the towns being removed from long distance footpath routes.
The joint rating of the emotion dominant freedom in wide open spaces and to be 
closer to nature as very important reduced the prc^ensity of tourists to  participate in 
camping (a result not unexpected as much Scottish camping is on organised and 
regulated sites, not in unserviced and remote locationsj. Gampmg showed several 
background effects. Freedom in wide open spaces when rated as very important had a 
generic effect. To leam something about my own country, to spend quality time with 
friends and family and freedom in wide open spaces were found to interact at all levels 
in terms of camping - irre^>ective whether each- was rated unimportant, somewhat 
important or very important To leam about my own country and to leam something 
interesting were- found to  interact when both- rated as very important, irrespective of 
the value to spend quality time with friejids and family.
As ‘^ i t a g e ” .activities, visits to htstoiical monuments-..museums and- a t  g^ ries^  
might be-thought to be similarly value driven. This was not fully the case among the 
sample studied, although the size of the residuals in the art gallery model impels some 
caution in the d isc u s^ : The propensity to visit a museum was found to be markedly
 ^In the U K  the tem  “art galloy” is used instead o f“art museum”.
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reduced when the emotion dominant no hassle was reported to be very important. 
Museum visiting also showed a prevalent interaction of the cognition dominant but 
inner directed to leam something interesting when rated as very important with other 
variables as background effects. Art gallery visiting was found to be more complex. It 
was reduced when no hassle and (surprisingly when compared to museums) to leam 
something interesting were both rated as very important. No hassle, when rated as 
unimportant, had a pervarive background effect. To leam  something interestnig when 
rated as unimportant also had a background effect when interacting with jw hassle and 
to spend quality time with friends and family when both the latter were rated either as 
of some importance or very important. Visiting a historical monument, however, stood 
in some contrast to both museum and art gallery visiting among the sample. No hassle 
when rated as very important, and when interacting with to relax and inrwind as both 
very or somewhat important generally had a poâtive impact on the propensity to visit a 
historical monument implying the importance of these emotion dominant and inner 
directed values to this activity. No hassle rated as very important also had a 
background effect, interacting with to leam about my own country  ^ as both 
unimportant or somewhat important. One activity was difficult to interpret from 
residuals. The joint rating of a safe place to holiday and relax and unwind as very 
important had a background interaction for fishing, a model for which nu notable 
residuals were found for direct effects.
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Summary
The loglinear analysis in this chapter has shown that combinations of tourism values, 
do, to some extent, influence holiday behaviour, thereby indicating that holiday 
behaviour can be predicted by examining the interaction between tourism value 
combinations.
Hia-archical loglinear analysis allowed examination of the interaction and resolution of 
these multiple, conflicting values in a tourism context when an individual has made the 
decision to participate or not to participate in a situational activity. Findings in this 
study show that prediction is most common in the negative i.e. who will not participate 
in a particular holiday activity. The relative str«igth or import^ce of the tourism 
values of the individual resolves the conflict of participation or non participation.
This analysis does help tn clarify some of the pcnnts made e^her in the study. In terms 
of activities, it was discussed in Chapter 7, that environmental tourists were more 
likely to engage in physical holiday activities than “other” touri#s. This was echoed 
elsewhere in the literature, ecotourists were consistently found to be highly associated 
with a propensity to- engage in physical holiday activities such as chmbing; hiking, 
watersports etc. The findings in this analysis would seem to support this. The activity 
climbing was found to be- poritively associated with the environmental values to- he 
closer to nature and freedom in wide open spaces. The interaction of these two 
environmental values also reduced the propensity of these tourists to participate in
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mountainbiking, an activity which is considered to be detrimental to the natural 
environment.
As discussed in Chapter 7 of the present study, cultural activities such as visiting a 
museum, visiting an art gallery and visiting a historical monument, are more associated 
with “other” tourists, that is those not holding strong, dominant environmental values. 
This was also found to be the case in this analysis, these activities being associated 
with the values to spend quality time with friends and family, no hassle, to relax and 
unwind and to leam about my own country. Interestingly, the value of no hassle was a 
dominant value in terms- of non-vrsiting art gj^leries and museums but was- a positive 
dominant value in terms of visiting historical monuments. This may imply tiiat in 
Scotland, historical monuments are conâd^^edr easily accessible and user friendly, in 
general, “no hassle” and art galleries and museums are not. This has important 
implications for attraction mæiagers who m ^  need to  consider the “convenience” 
fkctor of their attractions in their marketing strategies.
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CHAPTER 11
MODELLING TOURISTS’ VALUE VARIABLES AND 
AFFECTIVE ATTACHMENT TO PLACE
Hierarchical Log Linear Models Of Affective Attachment To Place And 
Tourism Values
The previous chapt^ showed that combinations of tourism values, to- some extent, 
influence holiday behaviour; thereby indicating that holiday behaviour can be predicted 
by examining the interaction between tourism value combinations. Williams et al 
(1992) suggested that the type and level of attachment that individuals feel for a place 
may influence their concern for how the place-is used and the degree of substitutability 
of the place. This has important implications for tourism managers. In particular, 
tourism manages who seek te  promote or foster responsible tourism in a destination 
need to examine what is valued in a particular place and why it is valued. By 
examining tourism values as expressed reasons for visiting Scotland and their 
relationship with type of place attachment, it may be possible to identify the tourism 
values that influence, or ^e- in conflict with; attachment to place or the “natural 
environment”
The following anëysis models the-relation^g between tourism values and attachment 
to place. The main aim of this modelling was to explore the values which had an effect 
on place- attachment or attachment to  “natural enviromrient”, and to  find out whether 
this effect was independent or interactive. The first stage of the analysis sought to find 
the model which best represented the underlying relationsh^ between the variables-, in 
terms of finding the simplest model, which fitted the data well according to the 
goodness of fit criteria discussed earlier in Chapter 10. The second stage of the 
analysis sought to examine the models derived from the first stage and the interactive
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effects of the value variables at all levels on the type of attachment to place or the 
“natural environrnent”.
In Chapter 8 of the present study it was shown that both environmental and “other” 
tourists overall, show stronger levels of attachment to Pitlochry than St. Andrews. 
Because of this difference in attachment to the two places, theoretically it would be 
better to model the effects of values on attachment to Pitlochry and St. Andrews 
separately. However, with a sample of only 309 tourists in each town, the effect of 
small changes in numbers in some of the cells of the multi-dimensional loglinear 
matrices is likely to cause the models to mis-estimate. It should be noted that 
modelling the total sample of 600. tourists together, as is the case here, may fail to 
predict attachment to place effectively as the overall “place” effect is ignored.
As with the loglinear analysis in Chapter 10, loglinear modelling began with guidance 
from earlier bivariate analysis, set out in Table 58. Only the variables which had been 
shown to significantly influence place or “natural environment” attachment were, 
included in the model. A backward elimination approach was used successively 
removing terms having the least effect on the model, thereby simplifying the 
interactions involved. The resulting models which most simply describe the- data are 
set out in Table 59.
As befwe-(Chapter 10), goodness of fit was assessed by examining the-differences or 
residuals between the observed and the expected cell counts based on the model. A 
good fit of the model te  the observed data is indicated by a small interquartile-range 
(Table 60).
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Table 59 Hierarchical Loglinear Models For Place Anachnient Sratements And Tourism Values
Place attachm ent statem ents Fitted m arginals " I T d.f. P
1 am very fond of (place) it 
m eans a lot to me
{saf fre na} {ff saf na fond^ff saf fre fond} {ff fre na . 
fond}
36.8644 40 .6569
1 love to visit Scotland {ff fea has} {frffe has} {ff fré love Tea} 45.064r 76 .999CT
(Place) is a typical Scottish town {wk saf}-{typlG saf) {lypic wk} 2.8408 4- .5848
(Place) is-unique, 1 wouldnt 
substitute any other place for 
doing the type of things 1 do here
{ a fh a s )  {untq-wk tea has} {saf wk l«t} {saf untq-les^ 114.477? 114 .4698
1 find that a lot of my holidays are 
organised around areas of 
natural beauty
{nafreTet} {beau narinfret}{beau fru infret} 46.7081 60 .8952
To me, this area represents a 
typical Scottish landscape
{fre rel} {fre lea vrk} {rel land lea wk} 80.5706 86 .6450
Tourism value codes
saf a safe place to holiday
fre freedom in wide open ^aces
na to be closer to nature-
int to leam smncthing interesting
lea to leam smnething about my own country
w t someviiim well known so I can tell my friends
Am fun
rel to relax and unwind
has no hassle
ff to spend quality time with friends and family
Attachment codes
fond I am very fond of (place)it means a lot to me 
love I love to visit Scotland
mriq- (place>is-unique, 1 wouldn't substhme any other
place fw doing the type of things I do here 
^pic (place) is a typical Scottish town
land To me, this area represents a typical Soottidi
landsc^
beau I find that a lot of my holidays are organised around 
areas of natural beauty
Table 60^  Goodness Of Fit Of Hierarchical Log Linear Models For Effect Of Values On Place^  Attachment
Place attachm ent 
s ta tem en ts  .
Fitted m arginals % of adj. 
residuals
% of adj. 
residuals 
<+2.0 but 
>+1.0
% of adj. 
residuals 
> 1.ffBuf 
<-2.0
% of adj. 
residuals 
> 2.0
1 am very fond of (place) it 
means a lot to me
{saf fre n #  {ff sa f  na fond}{ff sa f  fre- 
fond} {ff fre na fond}
3 .0 9.8. 1 0 4 9 :6
1 love to visit Scotland {ff lea has}, {ff fre has}„{fffre love 
lea}
OO 12.3 6.6 1 t.7
(P lac^  is a typical S c o tty  
town
{wk-saQ {^plasaf}{typi&wf4 o a 0.0 0 .0 0.0
(Place) is unique, i 
wouldn't substitute any 
other place for doing the 
type-of thingsl do here-
{saf has} {uniq wk lea has} {saf wk 
lea} {saf. uniq. lea}.
4.3 14.1 11.1 1.8
1 find that a lot of my 
holidays are organised 
around areas of natural 
beauty
{na fre rel} {beau na int rel} {beau fre 
int rel}
1.1 15.6 13.9 8.3
Tom e, this area 
represents a typical 
Scottish, landscape
{fre rel} {fre lea wk}{fel land lea wR} 3:1 11.8 7:5
As discussed in Chapter 10 of the present study, the results of the analysis are 
interpreted through lambda or “effect” parrnnetéFS. (Norusis-, 1994; Knoke and
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Burke, 1980). The lambda parameters are an indication of the effect and extent of the 
difference between the sums of the effects of the variables taken individually and 
collectively, that is they represent the positive and negative effects associated -with 
particular combinations of the values.
Results Of The Logtinear Anatvsfs ModeWnq Ptace^  Anci “Natural 
Environment'^  Attachment In Terms Of Holiday Values
The six place attachment statements were successfully modelled in terms of their 
generally small adjusted residuals (Table 60)-. The model for the statanent (Place) is a 
typical Scottish town produced neither generic direct nor background effects, as 
indicated by the lambda: pwamet^s effects, and is therefore omitted from the 
discussion that follows.
The impacts of value combinations predicting attachment to- place or attachment to 
“natural environment” arc of interest. From the lambda parameters, the loglinear 
models showed that these- attachment statements could dther be int«=preted as the 
positive outcome of values reported, or as the negative outcome. Most effects were 
found to be- positive, i.e. where- reporting a value- as very important or somewhat 
important is associated with strong attachment to place or the “natural environment”. 
Those interactions with W ge lambda parameter estimates are listed in Table dl and 
underpin the following discussion.
The statem^t I  am very fond e f  place, it means a lot to  me, however, was one 
exception to the generally positive effects found. Fondness of place was found to be
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negatively associated with the emotion dominant value to spend quality time with 
friends and family. When a respondent reported the value to spend quality time with 
friends and family as very important and placed low importance on the value a safe 
place to holiday, he or she was much less likely to  repc«^ fondness for the place; that 
is, to be strongly attached to place. When the value to spend quality time with frietids 
and family was very important, and the importance placed (w a  safe place to holiday 
was low, place attachment was consistently negative irrespective of the level of the 
value/o be closer to- nature. The emotion dominant value to ^ n d  quality time with 
friends andfamily is clearly the most important value here as it overrides any sense of 
attachment to place or need for safety.
Conversely, when the value to spend quality time with friends and family was 
reported as unimportant, and the cognition dominant values, freedom- in wide open 
spaces and a safe place to holiday were reported as very important the likelihood of 
being fond / attached to- place increased. Of the values freedom- in- wide open spaces 
and a safe place to holiday, the former appeared most important as when the value to 
spend quality time with friends and famity. was unimportmt, and the importance 
placed on freedom in wide open spaces was high, place attachment was consistently 
strong irrespective of the level of the value a scfe place to holidcty. As such  ^ conflicts 
between valuing a safe place to holiday and freedom in wide open spaces were 
resolved in- favour of the latter.
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Table 61 The Lambda "Effect" Parameters Of Value Combinations Chj Affective Anachment To Place And 
Attachment To The "Natural Environment"
Place attachm ent codes 
1= “attached”
2= “not attached"
Vahie fac to r code»  
1=“unlm portant” 
2=“som ew hat Important” 
3= “very im portant”
Interaction-Temr Lambdar
“effect”
param eter
(3t)
fond = 1 am very fond of (place) it 
means a lot to me
ff = t o  spend quality time with-friends- 
and family
saf =- “a safe place to htoUday 
ria = t o  l3e closer to nature"
ff; safi na; fondi 9.1801
ff; safi na; fond; 7.8813
ffi safi fre; fondi 21.8331
ffi saf2 fre; fondi 105241.
ffi saf; ffê; fondi 11.0109
ffi frei na; fond i 20.8743
ffi fre; na; fond i 16.0117
ffi fre; na; fond. i 135375
love = 1 love to visit Scotland ff = t o  spend quality time with friends 
and family"
fre = treedom  In wide open spaces” 
lea = "to leaffl about my own COUnfry"
ffi fre; lovei lea; 8.5523
ffi fre; lovei lea; 10.2915
ffi fre; lovei lea; 9.6421
ff; frei lovei leai 12.8006
ff; frei lovei lea; 13.2574
ff; frei lovei lea» 11.2945
t)eau = 1 find that a lot of my holidays 
are organised around areas of natural 
Ijeauty
na = t o  be dosef to-nature’ 
int = t o  leam something interesting" 
rel = t o  relax and unwind, get back in 
touch with-myætf
beaui na; int; reli 9.3719
beaui na; int; rel; 11.5304
beaui na; int; reli 8.0138.
beaui na; int; rel; 12.1675
beaui frei inti reb 9.6311
beaui frei int; reb 9 44111
beaui frei int; rel; 9.946
land = To me, this area represents a 
typical Scottish landscape
re| = " to relax and unwind, get back In 
touch with myself
lea = to  leam something interesting" 
wk = "somewhere-weltknown-sotbat t 
can tell my friends"
reli landi lea; wk; 8.5853
reli landi lea; wk; 8.0684
reli landi lea; wl% 8:2119.
Similar positive and negative effects were also found for the interaction of the values 
to spend quality time withfriends-and fianily and freedom m wide open spaces. Here, 
strong place attachment was found when high importance was put on the value to 
spend quality time with friends and family and low importance was placed on- the 
value freedom in wide open spaces. Also interacting with these effects was the value
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to leam about my own country, however, when spending time with friends and family 
was of high importance and fr*eedom was low, the levet of place attachment remained 
strong irrespective of the importance of learning about my own country. Attachment 
here then may be associated with attachment to Scotland the country, as a holiday 
setting which facilitates social interaction rather than fondness for Pitlochry or St. 
Andrewsas specific places.
Conversely, when respcmdents placed low importance on the value to spend eptality 
time with friends and family and high importance on the values freedom in wide open 
spaces and to leam about rr^ own country the levef of place attachment was- strong. 
For these tourists, attachment to Scotland is fulfilled through the sense of fr’eedom and 
the opportunities to  leam that it refers rather than as a backdrop-for facilitating social 
interaction.
As might be expected, strong attachment to  the "‘natural awhonment" statement 
that a lot o f my holidays are organised around areas o f natural beauty was found to 
be directly. associated with the three values which have been found to  be most 
associated with environmental tourists, namely to be closer to nature, to leam  
something interesting soA freedom in wide open spaces. The joint high rating of the 
emotion dominant value to be closer to nature and the cognition dominant value of to 
leam  something interesting resulted in strong attachment to the “natural environment” 
regardless of the background interaction of the emotion dominant value to relax and 
unwind, get back in touch with my self
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However, when the emotion dominant value to relax and unwind was rated as very 
important and the cognition dominant value freedom in wide open spaces was rated as 
low, strong attachment to the “natural environment” was also found irrespective of the 
background interaction of the-cognition dominant value to  leam something interesting. 
The natural environment for these tourists is used as a medium to relax and unwind 
whilst fw the other tourists attached to- the “natural environment” it is valued for the 
sense of freedom it gives them and allows them to pursue their goal of knowledge.
This is not surprising as the value to-relax and unwhid)^s-hQtn found to-be associated 
with environmental tourists, (to a lesser extent than the other three values in the 
present study) and also- by other studies relating to  nature based or eeotourists 
(Silverberg et al 1996, Valentine 1993). It has been shown in the earlier analysis of the 
present study that environmental tourists are not a homogeneous subset of tourists, 
rather, that différent types of environmental tourists exist who will likely vary in how 
they value their holiday environment, why they value it and what they value about k.
Negative effects were found for the value to relax and unwind and the second 
attachment to  the “natural environment” statement To me, this area represents a 
typical Scottish landscape. When a respondent rated the value to relax and unwind as 
low, the-joint interaction of the emotion dominant v^ues to leam something about my 
own country and somewhere well known so I  can tell my friends resulted in strong 
attachment to  the “natural- environment”. Conflict between these values was resolved 
in favour of satisfaction of the outer directed values of to leam something about my 
own country and somewhere well known so I  can tell my friends. The direct impact of
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these two values implies that these tourists are comparatively captive to Scotland or 
like destinations in the sense that th ^  value being able in their daily lives-to talk about 
having visited Scotland and what they have learned there. To these tourists, visiting 
somewhere well known mattes. Also of interest here-, is that both attachment 
statement using the word “typical”, (Place) is a typical Scottish town and To me this 
area represents a  typical Scottish landscc^ are associated with the value somewhere 
well known so I  can tell my friends, reflecting the need for social recognition. It may 
be that for these tourists who like to tell their friends where they have been, stating an 
opinion on how “typical” a place is imparts a high degree of knowledge of a place and 
enhances the fulfilment of the social reeo^tion  they value.
Hierarchical Log Linear Models Of Concern For The Tourism 
Environment An# Tourism Vakie Variables
As discussed in Chapter. 9-, it has been suggested in past tourism rese»ch that tourists 
who show strong levels of attachment to place or a class of places (e.g. wilderness) 
will- show more concern about how that particule envhomnent is used) Md W l be 
more sensitive to issues occurring in that environment that are in conflict with their 
immediate goals. This is an area of potential interest to  logUnear modelling. It has been 
shown in the analysis of Chapter 9, that expressed concern for the tourism environment 
and tourism values do come into some conflict which has an effect on the resulting 
show of concern for the immediate environment. For example, environmental tourists 
with dominant hedonic values were found to be more likely to be suppmrtive of new 
tourism development, than environmental tourists with dominant social values.
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However, what is not clear from the bivariate analysis in Chapter 9, is how the 
combinations of values. which come into conflict when considering the use of the 
tourism environment and their interaction affects the level of concern of tourists.
The following analysis models the relationship between tourian values and level of 
concern for the immediate tourism environment. The main aim of this modelling was to 
explore the values which had an effect on concern for the tourism environment, and-to 
find out whether this effect was independent or interactive. The first stage of the 
analysis sought to find the model which best represented the underlying relationship 
between the variables. The second stage of the analysis sought to examine the models 
derived from the first stage and the int^active ^feetsof the value variables at d l levels 
on the level of concern for the immediate tourism environment.
Because of the general similarity betwem the levels of concern for both St. Andrews 
and Pitlochry, situationality is considered unimportant in modelling concern for the 
tourism environment in the present study and generic modelling can be undertaken.
As with the previous loglinear analysis, loglmear modelling began with guidance from 
earlier bivariate analysis, set out in Table 62. Only the value variables which-had been 
shown to significantly influence concern were included in the model. A backward 
elimination approach was used successively removing terms having the least effect on 
the model, thereby simplifying the interactions involved. The resulting models which 
most simply describe the data are set out in Table 63.
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As with the previous loglinear analysis, goodness of fit was assessed by examining the 
differences or reriduals between the observed and thé expected cell counts based on 
the model. A good fit of the model to the observed data is indicated by a small 
interquartile raige (Table 64).
Table 63 Hierarchical Loglinear Models-For Concern For The Tourism Environment Statements And Tourism 
Values
Environm entahconeem - statem ents' Fitted-M arginals ■ p ------ cKf P-
New leisure and tourists attractions 
people can have fun and enjoyment here
{in fun na newdev} {in fun exi} {fun na 
, exi} {na.neiAfldev exi}
71.02579 72 .510
More parking faciiities should be provided 
in this area for the convenience of visitors 
here.
{in exi park saf) {in has park} 
{has. park saf}
77.56554 88 .779
The numlser of new leisure and tourist 
developments should be severely 
restricted if this area Is to be k e^  
unspoilt
{has-ffnaf { fasff fr^{hasfre-na>{na 
resdev) {ffresdev}
88.5909 109 .7868
The development of golf courses wastes 
huge amounts of natural resources such 
a s  water and agricultural land
{fre na waste} 0.0000 0 1.000
Golf courses, allow people to enjoy sport. 
In beautiful surroundings
{fun. ff golf} 0.0000 . . 0 1.000
Tourism value codes
saf a safe place to holiday
fk« fircedom in wide open spaces
na to be closer to nature
bit to leam something interesting
lea to leam something about my own country
somewhere well known so I can tell my fiiends
fun- . fe»
has no hassle
£T to spend quality time with fiientb and family
Envif OQffiental concern codes
newdev New leisure and tourist developments should be
dicuwragpl iu this am  
park Moreparking facilities Aould beprovided here
resdcv- New leisiue and tourist devekpsKnts-should be
restricted in this area 
waste devdopment ofgplfcourses wastesnatural
resources
golf gplfallow enjoy courses enjoy of sport in beautiful
surroundings
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Table 64 Goodness Of Fit OfHierat-chical Loglinear Models For Concern For The Tourism Environment
Statements And Tourism Values
Environm ental concern 
sta tem en ts
F itted Marginal» %oFad}.
residuals.
>+2.0
% of a ^ .  
residuals 
<+2.0 but 
>+10
% of a 4 .  
residuals 
> 1 0  
b u t <-2:0
% of acy.
residuals
>-2J0
New leisure and tourists 
attractions should be  encouraged 
in this area so mat people can 
have furv and enjoyment here
{in fun na newdev} {in fun exi} 
{fun na exi} {na.nevirdev exi}
4.6 8.8 5.0 3.3
More parking facilities should be 
provided in this area for the 
convenience of visitors here.
{in exi park saf) {in has park} 
{has park saf}
3.1 6.0 8.8 2.1
The number of new leisure and 
tourist developments should be 
severely restricted if this area is 
. to be kept unspoilt
{has ff na} {has ff fre} {has fre 
na}{nérre«Jev) {ffresdev}
3.3 9.4 12.2 2.0
The development of golf courses 
wastes huge amounts of natural 
resources such as water and 
agricultural land
{fre na waste} 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Golf courses-allow people to 
enjoy sport in beautiful 
surroundings
{fuaffgolf} 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0
Results Of The Loglinear Analysis Modelling Concern For The Tourism 
EmÂFOomentjn Tetms C  ^Holiday Values
Two tourism environmental. concern, statements, were well modelled in terms, of 
adjusted residuals only in that they could not be simplified fi'om the total interaction: 
The development e f  gedf courses wastes huge amounts ^  natural resources such-as 
water and agricultural land and Golf courses allow people to enjoy sport in beautiful 
surroundings. However, the other three- tourism envhonmental concern statements 
were well modelled, namely: New leisure and tourists attractions should be
encouraged in  this area so that people can have fun and enjoyment here; More 
parking facilities should be provided in this area fo r the comenience o f visitors here 
and The number o f new leisure and tourist developments shoitld be severely restricted 
i f  this area is to be kept unspoilt with generally small residuals.
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The impacts of value combinations predicting concern for the tourism environment are 
of primary interest. From the lambda parameter estimates values (Table 65) the 
loglinear models showed that concern for the tourism environment could either be 
interpreted as the positive outcome of values reported,. or, as the negative- outcome 
(the latter being the case where reporting a value as very important or somewhat 
important increased the likelihood of not being concerned). Those interacticms with 
large lambda parameter estimates values are listed in Table 65 and underpin the 
following discussion.
The pro-tourism development statement, New leisure and tourists attractions should 
be encouraged in this area so that people can have fun and enjoyment here; was 
found to- be directly associated with the emotion dominant values to  be closer to 
nature and excitement. The conflict between these two values here clearly has an effect 
on the level of concern for the immediate tourism environment. When the value to-be 
closer to nature was reported by a respondent to be somewhat or very important and 
the hedmnc value of excitement reported as imin^mtant, it was found to  be much 
more likely that the respondent would be anti-tourism development in the area. 
However, when the hedonic v^ue cff excitement was reported as somewhat or very 
important, a pro tourism development response was given, irrespective of the level of 
the-value-?e>- be closer to nature. Con&et between the environment^ v^ uo to-be closer 
to nature and the hedonic value of excitement when considering the pros and cons of 
tourism development is  clearly gener^y restdvcd in fovour of excitement.
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Similarly the interaction of the emotion dominant values, to be closer to nature, to 
indulge myself d^ iA fun  results in a conflict which is resolved in favour of the-two 
hedonic values fun  and to indulge myself When these hedonic values were reported as 
somewhat or very important by respondents, a pro-tourism development recense was 
given irrespective of the level of the value to be closer to nature. Supplementing these 
direct effects was the background interaction generally to-be closer to nature, fun  
and excitement.
Similar results were found for the other pro-tourism development statement. More 
parking facilities should be provided in this area fo r the convenience o f visitors here. 
The joint interaction of thehedomc values offun  and to indulge myself vfhen rated as 
somewhat or very important resulted in a positive response that more parking should 
be provided fw viators to  the area, irrespective of the level of the value a  sefe place to 
holiday.
Similarly, when a respon^nt reported the «notion drainant value of tio  hassle as 
somewhat or very important a pro more parking development response was given 
regardless of the level of the value a  safe place to holiday. Tins is not surprising asthe 
tourism value no hassle reflects the need for a comfortable life, which the convenience 
of more-parking devele^ment would fidSl
The anti-tourism development statement. The mimber o f new leisure and tourist 
developments should be severely restricted i f  this area is to be kept un^oilt, indicated 
a similar conflict between dominant tourism values and concern for the immediate
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environment. The interaction of the value, to he closer to nature and the restriction of 
tourism development statement, shows a clem^  pattern.. As the value to be closer to 
nature increases in importance to a respondent, so does the likelihood that a positive 
response to  restricting development will be ^ ven.
Table 65 The Lambda "Effect" Pa?ximeter5 Of Value Combinations On Concern For The Tourism Efjvironment
Tourism  Environm ent«m cem -codes- 
1= Agree with statem ent 
2.= Disagree with sta tem ent
V alue factor codes- 
1="unlm portant" 
2? ‘‘som ew hat im portant” 
3= "very im portant”
tnteraetfonTerm tam fodo
Effect
Param eter
M
newdev =New leisure and tourists 
attractions should be encouraged In this 
area sottiat people can have fun and 
enjoyment here
na= to-be closer to  nature
exi=excitement
fun=fun
in Mo indulge myself
nag exii newdev; 5.1761
naz exiz newdevi 6.357
naz exi] newdevi 9.4505
na^exii newdevz 5.3463
na] exiz newdevi 5.6875
na]exlrnewdevi &.eS96
naz inz fun] nevwJevi 5.0448
naz in] funz newdevi 5.6678
naz ini fun] newdevi Î2.5533
na] inz funz newdevi 5.3146
ns] inz fun] newdevi 6.852
na] in] funz newdeVi 6.7856
na] in] fun] newdevi 7.704
devpark -  Mora paddr^faciliticashould, 
be provided in this area for the 
convenience of visitors here.
a a t -  a. safe, place to. holiday 
has = no hasste 
in = to indulge myself 
exi = excitement.
safi haso-davpacki 6.421
safz haS] devparki 5.8684
saf] haS] devparki 6.640
inz hasz devparki 5.5632
inz has» devparki 6.2004
in] hasz devparki 8.4436
in] haS] devparki 7.8624
iBrewz safi devparki - 6.1948
in] exiz safz devparki 6.5401
in» exiz saf] devparki 6.4436
in] exi] safi devparki 8.9097
in» ew] safz devparki- 7.4565
in] exi] saf] devparki 8.9097
resdev = The number of new leisure and 
tourist developments should be severely 
restricted if this area is to be kept unspoilt
na -  to  be-closer to  rrature 
ff = to spend quality time with 
friends and family
nai resdevi 5.766
naz resdevi 9.5892
najresdevi 14.8265
ffi resdevz 5.065
ffz resdevz 7.5656
ffi resdevz 12.6306
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This same pattern can be noted for the interaction of the value to spend quality time 
with friends and family and the same restriction of tourism development statement. 
However, in contrast to the positive effect noted for the value to be closer to nature, 
the effects found were negative The greater the importance a respond«it placed on the 
value, to spend quality time with friends and family, the more likely a negative 
response to restricting tourism development in the area.
Summary
The loglinear analysis of the models examimng the relation^p betwe«i values and 
place attachment suggests that the interaction of combinations of different personal 
values is associated with the level and type of affective attachment to place or a-class 
of places.
As might be expected, strong affective attachment to-place-was found to-be associated 
with the emotional values of freedom in wide open spaces, a scfe place to holiday and 
to spend quaUty time with friends andfamily. Conflict arises between these values and 
strong attachment to place, and are resolved, in favour of the dominant value or goals 
of the individual in the specific tourism context. Spending qualify time with friends and 
family results in strong levels of place attachment when interacting with learning 
values. For these tourists, strong attachment to place is based on the ability of that 
setting to facilitate their dominant values of social interaction and learning. Conversely, 
a high priority on spending quality time with fiiends and family results in low 
attachment to place when interacting with freedom and safety. For these tourists,
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spending time with friends and family is the most important value and overrides any 
sense of place attachment or need for freedom or safety.
As might be expected, strong attachment to the “natural environment” as a class of 
places is strongly associated with the “environmental values” to be closer to nature, 
freedom in wide open spaces and to leam something interesting. The joint interaction 
of these values results in a strong attachment to the natural environment, which would 
suggest that the “natural environment” for these tourists is valued for its intrinsic worth 
and for its ability ta  fulfil their environmental values: Similarly, strong attachment to 
the natural environment was found to be associated with the value to relax and 
unwind; the environment is valued in this case as a facilitator for relaxation. For 
tourists who value relaxation most highly, areas of natural beauty are probably highly 
substitutable with similar areas that fulfil these values.
Strong attachment to the natural environment was also found to be strongly related to 
the c o i t io n  dominant values of learmng and somewhere well known so I  arm- tell my 
friends, in conflict with the value of relaxation. In this case, the conflict was resolved 
in favour of the cognition dominant values. The direct impact of these two values 
implies that these tourists are comparatively captive to Scotland or like destinations in 
the sense that they value being able in their dmly lives to talk about having visited 
Scotland and what they have learned there. To these tourists, visiting somewhere well 
known matters.
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From the analysis of the concern for the immediate environment statements and 
tourism values it is apparent that concern for the tourism environment is in conflict 
mainly with hedonic values and goals in the tourism context. The dominance of 
hedonic values is not unexpected given that holidaymaking is predominantly a hedonic 
activity (Gnoth, 1997). It has been discussed earlier in this study that environmental 
values are transformational and transactional (Aitken and Bjorklund,1988) and that 
person/environment relations do not exhibit stability. The conflict between the more 
“environmental” values and other values such as no hassle, fan, excitement and to 
spend quality time with friends and family when tourism development is in question, 
seems to be resolved in favour of the values which are reflected as the immediate aims 
and objectives of the tourists that are dominant within the tourism context. Thus, 
whilst new development is considered as unacceptable in some situations, in the 
tourist’s current situation it would facilitate the dominant values of fun, excitement, 
no hassle and spending quality time with frietids and family.
The analysis in this chapter indicates that the type and level of attachment that 
individuals feel for a place may influence their concern for how the place is used and 
the degree of substitutability of the place. This has important implications for tourism 
managers. In particular, tourism managers who seek to promote or foster responsible 
tourism in a destination need to examine what is valued in a particular place and why it 
is valued. By examining tourism values-as expressed reasons-for visiting Scotland and 
their relationship with type of place attachment and concern for the tourism 
environment, it may be possible to identify the tourism values that influence, or are in 
conflict with concern and attachment to place or the “natural environment”.
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Awareness of the tourism environment could be raised by appealing to those values 
that influence concern.
252.
CHAPTER 12
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary And Conclusions
The present study has sought to develop a new conceptualisation of personal values in 
decision making, in pai licular, focusing on the contextual measurement of values, in 
the present case, that of tourism. The study of personal values-in past tourism research 
has tended to ignore the current context and situation, but rather, has focused on 
abstract value measures- divorced from the particular temporal and spatial situations 
within which they are being measured. The measurement of these abstract values has 
been shown to be problematic as-values may not necessarily be conridered as enduring 
beliefs, and therefore do not remain constant, but may be adapted to different 
environments according to the immediate goals and objectives of the individual.
Two multivariate analytical techniques were used to model tourists’ values in the 
present study: clust« analysis and loglinear malysis. Firstly, cluster analysis was used 
to group like respondents empirically across their expressed personal values. In this 
way, a het«ogeneous sample was reduced into homogeneous subsets based on rimdar 
personal values, thereby identifying similar market segments of tourists sharing similar 
values (Madrigal and Kahle, 1994; Schwartz and Bilsky, 198-7). This segmentation was 
deliberately structured to differentiate environmental tourists from others. Secondly, 
hierarchical loghnear analysis was u s e d  Lo e x a m in e  the multiple effects of values on 
the behaviour of tourists. The detailed examination of the interaction effects of values 
which loglinear analysis permits, enabled a fuller understanding of which values were 
most important to tourists.
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The present study defined motivations for choosing to visit a particular destination as 
situated rather than abstract, values. These, values can. be considered as those that.are 
invoked when an individual seeks to adapt to a particular situation or environment and 
may be considered current in the situation in which they are measured, in the present 
case, similar Scottish small towns.
Conceptually, contextuality is doing things in different roles  ^ or different life domains. 
It has been argued in the present study that this may be the difference between tourism 
and home life or work life for example. Howev«, it may also be the difference between 
different types of tourism, such as cultural tourism, beach tourism and business 
tourism. In the present study, only one type of tourism was investigated, nanely 
landscape tourism.
Conceptually, situationality refers to the differences between places. Operationally, to 
make modelling manageable, it was taken to refer to the difference between types of 
places. Two similar small urban places (Pitlochry and St. Andrews) were explicitly 
sought for the sample for the present study , and a third (Stirling) was excluded on this 
basis. Throughout the present study, “situation” at the level of the two towns was not 
generally found to have a substantial effect on the values of tourists who visited these 
two places and on the activities that they carried out there, as had been expected fi’om 
the survey design. It has been argued in the present study, that tourist activities can be 
seen as both a “d«nand side” (value) phenomenon, and a “supply side” (opportunities) 
phenomenon. As a “demand” side phenomenon, tourism values may be adapted to a 
particular situation and environment and the activities engaged in will be those that
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fulfil tourism values and are facilitated by the immediate environment. As à “supply 
side” phenomenon, the opportunities present in a specific environment will also shape 
tourist behaviour. In fact, differences between the two towns were found to be absent 
or comparatively insubstantial for all but two activities, namely camping (Cram«’s 
V=.28778) and having visited a museum (Cramer’s V= .20006). Situationality was 
therefore assumed to be most pertinent to comparisons of more dissimilar urban 
environments such as large cities and either of the two survey towns.
However, it must be recogmsed that the extent of cont«rtuality (tourian type) and 
situationality . (type of places) is critical. While there might not be a large extent of 
differences in tourist activities and values between St. Andrews and Pitlochry, 
differences may be expected between tourists visiting Pitlochry and those, for example, 
visiting the major Scottish cities such as Glasgow or Edinburgh. In the light of these 
possible differences, the utility and relevance of two dimensional model of tourists 
values, as proposed in Chapter 2 of the present study needs wider appraisal.
Implicit in this model, is the need potentially for a different survey form in each 
situation and context beyond the application in the present study. As previously 
discussed, “situation” at the level of the two towns was not found to have a substantial 
effect on tourists values or the- activities that they earned out and a common survey 
form was utilised for the present study. Whilst the two dimensional model as it is 
presented here, may pertain elsewhere in Scotland (and potentially in like places), the 
present study makes no claim to its universality beyond the present application.
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The wider importance of the model is in the dimensions, namely the emotion or 
cognition dominance of values and the inner or outer direction of these values; and not 
in the content of the boxes as allocated in the present study. The reason for this is that 
the content might be expected to vary according to tourism type (context) and type of 
place (situation). Not only will the values included potentially change, but, as their 
allocation in terms of inner or outer direction flows in part fi-om the associations that 
people made when they talked about them, their allocation to each of the 4 boxes 
(cells) may alsa vary. Because of this, it must be recognised that the allocation of 
particular values to the cells of the model is subject to some degree of informed 
subjectivity and will be guided by content analysis of «cploratory work on motivation 
in the current context and situation.
This potential change in the values to be measured and their allocation to the cells of 
the model will have a further effect in terms of replicating the segmentation of tourists 
carried out in the present study, as it may affect the labelling of the se ^ en ts  used 
elsewhere. The prevalent values pertinent to tourism in the present study were found to 
be dominated by emotional and hedonic values. This is not surprising given that 
holidaymaking is a pleasure seeking, hedonic activity and thus particularly prone to 
emotional influences. Similar values have been found to be prevalent amongst tourists 
in other studies. For example, Pitts and Woodside (1986) measured personal values, 
using an abstract, decontextualised value measure and found unsurprisingly that travel 
and tourism was positively related to two terminal values, an exciting life and pleasure. 
Clearly, respond«its considering travel and leisure, which is a fun and enjoyment 
related pursuit, would be likely to emphasise this type of hedonic values as they are
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often associated with holidaymaking. If asked to cany out the ranking task whilst at 
work, for example, the same respondents might likely emphasise different values  ^ i.e. 
those pertaimng to work and career, such as achievement or self respect. Similarly, as 
discussed earlier, the- extent of situation- pertains, other values found to be prevalent 
amongst tourists in the sample taken for the present study were those related to 
aesthetics and aspects of the natural setting of the holiday environment. This is because 
landscape tourism was the context within which the study was carried out, in which 
aesthetics and settings for activities are known to be important (Prentice, 1997a). This 
highlights the importance of measuring tourists values in the current context, if 
reported values are effected by the- situation or context they cannot be regarded as 
transsituational or enduring and will vary according to the context and situation within 
which they are measured.
Howev«, in addition to the prevalence of emotional and hedonic values, the- internal 
distinctions between the tourist value clusters were shown to be most readily 
identifiable according to the importance placed on their distinguishing mix and 
direction of other, secondary values. These are summarised in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Summary Model o f Tourists Values Cotitextualised
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Outer Directed Values
Cognition-Domioaot 
Outer Directed Values
Figure 9 shows a summary of the tourism values that were most common amongst the 
tourists to St. Andrews and Pitlochry. This summary model retains the- dimensions of 
the two dimensional model presented in Figure 1 (page 47), but summarises visually 
the most recurrent values amongst the tourist value segments. For example, we can see 
that the value to leam about my own country was the value that occurred least 
amongst the segments, found to be significantly important to only one of the six tourist 
value segments, (namely Hedonic Cognitive Outer). We can also see that the hedonic, 
emotion dominant values of fim  and excitemenP and the “environmental” values to be 
closer to nature, freedom in wide open spaces and to leam something interesting were
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the most commonly recurring values amongst the six segments. These hedonic and 
environmental value “domains” were not found to be mutually exclusive, a finding 
which stands in some contrast to the suggestion of most past research on nature based 
tourists, or eeotourists, as discussed in Chapter 5 of the present study. Much of this 
past work, suggests that eeotourists are a distinct homogeneous subset of tourists 
with similar values, needs and behaviours. However, as depicted in Figure 9, and 
discussed throughout the thesis, whilst tourists can be segmented on their dominant 
environmental values, they can also be further distinguished by their mix of secondary 
values. These secondary values interact with the environmental values-of these tourists 
and to some extent will guide behaviour.
The findings of the present study have shown that a distinct set of tourists can be 
categorised on the basis of their strong environmental values. This finding is 
concurrent with those of much of the past work on eeotourists- and- motivations, 
discussed in Chapter 5 of the present study. The environmental tourists m the present 
study, were those tourists- who placed strong levels of importance on three 
“environmental indicator” values, namely; to be closer to nature, freedom in wide open 
spaces and ta leam something interesting. These tourists were also found to be 
internally distinguishable by their secondary values and were further segmented into 
two segnents, Environmental Hed^mic Cognitive and Environmental Social Emotive. 
The hedonic, cognition dominant values of the first segment were fun, excitement and 
to visit somewhere well known so I  can tell my fiiends. The presence of these 
secondary values were not found to have a substantial effect on the activities carried 
out by these-two segments of environmental tourists^ In common with past research on
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the holidaymaking behaviour of nature based or eeotourists (Kretchman and Eagles, 
1990; Fennell and Smale, 1992; Eagles, 1992; Grossley and Lee, 1994} which found 
that eeotourists were more likely to engage in physically active and education related 
holiday activities- than “general” tourists^ the present study also found that 
environmental tourists were also more likely to go climbing, to visit a wildlife 
attraction, to visit a historical monument and to go- naturewatching than "other” 
tourists.
However, it should be noted that a strong degree of generality of activities- across- the 
segments was also found . Walking, leisure shopping, nature-watching, touring around 
sightseeing and visiting historical monuments- were- activities that were found to be 
generically popular amongst the tourists to the two Scottish towns, irrespective of 
dominant tourian vedues or specific location. The environment of Scotland as a holiday 
destination facilitates these activities; indeed, they have consistently been found to be 
the most popular activities amongst tourists to Scotland (STB, 1996). The findings of 
the present study further supports either an interpretation that individuals adapt their 
values to a particular type of «rvironment and Situation (Kahle, 19S3; Bummgham and 
O'Brien, 1994) or are deterred to other places earlier in the process of decision making 
if adaptation is considered unwanted.
The results of the present study have not only shown the associations between values 
and activities and values and attachment, but. it. has. further demonstrated the 
associations between activities and attachment to place or to the natural environment 
as a class of places. The present study has shown the pertinence in the Scottish
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landscape context of looking both at those activities done within a landscape setting 
and attachm«it to that setting. In addition to the multiple attributes of a setting which 
are selected to satisfy the dominant tourism values of tourists, the study has suggested 
that the presence and level of affective attachment to place or the "natural 
environment” as a class of places may have an effect on how the tourism environment 
is used by visitors and how it is valued. Exceptionally, in the present study, in the 
examination of affective attachment to place or to the "natural environment” as a class 
of places, situationality was found to be-important with substantial differences-in levels 
of attachment between the two towns. Because of this, the present study recommends 
that if further research is to be carried out with pmticular interest in attachm ^ or 
endearment to place using the two dimensional model categorising values as suggested 
in the fH’esent study, operation^sation at the level of broad types of places may be 
inappropriate and a different survey form for each "place” or situation may be needed.
Affective attachment to place and to  the "natural environment” was found to- be 
generally stronger amongst tourists holding strong environmental values, a finding 
concurrent with past studies (Williams et al, 1992). This was generic across both of the 
survey towns. However, the situational (between town) differences in the levels of 
attachment to place or to the- "natural envircmment” wero found to be reflected by the 
main focus of the tourists' interaction with the two towns. Generally, affective 
attachment to place and to the "natural environment” was found to be greater amongst 
the tourists' whose main focus was on the activities that the place and the setting 
facilitated. Strong attachment to the "natural enviremment” was found to be- greater 
amongst tourists who focused mainly on the natural setting itself, relative to any other 
aspects of the tourist experience.
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Between the two towns, generally, place attachment and attachment to the "natural 
environment” was found to be stronger amongst tourists to  Pitlochry. This was found 
to be attributable to the strong focus on generalist activities amongst visitors to 
Pitlochry. Similar findings that place endearment is effected through generalist 
activities have been reported by Prentice et al, (1994). Similarly, the group of "other” 
tourists to St. Andrews were found have a strong activity focus, mid showed a strong 
level of attachment to place and to a lesser extent to the "natural environment”. 
Attachment to place amongst these tourists appeared to be due to  the grnieralist 
activities that they participated in but also an attachment to St.Andrews as a unique 
place which facilitated their participation in some "unique” activities which can not be 
experienced in the same way elsewhere, namely, visiting the annual town fair and 
speeiahst leisure shopping.
The present study has suggested that for tourists that are strongly attached to  {dace, 
St. Andrews, Pitlochry or a similar Scottish environment may be less substitutable as a 
holiday destination based on the perceived "unique” ability of the place to facilitate 
their activity goals or because the place fulfils all of their tourism needs and dominant 
values. The extent of substitutabdity of a place- is critical here. The suggestion is  not 
that these tourists would not go elsewhere, Rather, it implies that they are likely to 
have virited the place before and that repeat visits are more likely amongst these 
tourists.
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The present study further argued that the level of attachment that an individual feels 
for a particular setting will effect their concern for that environment and how they use 
it (Chapter 9). The tourism values measured in the present study, as current in the 
immediate tourism context and situation, do have an effect on how the environment is 
valued, namely the concern that tourists show for their immediate environment. 
Elsewhere-in the tourism literature it has been pointed out that, whilst most people are 
accepting and in agreement with the concept of sustainable tourism, in reality it cannot 
be expected that tourists visiting an area for a short period of time will be too 
interested in their impact on the place ( e.g. Butler, 1990). The findings of this study to 
some extMit would support this in so much a% in a landscape tourism context, those 
tourists who hold strong environmental values clearly experience a value conflict 
betweœ hedonic values such as-fim and excitement anà social values such as-to spend 
cjuality time with friends and family which have been found to be dominant in a 
to u r i^  context, and environmental values. It is clear that there exists some potential 
conflict between valuing the environment and fulfilling holiday values and that this 
conflict will be resolved on the basis of the interaction of these values and-the relative 
ordering of importance of values as goals in the immediate context.
The findings of the present study suggest further that whilst there are some differences 
between environmental and "other" tourists in terms of activity preferences and 
destination attributes when on holiday in Scotland, these differences- are not really 
substantial. However, although the measurement of tourists' values in the context of 
landscape tourism in the present study permitted potential access to tourists to whom 
the "environment" as a setting for holiday activity would be important, a limitation of
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the present study was that the survey was carried out in urban places, and because of 
this, may have failed to locate environmental or ecotourists as disproportionately 
town- avoiders.
The present thesis has used two alternative forms oi inodelling to explore the 
pertinence of multiple values. The first form of modelling, cluster analysis and 
segmentation, is a descriptive technique which categorises individuals. The second, 
hierarchical loglinear analysis is a predictive technique. In view of the small subsamples 
generated by the segmentation, the two techniques were not combined. Although^ with 
a larger sample, predictive modelling for individual segments could be attempted which 
would likely produce simpler models, but many more of them. These models- may be 
easier to interpret, but their increased number would have implications for their 
manageability. Howeva^, as numbers of cases in the cells of the multi-dimensional 
loglinear matrices are reduced through splitting samples, errors of prediction are 
increased for segments. The present analysis sought to avmd these problems.
As values have been shown to be simultaneously multiple, interactive (compounding 
or conflicting) and context specific, detailed examination of the level at which they 
compound or conflict was needed in order to fully understand their effect on 
behaviour. Hierarchical loglinear analysis allowed examination of the interaction and 
resolution of these multiple, conflicting values in a tourism context when an individual 
has made the decision to participate or not to-participate in a situ^ion^ activity. It also 
allowed examination of their attachment to place and to the "natural environment” and 
their concern for their immediate tourism environment. The relative strength or
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importance of the tourism values of the individual resolves the conflict of participation 
or non participation in an activity, concern for their environment and their affective 
attachment to settings.
It is clear from the analysis in Chapters 10 and 11 that combinations of tourian values  ^
do, to some extent as would be expected, influence holiday behaviour, thereby 
indicating that holiday behaviour can be predicted by examining the interaction 
between tourism value combinations.
In terms of holiday activities (Chapter 10) it was shown that prediction is most 
common in the negative, namely who will not participate in a particular holiday 
activity. Loglinear analysis clarified some of the points made earlier in the-study, in 
particular that environmental tourists were more likely to engage in physical holiday 
activities than "other” tourists. This was echoed, elsewhere in the literature: ecotourists 
were consistently found to be highly associated with a propensity to engage in physical 
holiday activities such as-climbing, hiking, waterspwts etc. For example, the activity 
climbing was found to be positively associated with the. environmental values to be 
closer to nature and freedom in- wide open- spaces. The interaction of these two 
environmental values also reduced the propensity of these tourists to participate in 
mountainbiking, an activity which is considered to  be detrimental to the- natural 
environment Similarly, cultural activities such as visiting a museum, visiting an art 
gallery and viâting a historical monument, are more associated with "other" tourists; 
that is, those not holding strong, dominant environmental values. These findings were 
also echoed elsewhere in the literature (W i^ , 1996b).
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The loglinear analysis of the models examining the relationship between values and 
place attachment suggests that the interaction of combinations of different personal 
values is associated with the level and type of affective attachment to place or a class 
of places. Strong affective attachment to place was found to be associated with the 
emotional values of freedom in wide open spaces, a safe place to holiday and to 
spend quality time with friends and family. Conflict arises between these values and 
strong attachment to place, and are resolved in favour of the dominant value or goals 
of the individual in the specific tourism context. As might be expected, strong 
attachment to the "natural environment” as a class of places'is strongly associated with 
the "environmental values” to be closer to imture, freedom in wide open spaces and to 
leam something interesting. The joint interaction of these values results in a strong 
attachment to the natural environment, which would suggest that the "natural 
environment” for these tourists is valued for its intiinric worth and for it's ability to 
fulfil their environmental values.
It is apparent, from the analysis undertaken in the present study, that concern for the 
tourism environment is in conflict mainly with hedonic values and goals in the tourism 
context. The dominance of hedonic values is not unexpected ÿven that hohdaymaldng 
is predominantly a hedonic activity (Gnoth, 1997). It has been discussed throughout 
the present study that environmental values are transformational and transactional 
(Aitken and Bjorklund,1988) and that person/environment relations do not exhibit 
stability. The conflict between the more "environmental” values and other values such 
as no hassle, fun, excitement and to spend quality time with friends and family when 
tourism development is in question, were found to be resolved in favour of the-values
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which are reflected as the immediate aims and objectives of the tourists that are 
dominant within the tourism context. Thus, whilst new development is considered as 
unacceptable in some situations, in the tourist’s current situation it would facilitate the 
dominant values of fun, excitement, m  hassk and ^ n d m g  quality time with friends 
and family. It is clear that the type and level of attachment that individuals feel for a 
place may influence their concern for how the place is used and the degree of 
substitutability of the place.
The exploratory use of loglinear analysis as a modelling technique in the examination 
of personal values is a potentially important advance, in value measurement research. 
Personal values have, for the last three and a half decades, known to- be multiple, 
compounding and conflicting. The simultaneous examination of their interaction in a 
specific context or situation has not b^bre been addressed in tourism research. 
Equally, because of this, the extent of any mis-estimation by the models can not be 
appraised by already existing criteria. General patterns have to be looked for instead, 
using the lambda parameter estimates.
As an integrated approach to the-measurement of values, the techniques presented-in 
the present study have important implications for tourism managers. If the satisfaction 
of emotion-dominant inner directed values is achieved by fulfillmg an outcome such as 
the need to relax and unwind, or to feel fi’ee in wide open spaces, then classes of 
objects such as destinations, services or experiences that satisfy these values can- be 
chosen and are readily substitutable. Where these tourism value systems have a 
cognition-dominant and outer directed component, satisfaction and fulfilment is
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through more specific objects or processes which are not so readily substitutable. The 
unique selling points of destinations are likely to be more associated, with those values 
of potential and actual tourists which are simultaneously cognition-dominant and outer 
directed. In particular, tourism managa^s who- seek to- promote or foster responsible 
tourism in a destination need to examine what is valued in a particular destination and 
how it is valued by those who visit.
The re^onsibility of tourism managers and marketers is twofold. Firstly, to ensure-that 
the emotion-dominant values of tourists are satisfied through the services and 
amenities available in ar particular destinatimr. The satirfaction of these values- will 
increase the likelihood of repeat behaviour, i.e. repeat visits. Secondly, to identify and 
promote-the activities or objects in a particular ævironment which invoke cognition- 
dominant and outer directed values can help not only to confirm this satisfaction, but 
also to strengthen the attitudes of an individual that a particular destination is- less 
substitutable.
The utility of the methodology proposed in the present study is currently being 
explored in an examination of the personal values prevalent amongst tourists to 
Eastbourne, an urban location in Sr coastal setting in the South of England with a well 
established and diverse tourism base which fonns the focus of tourist activity for its 
surrounding rural landscapes^ in particular, Beachy Head and the South Downs. 
Tourism pressure has been officially recognised as detrimental in certain key locations 
in Eastbourne, although^ as- tourian is of considerable significance to the ^ea, some 
development is ofiBcially perceived as necessary (EBC, 1998). Preliminary results of
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the work in Eastbourne indicate some support for the findings of the present study. 
Emotional and hedonic values were found to be prevalent amongst the tourists, and, in 
addition, similar to the present study, the internal distinctions between the tourist value 
clusters are most readily identifiable aecording. to the importance placed on the 
distinguishing mix and direction of other, secondary values. Further analysis is being 
carried out and will be reported on completion.
In terms of the wider application of the methods for measuring tourists’ values as 
proposed in the present study, the potential for the development of these methods is 
being explored in two quite distinct contexts. The first is the practical application of 
the integrated value measurement techniques- ta  examine the personal values- of users 
and non-users of rail services. Similar to the consumption of "green” products, there is 
a marked di parity between support for the use of rail ^rvices and actual use of these 
services. This is a study of much topical interest as the new labour government, as part 
of their stated commitment to the environment is seeking to introduce- measures to 
reduce the use of private cars and to encourage rail use (DETR, 1998a).
The second potential application for the- methods of value mea^rement proposed in 
the present study is the examination of the values of those who participate in 
democratic processes and those that do riot. The timeliness of this study cokicides-with 
an extensive programme of constitutional reform by the labour government, which 
calls for additional citizen participation in danocratic processes. A number of 
theoretical models have been used to explain participation in the literature. The 
integrated approach to value measurement used in the present study will attempt to
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enhance theoretical explanations about why some people are involved in this type of 
voluntary activity when others are not (DETR, 1998b).
The results of the present study integrate and expand the implications of past research 
on the personal values of tourists, and address some of the problems on which past 
research measurement techniques have foundered. However, it is also important to 
recognise the limitations of this study, in p ^cu lar, the issue of the extent of 
situationality which pertains. As has been noted in Chapter 2 of the present study, 
while there might not be a large extent of differences in tourists’ values and behaviours 
between St. Andrews and Pitlochry, differences may be expected between tourists 
visiting Pitlochry and those- for example visiting the major Scottish cities- of Glasgow 
and Edinburgh. The present survey implicitly modelled a like group of tourists, so- 
called landscape tourists, almost all of whom were touring around sightseeing. The 
present analysis therefore did not have to address the differing tourism contexts which 
distinct market segments potentially represent, landscape viewing tourists as- against 
cultural tourists, for example. In terms of the potential for the development of the 
methods for measuring tourists’ values proposed m this study, for general application, 
it is recommended that more studies need to be done, utilising this method but varying 
situation between cities-, towns and rural places, and varying contextuality within 
tourism, to explore a series of contexts, beach tourism, cultural tourism and business 
tourism and the like. The extent of contextuality and situationality wiU then be more 
readily understood. As stated by Sheth (1995) at the outset of this work, "The issue of 
values does-not warrant indifference”, as an integrated approach, the exploratory ideas
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presented in the present study represent an important advance in modelling personal 
values in consumer behaviour research.
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APPENDIX 1
THE IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW SCHEDULE CONDUCTED 
AT ST. ANDREWS AND PITLOCHRY DURING THE t9»5
SURVEYS
2 8 8
QUEEN MARGARET COLLEGE 
Department of Hospitality and Tourism Management 
Clerwood Terrace 
Edinburgh EH12 8TS 
Telephone: 0131 317 3595
July - September 1995 
SURVEY OF TOURISTS’ VIEWS ON SCOTTISH TOWNS
PITLOCHRY / ST. ANDREWS / STIRLING
Interviews carried out by; Deborah Crick, Postgraduate Researcher, Department of Hospitality and 
Tourism Management.
The interviewer must ask the following questions before preceding with the interview -
1. Is the respondent currently on holiday (staging at least one night away from home) ? . YES
2. Is the respondent an UK citizen residing outwith Scotland? TES
- If the response to either of the above questions is NO, thank the respondent and close the interview.
- If the response is YES to both of the above questions, explain that the interviewer seeks their views 
and opinions of the town and proceed with the interview
QUESTION 1.
Would you recommend a visit to this town to a friend or relative visiting this area?
YES/NO
Why ? / Why not?
QUESTION 2.
2a. Could you please explain to me why you have chosen to visit this town today? 
(.. ..What is most attractive about the area to you?)
2 8 9
2b. Which parts of the town have you visited today?
2c. What did you like about these parts of the town / area / attractions? 
(...why?)
2d What was the most enjo>^ble part of your visit here today? 
(...why?)
QUESTION 3.
3 a. How would you describe this town?
3b. What were your expectations of the town before you arrived?
Did your \isit live up to expectations? YES / NO 
In what wav?
QUESTION 4.
4a. The tourist board in Scotland is trying to attract more visitors to this area.
Do you think this is a good idea? YES / NO
Why? -
What do you think the impact on the area would be if more tourists were attracted? 
How might this affect your dedsion to visit the area?
2 9 0
4b. Do you think that there are adequate facilities in the town for tourists? YES / NO
What would you like to see more or less of?
Why?
QUESTION 5. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
5a. Would you consider yourself to be actively concerned about the environment?
YES/NO
If YES, in what ways are you active?
(Why are-these particular issues important to you personally?)
If NO, what is your image of a typical environmentalist?
QUESTION 6.
6a Are you a member of an environmental or heritage group such as The National Trust of 
Friends of the Earth?
YES/NO
If YES, Wiich one?
What do you hope to achieve by being a member?
If NO, What is your image of a “t}pical” member of an environmental or heritage group?
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QUESTION 7.
7a. Why did you decide to take a holiday in the United Kingdom?
Why Scotland
QUESTIONS.
8a. Where did you take your last holiday?
What t>'pe of holiday was it?
8b. What issues are important to you generally when you are choosing somewhere to go on 
holid^?
(Wliy are they important to you...?)
8c. What issues were important to you in your choice of this holiday destination? 
(Why are they impmtant ta you...?)
8d. What type of acœmmodation are you using during your present visit? 
Why did you choose to use this^pe of accommodation?
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP.
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APPENDIX 2
COPIES OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES CONDUCTED AT 
ST. ANDREWS AND PITLOCHRY DURING THE 1996
SURVEYS
QUEEN MARGARET COLLEGE
Department of Hospitality and Tourism Management 
Clerwood Terrace 
Edinburgh EH12 STS 
Telephone: 0131 317 3595
June - September 1994 
SURVEY OF DOMESTIC TOURISTS TO ST. ANDREWS
Interviewer: Deborah Crick
I am a research student interested in why people come to-Scotland on holiday, and in-particular 
why they visit S t Andrews. I would very much appreciate it if you could help me hy answering 
the following-questionSi Firstly:
1. Are you. on holiday (staying, at least one night away from, home) ? YES
2. Do you live in England or Wales? YES
NO
NO
ONLY CONTINUE IF BOTH QUESTIONS- WEREANSWERED ‘YES\ 
Section A
A-1. Thinking now about holidays you have taken in the last 5  years can you think of things 
which have been the same in your choice of:
a) Tjpeof hcdiday.
b) Hohday destination
A.2. Heasemdkatehow much you agree that the following statements  reflect the reasons for 
your visit here today.
a. I am very fond of St. Andrews? it means a lot to me
strongly agree slightly agree no strong fecUngs flUghtly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
b. I W e to visit Scotland
strongly ftgm  sUghthr agree no strong feelings slightly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
c. St. Andrews is a t>pieal Scotti^ town.
strongly agree slightly agreed no-strong feeUngs- slightly disagree strongh^ disagree
1 2 3 4 5
d. St. Andrews is^unique.I wouldiL’l substitute.aiiy otheiiplace.for doing.the type of.things I do here, 
strongly agree slightly agree no strong feelings slightly disagree s tro n g  disagree
1 2 3 4 5
e. I find that a lot of my holidays are organised arotmd areas of natural beauty.
strong]}'agree slightly agree no strong, feeling? slightly disagree
1 2 3 4
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strongly disagree
5
f. To me, this area represents a topical Scottish landscape
strongly agree sUghth- agree no strong feelings- slightlv disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 *4 5
A.3a. Please rate the importance of the following iu your decision to-come on holiday to 
Scotland.
A safe place to holiday
Leant something about my own counti}
Freedom in wide open spaces
Spend quality time witli friends and family
Relax ^ d  imwind. Get back in touch with myself.
No hassle
Ftm
Learn something interesting
Excitement
To be closer to nature
Somewhere well known so I can tell my friends 
To indulge myself
Unimportant Somewhat
Important
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Very
Important
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
A-3b. Of the above reasons, which ONE was the MOST IMPORTANT?
A.4a Please indicate the things that were most important when, chnodng to come here-to St 
Andrews:
1 wanted to visit the coast
A good place for golf
The beach is clean
The ease of access from home
The quietness
The sancfy beach
Different style of local buildings
The area is good for children
I liked it when I have been before
The attractive, natural setting
The open spaces
The area is good for walks
Unimportant Somewhiit
Important
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
. Very 
Important
2 9 5
Place \vith unique Scottish historical monuments 1 2 3
A good base for touring the area 1 2 3
A.4b. Of the above reasons, w hich ONE w as the MOST IMPORTANT?
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A.6a. Which of the following things have you done on this holiday?
Done
Golfing 
Fishing 
Walking 
Climbing 
Camping 
Mountain biking 
Leisure shopping 
Toured around sightseeing
A.6b. Which others do you intend to do?
Not Done Done Not Done
2 Visited a museum . 1 2
2 Visited an art gallery 1 2
2 Been to the theatre 1 2
2 Naturewatching 1 ' 2
2 Visited a liistorical monument 1 2
2 Visited a wildlife attraction 1 2
2 Visited a funfair or tlieme park 1 2
2
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Section B
B.l. Please indicate which one of the following you consider to be the least harmful to the 
environment and the local community.
a.
Large hotel 
Camping 
Caravanning 
Bed and Breakfast
Not Mentioned 
1 
1 
1 
1
Least Harmfbl
2
2
2
2
Why?
b.
Golfing 
Fishing 
Climbing 
Mountainbiking 
Leisure shopping
Not Mentioned Least Harmflil 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2
Whv?
B .2 . Please indicate on the scale how much-you. agree or disagree, with the following 
statements:
a. I cannot do anything significant to solve environmental problems.
strongly agree slightly agree no strong feelings slightly disagree strongly disagree
i  2 3 4 5
b. New leisure and tourist attractions should be encouraged in this area so that people can have fun 
and enjoyment here.
strongly agree slights agree no-strong feelings slightly disagree stronglydisagree
i  2 3 4 5
c. Tourists ta this area should be encouragé ta travel by public transport to keep-the area free firom 
congestion and fiimes
strongly agree slightly agree no-strong feelings slightly disagree stronglydisagree
i  2 3 4  5
d. More car parking facilities should be provided in this area for the convenience of visitors here.
strongly agree slightly agree ' no strong feeUngs slightly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
e. Tlie number of new tourist and leisure developments should be severely restricted if tliis area is to 
be kept unspoilt.
strongly agree slightly agree no strong, feeling? slightly disagree strongly disagree
1 2  3 4 5
f. The development of golf courses wastes huge amounts of natural resources such as water and 
agricultural land
strongly agree slightly agree no strong_fceling slighti) disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
g. The use of cars in tliis area shouldbe restricted to keep it unpolluted
2 9 8
strongly agree sUghtly agree no strong feelings sUghtly disagree strongly disagree
i 2 3 4 5
h. Golf courses allow people to enjoy sport in beautiful surroundings
strongly agree sUghtly agree no strong feelings sUghtlv disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 *4 5
B.3. Which of the following, if any , has affected your enjoyment of your visit to the-area?
Positive No Negative Positive No Negative
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect • £lffeet
Litter and rubbish 1 2 3 Noticeable loss of 1 2 3
vegetation and wildlife
Overcrowding 1 2 3 Ugly building 1 2 3
developments
Noise . 1 2 3 Traffic congestion 1 2 3
Erosion of beach walks 1 2 3 Fumes 1 2 3
and cliffs
B.4. Which if any, of the following-things have-yon done in-the last two years?
Done
Campaigned about an environmental issue
Selected one product over another because of its environmentally 
friendly packaging, formulation or ad\ ertising
Recycled glass, tins or paper
Been a member of an environmental group
Used lead free petrol (if vehicle owner)
Given mone\' for conservation or wildlife charities.
Not Done
2
No
Vehicle
B.5. There are plans to deal with the impacts of tourism in this area. Using the scales could 
you please indicate how you feel about the following statements.
a. Car paik charges should be increased substantially to cover costs of cleaning up the beach and 
parks.
strongly agree slightlv agree no-strong feelings- slightly disagree strongly disagree
i  2 3 4 5
b. The town centre should be pedestrianised, risitors shoirid use park and ride fecHities from 
surrounding areas.
strongtv agree slightlv agree no-strong feeUngs sUght^ disagree strongfy-disagree
i  2 3 4 5
c. To restrict the number of visitors, an entrance fee to visit thetown should be introduced
strongly agree sUghtly agree no strong feelings slightly’ disagree strongiy disagree
1 2 3 4 5
d  A visitor centre should be provided to inform visitors about conservliig the local environment.
stro n g ly  ag ree  slightly ag ree  no  stro n g  Ikelings sUgiiUy d isagree strong ly  d isagree
i  2 3 4 5
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Section C
C l. Can I now please take some details from you to help me analyse the survey data? Tlie
information you gi^  e me will be strictly confidential and will be used for the purpose of 
statistical analysis only.
a. Respondent: MALE 1
FEMALE 2
b. Please indicate your age group:
16-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 7(H-
VTS vrs \TS vrs yrs yrs yrs
*1 *2 *3 4 5 6 7
c. Have you got a current job title? If yes, please be as specific as possible.
If retired or unemployed, please also indicate your previous job title.
What is the occupation of your partner?
d. Do you have any educational qualifications? If so, please tell me your highest qualification.
None 0
GCSE or equivalent 1
Higher education 2
below degree le\"el 
First degree 3
Professional 4
qualifications
Higher degree 5
e. Do you have any children of school age or under with you in your group today?
YES 1
NO 2
If YES, of what age are the)v
Pre school 1
Primar>- 2
Secondary 3
Thank you for helping me!
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QUEEN MARGARET COLLEGE
Department of Hospitality and Tourism Management 
Clerwood Terrace 
Edinburgh EH12 8TS 
Telephone: 0131 317 3595
June - September 1996 
SURVEY OF DOMESTIC TOURISTS TO PITLOCHRY
Interviewer: Deborali CHck
I am a research student interested in why people come to Scotland on holiday, and in particular 
why they visit Pitlochry. I would very much appreciate it if you could help me by answering the 
following questions. Firstly:
1. Are you on holiday (staying at least one night away from home) ? YES
2. Do you live in England or Wales? YES
NO
NO
ONLY CONTINUE IF  BOTH QUESTIONS WERE ANSWERED ‘YES^. 
Section A
A.1. Thinking now about holidays you have taken in the last 5 years can you think of things 
which have been the same in your choice of:
a) Type of holiday.
b) Holiday destination
A.2. Please indicate how much- you agree that the foHowing statements reflect the reasons for 
your visit here today.
a. I am very fond of Pitlochry, it means a lot to me
strongly agree slightly agree no strong feelings slightly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
b. I love to visit Scotland
Stronvlv nore* sUghUyagre« no strong feelings slightly disagree stronÿy disagree
" i 2  3 4 5
c. Pitlochry is a typical Scottish town.
strongly agree slightly agree no strong feelings slightly disagree strongly disagree
1 2  3  4 5
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d. Pitlochry is unique, I wouldn’t substitute any other place for doing the type of things I do here.
strongly agree sllghth agree no strong feelings slightly disagree strongh disagree
i 2 3 4 5
e. I find that a lot of my holidays are organised around areas of natural beauty:
strbnglv agree sllghth agree no strong feelings slightly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
f. To me, this area represents a tvpieal Scottish landscape
strongly agree slightlv agree no strong feelings slightly disagree strongly disagree
i  2 3 4 5
A.3a. Please rate the importance of the following in your decision to come on holiday to 
Scotland.
Unimportant
A safe place to holiday
Learn something about my own counfiy
Freedom in wide open spaces
Spend qualité' time with friends and family
Relax and unwind. Get back in touch with nw-self.
No hassle
Fun
Learn something interesting
Excitement
To be closer to nature
Somewhere well known so I can tell my friends 
To indulge myself
Somewhat
Important
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 .
2
2
Very
Important
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
A.3b. Of the above reasons, which ONE was the MOST IMPORTANT?
A.4a Please indicate the things that were most important when choosing to come here to 
Pitlochiw:
I w anted to \isit the coast
A good place for golf
The beach is clean
The ease of access from home
The quietness
The sand)' beach
Different st>ie of local buildings
The area is good for children ,
U n im p o rta n t Somewhat
Important
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Very
Important
3
3
3
3
3
3
3 .
3
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I liked it when I have been before
The attractive, natural setting
The open spaces
The area is good for walks
Place with unique Scottish historical monuments
A good base for touring the area
A.4b. Of the above reasons, which ONE was the MOST IMPORTANT?
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A.5a. Which of the following things have you done on this holiday?
Done Not Done
Golfing 1 2
Fishing 1 2
Walking i 2
Climbing 1 2
Camping 1 2
Mountain hiking 1 2
Leisure shopping 1 2
Toured around sightseeing 1 2
A.Sb. Which others do you intend to do?
Done
Visited a museum
Visited an art gallery
Been to the theatre
Naturewatching
Visited a historical monument
Visited a \vildlife attraction
Visited a funfair or theme park
Not Done
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Section B
B.l. Please indicate which one of the following yon consider to be the least harmful to the 
environment and the local communitv.
a.
Large hotel 
Camping 
Caravanning 
Bed and Breakfast
Not Mentioned
I ■
1
1
1
Least-Harmful 
2 
2 
2 
2
Why?
b.
Golfing 
Fishing 
Climbing 
Mountainbiking 
Leisure shopping
Not Mentioned Least Harmful
2
2
2
2
2
Why?
B.2. Please indicate on the scale bow mtich-you agreeor disagree with-the foUewing 
statements:
a. I cannot do anything significant to solve environmental problems.
strongly agree slightly agree no strong feelings slightly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
b. New leisure and tourist attractions should be encouraged in this area so that people can have fim 
and enjoyment here.
strongly agree sUghtly agree no strong f t e l h ^  - sHghtly disagree s#m%k disagree
1 2 3 4 5
c. Tourists to this area diould.be encouraged to travel by publictranqxirt tokeqi the.area.fieefrom 
congestion and fumes
s tr o n g  agree. slightly agree no-strwig fecBngs. sBghtfy disagree strong^, disagree
1 2 3 4 5
d. More car paddng 6cilities shouldbe provided in this area, for the convenience of visitorç. here
strongly agree slightly agree no strong feeUngs sUghtly disagree s tro n g  disagree
1 2 3 4 5
e. The number of new tourist and leisure developments should be se\%rely restricted if this area is to 
be kept unqxiilt.
strong^ agree sUghtk agree ' no stronj feelings slight^ disagree
4
stronglydisagree
f. The development of golf courses wastes huge-ainouiits o f natural resources S u d t as water and 
agricultural land
strongly agree sUghtk agree no-strong feeUags. riightly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
g. The use of cars in this area should be restrictedto keep it unpolluted
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strongh’ agree 
1
slightly agree 
2
no strong feelings
3
sUghtly disagree
4
h. Golf courses allow people to enjoy sport in beautiful surroundings
strongh agree sUghtly agree ho strong feeUngs sUghth disagree
i  2 3 4
strongly disagree
5
strongly disagree
*5
B.3. Which of the following, if any , has affected your enjoyment of your \isit to the area?
Positive No Negathe Posithe No
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect
Litter and rubbish 1 2 3 Noticeable loss of 
vegetation and wildlife
1 2
Overcrowding 1 2 3 Ugly building 
developments
1 2
Noise 1 2 3 Traffic congestion 1 2
Erosion of beach walks 
and cliffs
1 . 2 3 Fumes 1 2
B.4. Which if any, of the following things have you done in the last two years?
Done
Campaigned about an environmental issue
Selected one product over another because of its environmentally 
friendly packaging, formulation or advertising
Recycled glass, tins or paper
Been a member of an environmental group
Used lead free petrol (if vehicle owner)
Given mone\' for conservation or wildlife charities.
Not Done
2
2
2
2
2
2
No
Vehicle
B.5. There are plans to deal with the impacts of tourism in this area. Using the scales-could 
you please indicate how you feel about the following statements.
a. Car park charges should be increased substantially to cover costs of cleaning up the beach and 
parks.
strongly agree sUghtly agree no strong feelings sUghtly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
b. The town centre should be pedestrianised- visitors dioulduse. park and ride facilities- from 
surrounding areas.
strongly agree sUghtly agree no strong feeftig» sUghtly disagree strongfy disagree
1 2 3 4 5
c. To restrict the number of visitors, an entrance fee to visit the town should be introduced
strongh’ agree sUghtly agree no strong feeUngs sUghtly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
d  A visitor centre should be prorided to inform visitors about conserving the local environment.
strongly agree sUghtly agree no strong, feelings slightly disagree strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5
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Section C
C. 1. Can I now please take some details from you to help me analyse the survey data? The
information you give me will be strictly confidential and will be used for the purpose of 
statistical analysis only.
a. Respondent; MALE 1
FEMALE 2
b. Please indicate your age group;
16-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70
yrs )TS yrs yrs yrs yrs
1 2 3 4 5 6
c. Have you got a current job title? If yes, please be as specific as possible.
If retired or unemployed, please also indicate your previous job title.
70+
yrs
7
What is the occupation of your partner?
d. Do you have any educational qualifications? If so, please tell me your highest qualification.
None
GCSE or equivalent 
Higher education 
below degree level 
First degree 
Professional 
qualifications 
Higher degree
e. Do you have any children of school age or under with you in your group today?
YES..
NO
If YES, of what age are they?
Pre school
Primary
Secondary
Thank you for helping me!
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APPENDIX 3
THE LAMBDA “EFFECT” PARAMETERS OF VALUE 
COMBINATIONS ON ACTIVITIES
Activity Actor codos
1=“dono”
2="notdooo"
Value Actor codes 
t="unlmporAnt" 
2a"soiiiwtiat important” 
ï=“vary ImporAnt”
InAractton Tarm LamMa EfAct 
Parameter
tour=Toured around sightseeing* lea =1eam about my own country" lea, inti tour, ■ 2.743
int="leam something interesting
bike= "Mountainbiking" fre="freedom in open spaces" fre; naj bikei 1.9009
na="to be closer to nature"
dim=Xlimbing" fre=?reedom in open spaces" , fre, na* 1.7994
na=To 1» closer to nature" frei na-. clirm 1.9459
fre, na, dim. 1.K94
rresna, cum. 2.504
his="Visitod a historical nwnumenf rel="relax and unwind" relj int; his: 125233
int="to leam something intersting" reli int: his; 21.3774
has="no hassle" rel, int: his: 13.983
lea=To leam something-aboutmy own country" • ret: ink his, 27.0498
relj ink- his: 15.6448
has, Int, his. 38.1185
tias,inti.his: 8.48Z8
has, int: his, ■ 14.9749
has, int: his: 20.6187
has, ink his. 14.7878
has, int, his: 5.9475
has, rei, int, lea, 17.5347
has, rel, int, lea: 2207%
has; rel: Int, lea. T4.2277
has, rel, ink lea. 7.3591
has, rel, int: lea: 37.8169
has^rek ink tea. 35.2785
has, rel, Int, lea. 36.0003
has, rel, int, lea: 420605
has, rel, Ink lea. 21.3929
hem, ml: int, lea. 11 K7?7
has, rel: int, lea: 6.98808
has,.rel: int, lea. 13.3035
has» leT: ink lea. 6:6068
has, rel, int, lea. 14.7185
has, rel, ink lea: 11.859
- has, rei, ink lea. 8.4058
has: rel, int, lea: 4.8231
has: rel, ink lea. 9.0029
las: rel, ink lea: 27.9246
has: rel, ink lea. 24.5402
has: rel, ink lea. 14.5265
has, rel, ink lea: 29.4209
has: rel, ink lea. 14.9696
has: rob in, lea. 24.2957
has: reb Int, lee: 13.494
has: reb ink lea. • 121217
has, rel, int, lea: 5.781
has, rel, ink lea, 8.9622
has, rel, ink lea: 18.1071
has, rel, ink lea. 123894
has, rel, ink lea: 18.5372
hmSiTeb int. lea, 328342
has,reb int, lea: 10.0119
has, rel, lea, his: 11.2108
has, rel, lee: his: 24.7018
■ has, reb lea, his, . 7.1871
has, reb lea: his: 14.0556
has, reb lea, his. 20.684
. has-, rek.lea&bis. 15.1934
has:rel, lea, his: 45.3858
has: rel, lea: his: 14.973
has: rel, lea, his. 125189
has, rel, lea: his. 14.1842
has, rel, lea, his. 19.706
has, reb lea, his: 37.2207
has, reb tea, his: 123215
has, rel, lea, his. 14.8444
has, rek lea: his. 26.4359
has^rek lea, his. 6.3983
flsh="Flshing" saf="a safe place to holiday" saf, rek 3981
rel="reiax and unwind"
walk=V/alking" fre="freedom In open spaces" . na,.ink walk: 3.4243
lnt=to leam something interesting" na: ink walk: 6.4182
na="to be closer to nature" na, ink walk: 3.2407
fre. Ink walk: 4.4922
shop="Leisure Shopping" wk="somewhere well known so 1 can tell my wteshop. 22535
friends" wkishop. 22249
fun=Tun" sat, wk: fun. 25543
' saf, fun: shop: 1.8135
art=Wisited an art gallery" ff="spend quality time with friends and Amily" has, ff, lea, ink 13.9821
has="no hassle" has, ff, lea: int. 21.7415
int=Team something interesting^ hasT ff rlea: ink 11.2282
lea=to leam something about my own country" has, ff, lea: ink 11.6107
has, fk Isa, int. 123254
. has,.ftilea2 int. 21.955
has, ff: lea: ink 11.2887
has, ff: lea: ink 10.9127
has, ff: lea, Int, 323
■ has, ff, tea, int. 33106
has, ff, lea, ink 8.7937
Kn: ff, loA, int. 11.890
tas: ffi lesc inti 10.4006
tras: ff: lea: int. 12.0896
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AcdvNy Aetor codes
1»“done"
2="notdone"
Value Actor codes 
1""unimportonf 
23”son«wtiat Importontr' 
«■“very Importent"
Interaction Term LamMa Effect 
Parameter
|x"i,
hasi ff] lea, inti 10.336
has,.ffi lea, int. 128046
has, ft] lea, int, 11.7928
has, ff: lea: int, 11.1952
has, ff, lea, Int, 3176S
camp=%)smping' fro="ffeodom in open-spaces" fre, na, camp: 9.8561
na="to be closer to narture" lea, ff, fre. 7.9251
lea="leam something about my own country" lea, ff, fre: 5.3544
ff='spend quality tiroe with friends and family*' •• lee: ffi fre. . 5.8725
int=1eam something interesting" lea, ff, fre. B.811B
lea, ff, int. 8.0368
lea: ff, int. 6.9824
leajffi-int, 13.2408
lea, ff: int, 7.8028
lea, ff. Ink 6.7154
nat=‘Natuiewatctaing' na=*to be closer to nature" . najinknat,. 14.5012'
lnt='leam something interesting" wk, int, net: 10.1176
wk="somewhere well known so 1 can tell my wk: int, nak 9.9219
friends" frej-na, wk, net. 14.3805
• fre="freedom in open spaces" fre, na, wk, nab 4.723
fre, na, wk: nat. 4.4137
■ fresratj'wlcmb' 13.13%
ire, na, wk, nat. 14.4766
fre, na, wk, nab 11.4023
mus=Wisrted a museum" • has="no hassle" .. has, ink mus: 33.5484
lnt=*leam something interesting" saf, has, fre, Ink 8.0848
saf=*a safe place to hollda/ saf, has, fre, ink- 27.2883
tre="freedom in open spaces" safihas, fre, ink 16.5351
saf, has, fre, Ink 15.8413
saf: has, fre, ink 9.6028
saf, has, fn* ink 9.1834
saf: has, fre: Ink ■ 27.9784
s *  has, fre, ink 8.7718
saf, has, fre, Ink 16.0983
- sak-hastfre, ink 8.0848
saf, has, fre: Ink 27.2833
saf, has, he, ink 5.2718
. saf, has,fre,mus: 26.1601
sab hasifreynus: 17.2449
saf: hasjfreimus. 11.4415
saf] hasdre^nus: 17.301
saf,has,fre,mus: 26.3924
saf, hasafreÿnus: 21.2984
saf, fre,int,mus, 33.7384
- saf, froiirAynus, 18.0754
saf, frsiirdÿnus: 51.8138
saf, fre:int,mus] 11.2684
saf, fre:int,mus. 10.0005
saf, fre,int,mus: 2247
saf, fre, Int:mus2 19.3433
- saf, fre, intwnus. 41.8133
" sab  fre, int,mus, 7.7479
saf: fre, Intvnus: 8.7473
saf: fre, int,mi«: 6.5908
sab fre, intamus. 7.984
saf, fre, int,mus: 41.4663
saf, fre, inkmus: 19.0748
. saf,.fre,.lnt«nu8. 16-7478
saf,fra:jntimua: 10.7638
saf, fre, int,mus. 13.1695
3^0
